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1 Chapter 1.

Introduction

One important goal of modern chemical physics consists of following chemical reac-
tions in real-time and with atomic resolution. The development of methodologies
to obtain sub-Ångström spatial and femtosecond temporal resolution is of major
interest to the goal of recording such a molecular movie [1,2]. Today much is known
about the static structure of molecules, based on experiments with elaborated tech-
niques like electron and x-ray diffraction or the scanning tunneling and atomic force
microscopy. Furthermore, high-resolution spectroscopic techniques such as Raman
spectroscopy, Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy, or Doppler-free spectroscopy,
brought insight into electronic, vibrational and rotational states and structures of
molecules with an up-to-date unique resolution. However, capturing of the nuclear
motion in the defining processes of chemistry, the bond-breaking and -forming or the
rearrangement of nuclei and electrons in a chemical reaction, remains a challenging
task. Especially, far-off equilibrium configurations of moving molecules are difficult
to image due to their transient appearance. However, in order to fully understand
a movie, it is not enough to watch the first and last scene. One must watch the full
film. And in order to fully understand a chemical reaction and to access defined
control mechanisms, it is insufficient to only know the reactants and the products.
One must follow the complete reaction.
Femtochemistry deals with the investigation of chemical processes on the time-scale

of several 10−15 s. The field benefited from great advancements by lasers providing
ultrashort optical pulses in combination with the development of the pump-probe
technique [3]. In pump-probe experiments, a first pulse initiates molecular dynamics,
e.g. by exciting or ionizing a molecule (pump step). A wave packet, the coherent
superposition of excited states, is created. A second pulse follows after a certain
time-delay and probes the temporal evolution of the wave packet (probe step). A
flip-book-like movie can be recorded by varying the time delay between the two
pulses. One of the first experiments where a chemical process was investigated with
femtosecond resolution is shown in Fig. 1.1 (Figures taken from Ref. [4]). Zewail and
coworkers studied the dissociation process of ICN, a so-called half-collision reaction.
By a defined clocking of the reaction the authors could determine the I-CN bond-
breaking time to be (205± 30) fs. The time-resolved appearance of the CN fragment
was measured by the absorption of the time-delayed probe pulse resulting in laser-
induced fluorescence.
With time-resolved experiments, there is not only the goal to investigate uni-

molecular reactions, like a dissociation. One interest is the investigation of the
time-dependent structural change during bimolecular chemical reactions, e.g.:

AB + C → A + BC. (1.1)
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1. Introduction

Figure 1.1.: Investigation of the bond-breaking time in the half-collision reaction
ICN→ I + CN, taken from Ref. [4]. Left: Schematic view of the in-
duced dynamics. The dissociation is initiated by a pump pulse which
excites the parent molecule to a repulsive state. A time-delayed sec-
ond pulse probes the appearance of the CN fragment via laser-induced
fluorescence. Right: The measured absorption signal (bold line) and a
measured reference photoionization signal (thin line) to determine the
time zero of the experiment.

One wants to explore the structural change during the whole process from reactants
to products, including transient intermediate configurations around the transition
state. For designing an experiment to investigate time-resolved bimolecular chemi-
cal reactions, there are some key points to consider. The two most obvious points
are the need for a time-resolved measurement method, able to resolve dynamics
from the picosecond to the femtosecond range, and the need for a probe mechanism
which gives information about the structure of the molecule. Furthermore, there is
the necessity to clock the reaction in a controlled way to draw conclusions on the
time-dependent behavior. At the same time a defined relative orientation between
the two reactants is required to ensure a defined reaction pathway. The last two
points are a conceptual challenge in exploring bimolecular reactions. There is of-
ten the lack of a defined start time and a defined start geometry of the reactants.
Furthermore, the most chemical reactions happen on the ground state electronic
potential surface, while often in pump-probe experiments the reaction is started by
exciting the molecule to a higher electronically excited state.
The applied probe mechanisms in pump-probe experiments vary. Tools like tran-

sient absorption spectroscopy and time-resolved photoelectron spectroscopy make
use of the nowadays available short-pulse laser systems [5, 6]. Also first experi-
ments using diffraction techniques, the classical imaging tool for static structures,
have been performed [7–9]. Since the time-resolution in pump-probe spectroscopy
is mainly defined by the temporal length of the pulses, the development of short
laser pulses with pulse lengths in the temporal range of the fastest nuclear dynamics
(< 10 fs) is a major benefit.
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A promising technique to image nuclear structural changes in a pump-probe exper-
iment is laser-induced Coulomb explosion imaging (CEI) [10]. This approach makes
use of the classical repelling Coulomb force of charged particles, which strongly de-
pends on the distance between the single charges. The instantaneous removal of the
valence electrons of a molecule by strong-field ionization in an ultrashort laser pulse,
leads to a system of positively charged cores that repel each other explosion-like on
a Coulomb potential. The momenta that the individual ions gain in this explosion
contain information about the original position of the nuclei and can hence be used
to reconstruct the transient structure of the molecule at the time of the ionization.
The ability of CEI as tool to study molecular structure and molecular dynamics,
was shown in many experiments, see for example [11–18]. Compared to other ap-
proaches, the advantage of CEI is that for CEI experiments in principle no a priori
knowledge of the potential energy surfaces of the molecules is required. Furthermore,
the technique is independent of the absorption sensitivity of certain states. At the
same time, CEI benefits twice from the development of ultrashort laser pulses. The
spatial resolution in CEI experiments is not defined by the wavelength of the laser
but by the accuracy of a defined ionization time. Hence, with a shorter pulse both
the temporal and spatial resolution are increased.
CEI is a single-molecule imaging technique. To receive a complete picture of the

molecular structure, all created ionic fragments from the explosion of each single
molecule have to be recorded and correlated. Further, the individual data sets must
not contain fragments from other molecules ionized by the same laser pulse. A
powerful approach to filter single molecule events is the technique of coincidence
detection [19, 20]. In a coincidence detection scheme, the recorded data is filtered
for events where a certain sequence of processes, e.g. the measurement of all ionic
fragments of an exploding molecule, is detected in a specific time-span. With this
approach, all detected events of no importance for the experiment are discarded.
Hence, even rarely occurring physical processes can be visualized.
Using CEI in a pump-probe experiment opens the potential to map time-dependent

structural dynamics in molecules. As a future goal, we want to use the technique
to study time-resolved bimolecular chemical reactions. Here, we want to introduce
the idea for a new approach, where we plan to combine CEI with established tech-
niques of the reaction precursor preparation of molecular ions and ionic clusters. We
propose a table-top experiment, fulfilling the requirements to image the structural
dynamics in bimolecular reactions, including intermediate molecular configurations
around the transition state of the reaction. The fundamental idea for the new ap-
proach of Transition State Coulomb Explosion Imaging (TSCEI) was proposed by
Dr. Jochen Mikosch.

Transition State Coulomb Explosion Imaging The first essential point to
consider when investigating bimolecular reactions is the need to clock the chemical
reaction to receive a specific starting time. With this requirement comes the need
for a proper precursor preparation. One promising concept to clock bimolecular re-
actions is to create small clusters, which hold the precursors in close proximity, but
with a certain reaction barrier preventing the uncontrolled start of the reaction. The
reaction barrier is then overcome with the help of a pump pulse, depositing enough
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1. Introduction

energy in the system e.g. by introducing a photodissociation of a chromophore or
by photodetachment of a molecular anion. By this, the reaction is started at a
controlled time. It has been shown in a few experiments that starting bimolecular
reactions from van der Waals clusters and ion-dipole complexes as precursors is pos-
sible [21, 22]. These small ionic clusters ion-dipole complexes or molecular ions (all
refered to as targets) can be created in a supersonic expansion. Varying the tem-
perature and the pressure during the expansion gives a control mechanism for the
cluster formation. For each specific molecular cluster or ion-dipole complex there
exists a certain equilibrium geometry. Hence, depending on the temperature the
equilibrium geometry ensures a defined start geometry of the reactants. To study
ionic targets a mechanism to ionize the targets in the expansion has to be included.
Working with ionic targets has the great advantage of controllability via established
mass-spectrometric techniques (see e.g. [23]). First, a specific target can be selected
via its mass-to-charge ratio with standard mass spectrometric tools before it reaches
the interaction zone. All species of no interest are blocked and do not disturb the
measurement. Second, there are established tools for trapping and cooling ions. The
ionic targets can be captured in a radio-frequency trap to control their temperature
with a buffer gas. Furthermore, implementing an additional electrostatic ion beam
trap opens the potential to recycle the ion target and to increase the repetition rate
of the experiment. After the mass selection of the desired species the prepared ionic
targets enter an interaction zone and are overlapped with two femtosecond laser
pulses in a pump-probe scheme. Molecular dynamics are triggered by a pump pulse
which, for example, photodissociates a chromophore as a start mechanism for the
reaction or via the photodetachment of a negative ion. Both mechanisms are de-
scribed and used before, e.g. photodissociation in Ref. [22] and photodetachment in
Ref. [24]. When using photodissociation as trigger, the relative kinetic energy of the
reactants can be varied and controlled via tuning the photodissociation wavelength
to study energy-dependent reaction pathways. In addition, the clusters can be pre-
pared from the reactants side as well as from the products side, the reaction can be
examined in both directions. By clustering several solvent molecules together with
the precursors, solvation effects can be simulated.
After launching the reaction dynamics the changing molecular structure, including

intermediate states around the transition state, is probed with a time-delayed probe
pulse which induces a Coulomb explosion. CEI is anticipated to be specifically
sensitive to transition states due to enhanced ionization (EI, see section 2.1) [10].
Hence, an increased ionization probability in this area is expected.
The interaction region is embedded in a second spectrometer. After inducing the

Coulomb explosion the created ionic fragments are projected on a time- and position
sensitive detector. With measuring the time-of-flight of the fragments and their
impact position on the detector information on the full three-dimensional momentum
vector of all fragments is gained. The momentum information is finally used to
reconstruct the transient structure of the molecules in the reaction.
The overall aim of the approach is, by combining the precursor cluster preparation

technique with Coulomb explosion imaging, to get a time-resolved measurement
of the evolving structures during a bimolecular chemical reaction on the electronic
ground state potential on a single molecule basis.
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However, despite the great possibilities coming with CEI, there are also some chal-
lenges to consider. The molecular geometry is reconstructed based on a repelling
Coulomb potential at the point of ionization. If there are deviations, e.g. because
the nuclei are moving during the ionization process or there exist several break-up
pathways besides the direct Coulomb explosion, the obtained structural information
is distorted. The technique is still developing. Depending on the explored molecule
and the specific experimental conditions it has to be explored how well the molec-
ular structure can be reconstructed with CEI and how experiments can potentially
be improved. At the same time, with the increasing size of molecules it is more
challenging to (i) break all bonds in the molecule and create only ionic fragments
and (ii) measure all created ionic fragments in coincidence. However, information
about the molecule can already be gained from the momenta of ionic fragments of
a partial Coulomb explosion. Hence, partial CEI can be an advantageous tool for
large molecules or low laser intensities. A further huge challenge is the requirement
to record single-molecule events per laser pulse, while at the same time high inten-
sities are needed to induce the Coulomb explosion. To fulfill the single-molecule
coincidence condition per laser pulse and receive at the same time sufficient statisti-
cal power for the interpretation of an experiment the experiment has to be repeated
many times and large data sets have to be recorded and processed. Therefore, long
measurement times or high repetition rates are needed especially in pump-probe
experiments.
Within the frame of this thesis we want to make one step further in the direction of

recording transient molecular structures in molecular dynamics with strong-field ion-
ization and with coincidence Coulomb explosion imaging. In our three experimental
parts we (i) conducted a single-pulse coincident Coulomb explosion imaging exper-
iment to study the different fragmentation pathways of a triply ionized five-atomic
molecule, (ii) performed a pump-probe experiment where we recorded the momenta
of fragments from a partial molecular break-up following a single-ionization process
to study a vibrational motion that was excited in the pump-step via impulsive stim-
ulated Raman scattering, and (iii) constructed and implemented the first parts of a
new experimental setup designed for the approach of TSCEI.
The thesis is structured as follows: In chapter 2 the fundamental concepts underly-

ing the following experiments are explained, including the theory of strong-field ion-
ization, the technique of Coulomb explosion imaging and coincidence detection, and
the mechanism of impulsive stimulated Raman scattering. In the first experimental
part (chapter 3), the Coulomb explosion of CH2BrI is studied in a reaction micro-
scope. With the example of the measured data, it is described how the approach
of a coincidence experiment with an event-by-event based analysis is conducted, in-
cluding the calculation of the single fragment momenta and the post-measurement
alignment of the gained momentum vectors. The experiment was performed in a
single pulse scheme, concentrating on the different possible pathways in which the
break-up of the molecule can proceed. On the basis of the results, the possibili-
ties and limitations of CEI as a tool to measure the structure of a molecule are
discussed. In the second part of the thesis (chapter 4) the N-N stretching vibra-
tion of dinitrogen tetroxide is explored in a time-resolved pump-probe experiment.
The used ion-ion-coincidence machine [25] and the used detector system [26] are
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1. Introduction

introduced. Furthermore, the data processing is explained in detail as well as the
off-line analysis approach to improve the spatial as well as the temporal resolution
of the implemented detector. In the third experimental part of this thesis (chapter
5), the construction and implementation of a new setup designed for the approach
of TSCEI, including an ion source, a time-of-flight mass spectrometer, a Coulomb
explosion imaging spectrometer, and a neutral molecular beam source, is described.
In chapter 6, a summary of the gained results and a future outlook is given.
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2 Chapter 2.

Fundamentals

In all experiments carried out and proposed in this thesis we use intense and ul-
trashort laser pulses to ionize molecules. In this chapter, we give an introduction
into the fundamental concepts underling our experiments. First, we introduce the
concept of strong-field ionization. We describe how the ionization probability de-
pends on the laser parameters and discuss the topic of enhanced ionization, an effect
which influences our Coulomb explosion experiments. Next, we introduce Coulomb
explosion imaging, the technique we use in the first experiment of this thesis (see
chapter 3) to study the fragmentation dynamics of a polyatomic molecule and that
we intend to use in our newly built experiment (see chapter 5) to study the struc-
tural change of molecules during chemical reactions. Connected to the technique
of Coulomb explosion imaging is the detection of ionic fragments in coincidence,
which is explained in the third part of this chapter. As last topic, we introduce the
mechanism of impulsive stimulated Raman scattering (ISRS). In the experiment de-
scribed in chapter 4, we used an ISRS process to excite a vibrational motion in a
molecule.

2.1. Strong-field ionization

Strong-field ionization is a widely discussed and explored topic (see for example
Ref. [27–29]). The basic concept of strong-field ionization depends on the laser
intensity and can be described in two different regimes: the multiphoton ionization
regime at low intensities and the tunnel ionization regime at high intensities. In
this section, we first introduce the Keldysh parameter which is a measure to decide
which of the two concepts is suitable to treat the problem. Afterwards, we introduce
both theories and give several examples of effects described in the two regimes.

The Keldysh parameter The fundamental difference between a description of
strong-field ionization as multiphoton ionization (MPI) or tunnel ionization (TI) is
that in the TI regime the electron tunnels through a barrier created by the combined
Coulomb field of the atom or molecule and the external electric field of the laser while
in the MPI regime the needed energy to ionize the atom or molecule is provided by
the simultaneous absorption of a number of photons. To decide which regime is valid
for a certain intensity range, the Keldysh parameter γ is introduced [30]. It compares
the ionization potential IP of an atom or molecule with the ponderomotive potential
UP, the cycle-averaged kinetic energy of an oscillating electron in the external laser
field:

7



2. Fundamentals

γ =
√
IP

2UP
(2.1)

UP = q2
e E

2
0

4me ω2 = q2
e

8 πme ε0 c3 I λ
2, (2.2)

where me and qe are the electron mass and charge, E0 is the peak electric field, ω
is the laser frequency, ε0 is the vacuum permittivity, c is the speed of light, I is the
intensity of the laser and λ is the wavelength of the laser. UP is a property of the
external laser field. It is highest for long wavelengths λ and high laser intensities I. A
common differentiation is that for γ > 1 the process can be described as multiphoton
ionization (the ionization potential is much higher than the ponderomotive energy).
For γ < 1, on the other hand, the ionization takes place mainly in the tunneling
regime. However, a clear separation between both regimes is not possible. There is
rather a smooth transition between both regimes.

Multiphoton ionization For a Keldysh parameter γ > 1 the strong-field ion-
ization can be treated in the MPI regime. An example would be the ionization of an
argon atom (IP = 15.76 eV) using a laser with 400 nm wavelength. At an intensity
of the laser field in focus of 1013 W cm−2 the Keldysh parameter is γ = 7.3. In
the MPI regime the ionization process can be treated with perturbation theory [31],
leading to a probability PMPI to ionize an atom or molecule which scales with the
intensity of the laser field I to the power of the in total needed amount of photons
N :

PMPI ∝ IN . (2.3)

Eq. (2.3) describes the case of ionizing an atom. In the case of molecules, the
ionization probability depends also strongly on the orientation of the molecule with
respect to the laser field and the geometry of the molecular orbitals. A geometrical
factor can be induced, to include these properties [32,33]. The number N of needed
photons for the ionization process is composed of the number of photons NIP re-
quired to overcome the ionization potential, the number NUP of photons required
to provide the ponderomotive energy the electron has after the ionization, and the
required number of photons NEkin,e to provide the kinetic energy Ekin,e the electron
has after the ionization. The kinetic energy of the electron can be calculated via:

Ekin,e = N · hν − (IP + UP). (2.4)

Hence, six photons are needed to ionize an argon atom using a laser with the above
mentioned parameters.
In the MPI regime for example the processes of resonance-enhanced multiphoton

ionization (REMPI) and above-threshold ionization (ATI) can be characterized. A
REMPI process occurs when the energy sum of a certain number of photonsM < N
is in resonance with an electronically excited state of the atom/molecule. This
resonance leads to a higher ionization probability compared to the non-resonant

8



2.1. Strong-field ionization

case. The case of ATI, first observed by Agostini et al. [34], describes the situation
where a higher number of photons K > N than the minimum needed amount N
for ionization (Ekin,e = 0) is absorbed. The absorption of extra photons leads to
additional kinetic energy of the freed electron, quantized in steps of the photon
energy. This is visible as peaks in the photoelectron spectrum, called ATI peaks.
The impact of the ponderomotive potential on the ionization probability can be
clearly seen in the structure of ATI peaks. It was found that the lowest order ATI
peak can be completely suppressed by increasing the intensity of the laser and hence,
the ponderomotive energy [35]. Due to the rise in UP at a certain point more photons
are needed to accomplish the ionization process. The increase of the peak electric
field of the laser influences the strong-field ionization process and shifts the process
to a regime, which can not be treated with perturbation theory anymore.

Tunnel ionization For a Keldysh parameter γ < 1 the ionization process can be
treated in the tunnel ionization regime. An example would be the ionization of an
argon atom using a laser with 800 nm wavelength. At an intensity of the laser field
in the focus of 1015 W cm−2 the Keldysh parameter is γ = 0.36.
In the focus of pulsed femtosecond lasers large local electric field strengths can be

reached, exceeding the Coulomb field which binds the valence electrons to the atoms’
cores. Such field strengths are a major perturbation for the atom or molecule itself
and influence the binding potential of the electrons. In Fig. 2.1 the potential curve
(blue) of an atom in a strong laser field at the point where the oscillating electric
field of the laser is at the peak value is shown. The potential V (r) is described by:

V (r) = − Zq2
e

4πε0r
− qeE0r. (2.5)

Here, r is the distance of the electron from the ion center, E0 is the instantaneous
electric field strength and Z is the charge state of the ion. The electron (green)
experiences a barrier-like potential due to the influence of the electric field of the
laser (red). Tunneling of the electron through the barrier becomes possible. Hence,
the process is called tunnel ionization (TI). The electron can reach a non-bound
continuum state, leaving a positive ion behind. Since the external field is regarded
as quasi-static during the ionization process (in time and space), this regime is often
referred to as quasi-static regime.
Due to the strong influence of the external field the system cannot be treated

anymore as an atom with a perturbing laser field, but rather as a laser field with
a present atom [36]. The solution in the well-known strong-field approximation
(SFA) is adopted from perturbation theory. Here, the strong field is the main part,
treated exactly and the Coulomb potential is seen as the perturbation. The following
mathematical description follows the article [27].
The solution of the time-dependent Schrödinger equation i~ ∂

∂t
|ψ〉 = Ĥ(t)|ψ〉 is the

state

|ψ(t)〉 = e−
i
~

∫ t
0 Ĥ(t)dt′|φi〉 (2.6)

9



2. Fundamentals

Figure 2.1.: The process of tunnel ionization. The strong laser field (red) modi-
fies the Coulomb potential (blue), binding the electron (green) to the
atom. A barrier is created which enables tunneling of the electron to
the continuum.

with the propagator Ĥ(t) and the initial state |φi〉. There are three major points
in the time-evolution regarded. Time t0 = 0 is the start time of the time-evolution,
time t′ is the time the ionization takes place, and time t is the end point of the
time-evolution (e.g. point of measurement). The propagator Ĥ(t) splits into two
parts: Ĥ(t) = Ĥ0 + V̂L, where Ĥ0 is the field free operator and V̂L describes the
interaction with the laser field. With Ĥ(t) = Ĥ0 + V̂L the state |ψ(t)〉 can be written
as:

|ψ(t)〉 = − i
~

∫ t

0
dt′
[
e−

i
~

∫ t
t′ Ĥ(t′′)dt′′

]
V̂L(t′)

[
e−

i
~

∫ t′
t0

Ĥ0(t′′)dt′′
]
|φi〉

= − i
~

∫ t

0
dt′Q̂ V̂L(t′) Ô |φi〉. (2.7)

There are now three operators processing the time-evolution starting from the initial
state |φi〉. The operators Ô and Q̂ describe the propagation during the time intervals
t0 → t′ and t′ → t. The operator V̂L describes the moment of ionization at time t′.
Since the exact moment of ionization is unknown, Eq. (2.7) is integrated over all
times t′. The system starts in the ground state with the energy−IP and accumulates
a phase during the first time period t0 → t′ according to the operator Ô: Ô |φi〉 =
e i

~ IP t′|φi〉. The operator Q̂ of the second time period t′ → t still contains the full
Hamiltonian, describing the combined interaction of the laser field and Coulomb
potential. In the SFA the electron is mainly influenced by the laser field after the
ionization and the interaction with the ion is neglected. Hence, the full Hamiltonian
in Q̂ can be replaced by the operator V̂L which does not include the binding potential
of the atom. The eigenstates of the operator V̂L, the so-called Volkov states |ψV 〉, are
plane waves describing a free electron in the laser field. With the vector potential
~A(t) ( ~E(t) = −∂ ~A(t)

∂t
) and the conserved quantity of the the conical momentum

~p(t) = me~v(t) − qe
~A(t) the projection of the initial ground state |φi〉 on the final
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2.1. Strong-field ionization

state |ψV 〉 leads to the wave function amplitude:

M(~v, t) = − i
~

∫ t

0
dt′e−

ime
2~

∫ t
t′ [~v(t)+ qe

me
~A(t′′)− qe

me
~A(t)]dt′′

〈ψV |V̂L(t′)|φi〉e
i
~ IP t′

, (2.8)

where ~v(t) is the velocity of the electron. In Ref. [27] the authors show that for a
Keldysh parameter γ > 1 Eq. (2.8) leads to the above described power law (Eq.
(2.3)) for the ionization probability and for γ < 1 Eq. (2.8) leads to an exponential
dependence of the ionization probability on the intensity of the laser:

PTI ∝ exp
−2 (2IP)3/2

3
√
I

 . (2.9)

Similar to Eq. (2.3), Eq. (2.9) describes the case of the ionization regarding an
atomic s-orbital. Following Ref. [32,33] a geometrical factor R(θL) can be introduced
(θL is the angle between the polarization axis of the electric field and the molecular
axis), which includes the dependency of the ionization rate on the geometry of the
molecular orbital and the alignment of the molecule with respect to the laser field.

Over-the-barrier ionization Increasing the intensity of the laser field further can
lead to another extreme case of ionization. If the laser field deforms the Coulomb
potential of the atom-electron system to an extent where the barrier for the electron
is below the binding potential, the electron can leave the atom without tunneling.
This process is called over-the-barrier ionization. The intensity at which over-the-
barrier ionization becomes possible can be estimated from the deformed potential
V (r) (Eq. (2.5)). The maximum of V (r) has to match the ionization potential:
V (rmax) = −IP . From this condition follows the critical intensity

Ic = π2

2
c ε3

0
q6

eZ
2 IP

4. (2.10)

The critical intensity at which the regime of over-the-barrier ionization is reached
for the case of the argon atom and a laser with 800 nm wavelength is already Ic =
2.5× 1014 W cm−2 (i.e. with a Keldysh parameter of γ = 0.7).

The different regimes In Fig. 2.2 the different regions, characterized by the
Keldysh parameter, are illustrated (Figure adapted from Ref. [37]). The panels on
the right and left side of the figure depict different processes in the two regimes.
The x-axis represents the photon energy ~ω. For higher frequencies the process
is located clearer in the MPI regime. The second x-axis represents the number of
photons needed (in the MPI regime) to ionize the atom or molecule. If the photon
energy is high, less photons are needed for the ionization. And if less photons are
needed for the ionization the process takes rather place in the MPI regime. The
y-axis represents the peak electric field strength. For higher field strengths (and
higher UP) the process takes place in the quasi-static regime. The two regimes are
separated by a diagonal line which marks the border value γ = 1. The figure shows
that one has to consider both parameters at the same time, the frequency of the laser
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and the peak field strength. Even for large field strengths the ionization process can
be located in the MPI regime, if at the same time the frequency of the laser is high
and the other way round. Inside the quasi-static regime there is a second separation
in the two parts where tunnel ionization or over-the-barrier ionization takes place.

Figure 2.2.: Middle: Different ionization regimes depending on the ionization po-
tential IP , the peak electric field strength E and the laser frequency ω.
Left/Right: Illustration of different processes of strong-field ionization.
Figure adapted from Ref. [37].

The three-step model The tunneling process induced by a strong laser field
is the origin of a variety of physical effects which are described in the three-step
model [38, 39]. The three steps take place one after another, in a single optical
cycle of the laser pulse (≈ 2.7 fs for 800 nm wavelength) and are illustrated in
Fig. 2.3. The first step is the ionization due to the tunneling of the electron.
In the second step the electron is accelerated in the laser field. Since the laser
field is oscillating the electron is first driven away from the atom/molecular center,
reaches a turning point, and can then be accelerated back to its origin. During
the second step, the influence of the ionic potential on the electron is neglected in
the strong-field approximation and only the external electric field is regarded to
describe the trajectory of the electron. The third step describes the interaction of
the returning electron with the ion. Due to the acceleration in the laser field, the
electron gained kinetic energy in the second step. A reabsorption of the electron
can lead to High Harmonic Generation [40], the emission of light with odd multiples
of the ionizing laser frequency. Elastic scattering of the electron at the parent
molecule can be used to gain information on the molecular structure in a technique
called Laser Induced Electron Diffraction (LIED) [41–43] or can lead to high-order
above-threshold ionization (HATI) due to a further acceleration of the electrons in
the external laser field [44, 45]. And inelastic scattering of the electron can lead to
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2.1. Strong-field ionization

non-sequential double or higher ionization [46,47].

Figure 2.3.: Illustration of the three-step model. In the first step, the electron es-
capes the atomic or molecular potential via tunneling. In the second
step, the electron propagates in the external field. In the third step, the
electron returns to the parent ion, where several interactions, e.g. non-
sequential double ionization or high harmonic generation, are possible.

The motion of the electron in the laser field contains a drift term and an oscillating
term:

x(t) =
[
v0 + qe E0

me ω
cos(ωt0)

]
(t− t0)︸ ︷︷ ︸

drift term

− qe E0

me ω2 [sin(ωt)− sin(ωt0)]︸ ︷︷ ︸
oscillation term

. (2.11)

Here, v0 is the initial velocity of the electron after the ionization. The exact
trajectory and the kinetic energy of the electron depends on the time t0 the electron is
released from the atom or molecule. The different type of trajectories are illustrated
in Fig. 2.4 (adapted from Ref. [48]). The oscillating laser field is shown as black
line, the different trajectories are shown in different colors. Electrons which are
released before the peak of the electric field leave the vicinity of the ionic core
directly and do not return (orange line in Fig. 2.4, ionization without recollision).
These direct electrons can reach a maximum kinetic energy of Edirect,max = 2UP.
The maximum kinetic energy of returning electrons is Ereturn,max = 3.17UP (blue,
dashed line in Fig. 2.4). It is reached for a release time t0,max = tp/20 after the
peak of the field, where tp is the oscillation period of the laser field. For electrons
which are released shortly before or after t0,max always two trajectories are possible
which result in different recombination times but with the same kinetic energy of
the electron. These are referred to as short and long trajectories (dotted, green and
red lines in Fig. 2.4). In addition to the direct ionization without recollision and
the recolliding electrons, the electron can elastically scatter at the ion core. After
this process the electron is accelerated further in the laser field and can reach a
maximum kinetic energy of Emax = 10UP.
Besides singly ionizing an atom or molecule, as discussed so far, also double or

multiple ionization can occur. Double ionization can take place in a sequential way,
where both electrons undergo the same process in subsequent laser cycles or in a
non-sequential way in one single laser-cycle. In a sequential process both electrons
tunnel through the barrier after each other, both leave the ion via over-the-barrier
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Figure 2.4.: Schematic illustration of different electron trajectories in the oscillating
laser field after the tunnel ionization. The oscillating laser field is shown
as black line, the different trajectories are shown in different colors.
Figure adapted from Ref. [48].

ionization, or both absorb the needed amount of photons and follow the MPI path.
On the other hand, non-sequential double ionization, as mentioned before, can be the
outcome of an inelastic scattering event following tunnel ionization. If the electron
returns to the ion carrying kinetic energy, this energy can be transferred to a second
electron in an inelastic scattering process. As a result, the second electron can either
be ionized directly [49,50] or be excited to a higher state, which enables tunneling or
multiphoton ionization [51]. Another possible mechanism is that the first electron is
recaptured by the nucleus and the spare energy is used to generate an intermediate
state with two highly excited electrons . In the next laser cycle, the two electrons
are liberated at the same time [52].

Enhanced ionization In the descriptions of strong-field ionization processes
given above we did mostly not differentiate between the case of an atom or a
molecule. Regarding molecules the topic can be more complex. The basic concept
is the same: electrons can leave the parent molecule via tunneling or multiphoton
absorption, the freed electron follows a certain trajectory, driven by the external
field and under certain conditions recollision can occur. But there are some intrinsic
differences between the ionization of molecules and atoms. E.g. the orientation of
the molecule becomes important and the nuclear degrees of freedom can couple
to the electron motion. Here, an effect is mentioned which highlights one special
fundamental difference of atoms and molecules regarding strong-field ionization and
which influences our Coulomb explosion imaging experiments (see chapter 3). The
effect is called Enhanced Ionization (EI) (see for example [53–55]). It is illustrated
for diatomic molecules that there exists a critical internuclear distance Rc, greater
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than the equilibrium distance Req, at which the strong-field ionization probability
of the molecule is highly increased. The critical distance can be reached if the
molecule starts to dissociate e.g. following an ionization process. In a diatomic
molecule, the binding potential of the outer valence electron along the internuclear
axis is a double-well structure (see Fig. 2.5). At small core distances around Req or
at large core distances R� Req the effective Coulomb binding potential appears for
the electron atomic-like. In the first case, the inner barrier between the two nuclei is
very low, the ground state of the electron is located over the barrier (green, dotted
line in Fig. 2.5). In the second case, on the other hand, the two wells are separated
to a great extent, leading to nearly two independent atomic-shaped potentials [53]
(dark blue, dashed line in Fig. 2.5). The condition for EI is in between. For an
increasing internuclear distance R the barrier between the two wells increases and
the electron gets localized at one of the two atoms. At the critical distance Rc

the inner and the outer barrier reach a similar height (blue line in Fig. 2.5). Due
to the Stark shift in the oscillating laser field the localized electronic state can be
shifted above both barriers which highly increases the probability for the electron
to leave the molecule. EI can be suppressed by controlling the polarization of the
ionizing laser pulse with respect to the molecular axis [54]. In the case of a diatomic
molecule, the double-well potential shown in Fig. 2.5 is only valid for a laser
polarization along the axis connecting the two nuclei. For a linearly polarized laser
field, with the polarization axis perpendicular to the molecular axis, the binding
potential of the electron can be described as an atomic-like single well.

Figure 2.5.: Illustration of the potential energy curves of a diatomic molecule at
different internuclear bond distances R under the influence of an exter-
nal laser field. At a critical distance Rc enhanced ionization can occur.
Figure adapted from Ref. [53].

It was proposed that enhanced ionization cannot only occur in a dissociating
molecule, but also in the transition state region in a chemical reaction [10]. The
transition state is difficult to observe. It is a transient state formed in a chemical
reaction on the way from the reactants to the products. The reaction partners have
to come in close vicinity for the reaction. The combined action of the laser field and
the Coulomb potential of the forthcoming reaction partners leads to a suppression of
the binding potential. It was claimed that the transient bond distances between the
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reaction partners in the transition state are in the range of the critical distance of
EI, an increased ionization probability in this area is expected. Hence, EI could act
as a filter for the transition state, e.g. in following a chemical reaction via Coulomb
explosion imaging.

2.2. Coulomb explosion imaging
Since valence electrons form the bonds of a molecule, multiple ionization can lead
to strong deformations of the molecular electronic structure and geometry. In the
extreme case of highly ionized molecules, all bonds can be destroyed. Due to the
Coulomb interaction, the remaining isolated positively charged nuclei will repel each
other, leading to an explosion of the molecule. The gained momenta of the ions in
the explosion, are strongly dependent on the molecular geometry during the time
that the electrons are stripped off since the Coulomb potential depends on the charge
q of the ions and the distances Ri,j between the single fragments. Hence, the gained
momenta of the ions reflect the structure of the parent molecule and can be used to
study the original geometry.
This technique, named Coulomb explosion imaging (CEI), has its origin in fast ion

beam experiments in the 1970s [56–59]. In this technique (singly-charged) ions are
accelerated to a high energy of several MeV and sent through a thin foil. Due to
the interaction with the foil, the valence electrons of the molecules get stripped off.
The resulting highly ionized molecules undergo a Coulomb explosion and the mo-
mentum/kinetic energy of the created fragments is measured. The time scale of the
stripping-process is in the range of 0.1 fs. The molecular structure can be considered
frozen during the time of ionization. For diatomic molecules, the released energy
of the two charged fragments mirrors the bond-length of the molecule. The shorter
the bond lengths the higher the resulting momenta will be. Hence, measuring the
resulting momenta of the Coulomb explosion can be used to study the geometry of
the molecules. For example, Jordon-Thaden et al. used this technique to determine
the extended internuclear separation of the two protons in the metastable H−2 anion
to be 6 a.u., in good agreement with theory [60].
For molecules consisting of more than two atoms, the gained momenta cannot

be intuitively assigned to a molecular geometry, as it is possible for diatomic
molecules. Instead of a potential curve depending on the distance of the two
nuclei, a higher-dimensional potential energy surface describes the dynamics of
the fragments. Nonetheless, the fragments carry information on the geometric
properties as the two following examples show. Vager et al. induced the Coulomb
explosion of CH+

4 and measured the momentum vectors of the created five fragments
in coincidence [58]. From the momentum information the authors obtained the
structure of CH+

4 . In this way, the group could show that the ion geometry is
distorted with respect to the neutral tetrahedral geometry due to a deformation
caused by the Jahn-Teller effect1. As a second example, the differentiation between

1The Jahn-Teller effect [61] predicts a distortion of non-linear molecules with spatially degenerated
molecular orbitals. The reduced symmetry leads to a energetically more favorable state of the
molecule.
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two enantiomers of the seven-atomic C2H2D2O molecule was performed by Herwig
et al. using foil-induced Coulomb explosion imaging [62].
Besides sending accelerated ions through a foil, other approaches of inducing a

Coulomb explosion exist. For example, molecules can be highly ionized with syn-
chrotron radiation (see e.g. [63–65]), or with strong laser fields (see e.g. [10, 11, 14–
16, 66]). In this thesis we work with laser-induced Coulomb explosion imaging. In
Fig. 2.6 the process is schematically depicted. As introduced in section 2.1, short
pulse lasers can create electric field strengths comparable to the valence electron
binding energy, and thus multiply ionize a molecule. An important advantage of
laser-induced Coulomb explosion is the possibility of conducting pump-probe ex-
periments. With two laser pulses, separated by a time-delay, it is possible to first
trigger a dynamic process in the molecule and probe the resulting dynamics with the
second pulse via Coulomb explosion imaging. However, there are some important
limitations to take into account.

Figure 2.6.: The principle of Coulomb explosion imaging. The molecule is highly
ionized in the strong laser field. The ionization is faster than the move-
ment of the nuclei, hence the molecular structure can be regarded as
frozen. After the ionization, the positively charged nuclei repel each
other on a Coulomb potential. The exploding fragments are guided by
electric fields to a time- and position-sensitive detector and are mea-
sured in coincidence.

The above described simple model of a pure Coulomb explosion neglects several
influences on the fragmentation dynamics. Atoms in molecules are no point charges
at frozen positions with no other interaction than the repulsive Coulomb potential.
The first aspect to regard is that the nuclei are moving e.g. by excited vibrations or
an interaction with the strong field. To avoid that the molecular geometry is chang-
ing during the ionization process, the laser pulses used to ionize the molecule should
be shorter than the time-scale of the present dynamics. Lighter fragments require
shorter pulses due to their faster movement. Légaré et al. showed that deviations in
measured bond angles and lengths of the D2O molecule from theoretical values are
mainly caused by the movement of the nuclei during the ionization process - even
when using ultra-short pulses of 8 fs pulse length [12]. For the heavier fragments of
the molecule SO2, which was also studied in Ref. [12], this effect was much weaker.
With shorter pulses it can also be ensured that enhanced ionization will not distort

the measurement results. If the molecule preferentially ionizes at a certain bond
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distance which is not the equilibrium distance, the measurement results are strongly
biased. Légaré et al. detected a great difference in the kinetic energy of the fragments
of D2 in a Coulomb explosion, introduced with (i) 40 fs and (ii) 8 fs duration laser
pulses [13]. The measured kinetic energy from ionization with the 8 fs pulses reached
75 % of the theoretically expected value, while for the 40 fs pulses the measurement
led only to 33 % of the theoretical energy resulting from a Coulomb explosion of D2.
As the main reason for the dramatic shift in the kinetic energy for the 40 fs pulses,
EI was identified. Fortunately, a lot of progress has been made in producing intense
laser pulses with pulse lengths shorter than the typical time-scales of the nuclear
motion (< 10 fs, see e.g. [67]).
Besides the aspect of time-scales in the ionization process, also the created charge

state of the molecule has to be considered. Remaining inner shell electrons and
valence electrons can lead to deviations from a pure Coulomb potential in the frag-
mentation. A change in the bond order due to the ionization process can create
potential minima modifying the Coulomb potential. The result are discrepancies
in the obtained molecular geometry. Corkum et al. investigated how severe the
deviations are for a CEI experiment with highly charged iodine ions [68]. The au-
thors calculated the potential curves for In2 , with +2 ≤ n ≤ +6, and discussed
the molecular bond order and the resulting change in the equilibrium distance for
these charge states of molecular iodine. Neutral iodine has a bond order of 1.0 and
an equilibrium internuclear distance of 2.67 Å. The highest occupied orbital is an
anti-bonding orbital. Hence, by removing two electrons the bond order for I2+

2 is
changed to 2.0. The increase in the bond order leads to a shifted potential minimum
and changed equilibrium distance of 2.5 Å despite the Coulomb repulsion of the two
charged ions. By removing more electrons from the iodine molecule the bond order
increases, and reaches a maximum for the four times charged molecule I4+

2 with
the bond order of 3.0. Hence, for I4+

2 the greatest bond length contraction and the
greatest deviation from the Coulomb potential appears. In Ref. [68] the deviation
in the bond distance was determined to be ∆R ≈ 0.5 Å. The deviations decrease
with an increase in the repelling Coulomb force for higher charge state. Hence, not
only short laser pulses, but also high intensities are desirable.
The deviations in CEI experiments due to non-Coulomb potentials and non-

stationary molecular structures are a drawback in this method. We will not reach
the same precision with CEI as reached with classical spectroscopic methods,
e.g. high-resolution rotational-vibrational-resolved Raman spectroscopy. However,
CEI is not regarded as an alternative for spectroscopy, but rather as a new tool
with a focus on imaging the structural change in molecular dynamics. In CEI
experiments, no previous knowledge on the potential curves of the molecule is
needed. The momentum calculation and geometry reconstruction relies only on
the direct measured data in the experiment. In addition, the method is not
state-selective. We do not need to find a specific transition in the probe-step,
which is sensitive to a certain molecular change (in a traditional pump-probe
experiment the created wave-packet is projected onto a certain final state in the
probe step). The strong-field ionization of molecules and the Coulomb repulsion
of charged particles are more general concepts. Hence, CEI is a promising and
powerful technique to explore structural molecular changes which can not be easily
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traced otherwise. This includes the transition state dynamics during a chemical
reaction.
There are a variety of elaborate experiments, showing the great potential of laser-

induced Coulomb explosion imaging, of which just a few are mentioned here. Mat-
suda et al. were able to follow a hydrogen migration process in deuterated acety-
lene with sub-10 fs laser pulses in a pump-probe experiment [15]. The pump pulse
doubly-ionized C2D2 and the migration of one of the deuterium atoms away from
the linear start geometry followed. With the strong probe pulse this process, which
is on the time-scale of 60 fs, was followed using Coulomb explosion imaging. Pitzer
et al. explored the five-atomic chiral molecule CHBrClF with CEI in a reaction mi-
croscope [16]. The authors were able to distinguish between the two stereoisomers
of the molecule by measuring the full three-dimensional momentum vector of all
created five ionic fragments in coincidence. Worth mentioning is also the work of
Kunitski et al. [18], where the trimer 4He3 was triply ionized and the resulting three
fragments were measured in coincidence in a reaction microscope. The authors were
able to detect the very elusive Efimov state of the molecule and could confirm the
predicted bond lengths and structure of this special state.
It was further shown that partial Coulomb explosion can give already insight

into the motion of molecules. Hansen et al. explored the torsional motion of the
large molecule 3,5-difluoro-3’,5’-dibromo-4’-cyanobiphenyl [69]. After aligning the
molecule in the first step, a torsional motion was induced in the pump step with
a so-called kick pulse. The torsion was probed with Coulomb explosion imaging
by studying the recoil of only two fragments (F+ and Br+) for a varying delay
between the kick pulse and the probe pulse. Partial CEI is also a tool to iden-
tify molecular alignment [70]. Larsen et al. probed the molecular alignment of
3,4-dibromothiophene and iodobenzene by detecting the recoil direction of specific
fragments which are characteristic for the molecular axis [71,72]. It is expected that
for experiments exploring the structural evolution in a chemical reaction including
intermediate configurations around the transition state, insight into the dynamics
can be obtained already from partial CEI.

2.3. Coincidence detection
To induce a Coulomb explosion, strong and short laser pulses are needed. At inten-
sities exceeding 1015 W cm−2 nearly all molecules or atoms in the focus get ionized.
Hence, several types of processes will occur. In a Coulomb explosion imaging ex-
periment, events of a specific molecular break-up with a complete detection of all
created ions have to be filtered from the rest of the data set. The measured momenta
of all fragments of a single molecule have to be correlated to obtain the structural
information. Hence, it is not possible to integrate over many events since then the
correlation is lost.
Coincidence detection is a method to filter specific events from a bigger data set.

Coincidence in general means the chronological co-occurrence of special events, e.g,
the detection of two ionic fragments with masses M1 and M2. By selecting only
events with a certain outcome of products N (N≥ 2) arriving at the detector in a
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short time span, even rare processes can be accessed by discarding the majority of
processes not fulfilling the coincidence condition. In pulsed laser experiments one
event is defined by all detected particles resulting from one single laser pulse.
Today, coincidence techniques are routinely used, e.g. in photoelectron-photoion-

coincidence machines (PEPICO) [20], ion-ion-coincidence techniques [25], or in re-
action microscopes (REMI) [73, 74]. The latter enables the measurement of the
full three-dimensional momentum vector of all created fragments in coincidence. A
technical challenge of these experiments is the suppression of false coincidences. A
false coincidence would be for example the chronological co-occurrence of two ionic
fragments, originating from two different diatomic molecules of the same type, e.g.
in the following event:

2 CO2+ → (C+ + O+) + (C+ + O+). (2.12)

If only the two bold marked fragments are detected, the event is counted as true
coincidence (Coulomb explosion of the CO molecule), although it is not. One ap-
proach to keep the occurrence of false coincidence small, is to lower the ionization
rate2. To verify this statement, we follow the derivation for coincidence rates in
Ref. [75] on the basis of the Poisson statistic.
We want to calculate under which conditions the ratio between true and false co-

incidences is maximized in a Coulomb explosion experiment of CO into two charged
particles. Hence, only events are considered where the two fragments C+ + O+ are
detected. The probability p(n) to create n pairs of the two fragments with one laser
pulse is described by the Poisson distribution:

p(n) = mn

n! e
−m, (2.13)

wherem is the average number of created C+ + O+ ion pairs. For each created single
ion there is a certain detection probability ξO,C < 1. The detection probability is in-
fluenced for example by the detection efficiency of the microchannel plate detectors.
The probability to detect k ions of one species if n ions of this species are resulting
from the laser interaction can be calculated by the binominal distribution:

pO,C(n, k) =
(
n

k

)
ξk

O,C (1− ξO,C)n−k. (2.14)

Combining Eq. (2.13) and (2.14) gives the probability to detect exactly one ion of
each species:

PO+C(n) =
∞∑

n=0
pO(n, 1) pC(n, 1) p(n)

= ξOξCm× [1 +m(1− ξO)(1− ξC)]× exp [−m+m(1− ξO)(1− ξC)]

= P true
O+C(n) + P false

O+C(n). (2.15)

2The ionization rate is defined as the number of ionized molecules per laser pulse.
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Here, it is summed up over all possible numbers n of produced ion-ion pairs. PO+C(n)
includes all coincidence events, true and false ones. If there are n ion-ion pairs
created, the probability to detect two ions from the same molecule is 1/n. Hence,

P true
O+C(n) =

∞∑
n=0

pO(n, 1) pC(n, 1) p(n)
n

= ξOξCm× exp [−m+m(1− ξO)(1− ξC)] (2.16)

follows. The number of false coincidences is the difference between all coincidences
and true coincidences:

P false
O+C(n) = PO+C(n)− P true

O+C(n)
= ξOξCm

2 × (1− ξO)(1− ξC)× exp [−m+m(1− ξO)(1− ξC)] . (2.17)

Interesting to notice in Eq. (2.17) is that for a 100 % detection efficiency ξO or ξC
the number of false coincidences is zero. Due to the coincidence condition all events
which do not contain exactly the two wanted ion species are discarded. The left
panel in Fig. 2.7 shows the distribution of all coincidences (black), true coincidences
(blue), and false coincidences (red) as a function of the average number of created
ion pairs per laser pulse. The maximum amount of true and false coincidences is
reached for different numbers m. In the right panel of Fig. 2.7 the ratio between the
true coincidences and all coincidences is plotted. It decreases with the increase of
m. The red dotted line marks the point m = 1, with in average one ionized molecule
per laser pulse. For this ionization rate the ratio P true

O+C/PO+C is around 0.8.

Figure 2.7.: Left: The distribution of all coincidences (black), true coincidences
(blue), and false coincidences (red) for the detection of two ions (C+ +
O+) resulting from a break-up of a doubly-charged diatomic molecule
(CO2+) as a function of the average number m of created ion pairs per
laser pulse. Right: The ratio between true coincidences and all coin-
cidences for the distributions of the right panel. The red, dotted line
marks the case, where in average one ion pair is created per laser pulse.
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Momentum sum filter In the Coulomb explosion coincidence experiment con-
ducted in this thesis in chapter 3, we do not only record the occurrence of coinci-
dences between ionic fragments, but also the three-dimensional momentum distri-
bution of all ionic fragments. The momentum information gives access to a sophisti-
cated method to discard false coincidences due to the inherent property of momen-
tum conservation. Since the intact neutral parent molecule has a zero momentum
in the molecular frame, the three-dimensional momentum sum of all resulting frag-
ments from the laser-molecule interaction has to be zero as well. Applying this
condition to the pre-selected (right and false) coincidence events is an additional
tool to increase the ratio of single-molecule events over false coincidences. The pro-
cedure is explained in detail in chapter 3 on the basis of coincidence data gained
in an experiment using a reaction microscope to study the break-up dynamics of
CH2BrI3+ into three charged fragments.
Filtering on the momentum sum of all created ionic fragments opens the way to

an increase of the ionization rate in the measurement, too. In experiments where
on average two or more molecules are ionized within the same laser pulse, the coin-
cidence condition to keep only events with a certain number of detected ions has to
be omitted. A post-detection analysis of the momentum sum of all combinations of
measured ionic fragments could afterwards provide the right coincidences. However,
what has to be considered is that for increasing ionization rates, all possible com-
binations of fragments have to be tested for their momentum sum. For a number
of m ionized molecules per laser pulse with q fragments per molecule, this means
mq combinations. Hence, for an experiment as conducted in chapter 3, where the
three-body fragmentation of CH2BrI3+ is studied, this leads to 1000 combinations
for an ionization rate of in average m = 10 ionized molecules per laser pulse. This
brings up the question if the saved time in taking the data due to an increased
ionization rate is counterbalanced by an increased time in the data processing. In
the Coulomb explosion coincidence experiment in chapter 3 the ionization rate was
kept low: at around three ionized molecules per 10 laser pulses.

2.4. Impulsive stimulated Raman scattering

The excitation of vibrational or rotational modes in a molecule due to an inelastic
scattering of photons is referred to as Raman scattering or Raman effect. It was
already described in 1923 by Smekal [76] and first detected by Raman and Krishnan
in liquids [77]/Landsberg and Mandelstam in crystals [78], both in 1928. Photons
can be scattered elastically in their interaction with a molecule, hence no energy is
transferred. The outgoing photon has the same wavelength as the incoming which
is referred to as Rayleigh scattering. On the other hand, there is the possibility of
an inelastic process, both, with energy transferred from the photon to the molecule
and from the molecule to the photon. The first case describes a Stokes-scattering
process, the second case an Anti-Stokes-scattering process. The scattering of the
photon can be described as an absorption process, where the molecule is excited
to an intermediate virtual state. By emitting a photon of another wavelength, the
molecule ends up in a different final state. If the molecule was in the ground state
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2.4. Impulsive stimulated Raman scattering

before, with the inelastic scattering process vibrations or rotations can be induced
(Stokes-scattering). The different scattering mechanisms are schematically depicted
in Fig. 2.8.

Figure 2.8.: Schematic picture of a Raman scattering process. In the Rayleigh case,
the photon is scattered elastically with no energy transferred to the
molecule. The Stokes and Anti-Stokes scattering are both inelastic pro-
cesses. In the first case, energy is transferred from the light field to
the molecule. In the second case, the light field gains energy from the
molecule.

The main scattering of photons by molecules is Rayleigh scattering, the inelastic
processes of Stokes-/Anti-Stokes-scattering take place spontaneously. However, it is
possible to convert the spontaneous process into a stimulated process and, by this,
increase the inelastic scattering probability. To stimulate the process two narrow-
band lasers whose frequency difference matches the frequency difference between two
vibrational (rotational) states in the molecule (∆ν in Fig. 2.8) can be used. This
mechanism is referred to as stimulated Raman scattering. However, the process can
also be stimulated with a single pulse of an ultrahort broad-band laser, which is
referred to as impulsive stimulated Raman scattering (ISRS). The condition for a
stimulated process is that in the broad-band pulse two photons have to be present
at the same time, matching the wavelength of the absorbed and emitted photon in
the Raman description. Since the intermediate state is a virtual state, the absolute
values of wavelengths are not crucial, but only the difference in the photon energy.
This difference has to match the difference ∆ν in the molecule. At the same time
the pulse length of the laser has to be short compared to the oscillation period of
the vibrational or rotational mode.
The mathematical description of a stimulated impulsive Raman scattering process

can be formulated based on the concept of a classical harmonic oscillator with an
external impulsive force due to the electric field of the short laser pulse. The equa-
tion of motion for the normal coordinate Q along the polarization axis of a linear
excitation laser pulse:

∂2Q

∂t2
+ 2γ ∂Q

∂t
+ ω2

0Q = F (t) (2.18)
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contains the damping constant γ, the vibrational frequency ω0, and the driving
force F (t). The latter can be obtained from the gradient of the potential energy
of a molecule EP = −1/2α̂ ~E ~E, where α̂ is the polarizability tensor and ~E is the
electric field. Assuming a linearly polarized laser pulse along the normal coordinate
Q of the Raman active molecular vibration and a wavelength of the vibration which
is much longer than the wavelength of the laser leads to [79]:

∂2Q

∂t2
+ 2γ ∂Q

∂t
+ ω2

0Q = 1
2
∂α

∂Q
E2(t). (2.19)

Here, ∂α/∂Q is the change of the polarizability along the respective normal coordi-
nate and E(t) the electric field of the laser. The high frequency term in the squared
electric field

E2(t) = E2
0(t) cos2 [ωLt+ φ]︸ ︷︷ ︸

high frequency term

, (2.20)

where ωL is the central frequency of the laser pulse, leads to a factor 1/2 in the time
average and is not responsible for the executed impulsive force. With a gaussian-
shaped laser pulse

E0(t) = E0 e−2 ln2 t2
τ2 , (2.21)

where τ is the laser pulse duration and E0 is the amplitude of the electric field, the
combination of Eq. (2.19) and (2.20) leads to:

∂2Q

∂t2
+ 2γ ∂Q

∂t
+ ω2

0Q = 1
4
∂α

∂Q
E2

0(t) = 1
4
∂α

∂Q
E2

0 e
−4 ln2 t2

τ2 . (2.22)

The differential equation (2.22) can be solved using the Green’s function approach
[79], which leads to:

Q(t) ∝ exp
[
− ω2

0τ
2

16 ln2

]
sin [ω0t] . (2.23)

From Eq. (2.23) it can be seen that (i) the force due to the laser pulse excites a
vibrational motion with frequency ω0 and (ii) for a non-vanishing amplitude the
pulse duration τ of the laser has to be short compared to the oscillation period of
the vibration.
In chapter 4 the ν3 vibration in N2O4 is excited via an ISRS process. The oscillation

period is T = 130 fs and the oscillation frequency is f0 = 7.7 THz. Hence, the pulse
length of the excitation laser has to be small compared to 130 fs. The short pulse
length can also be motivated by the requirement of having two photons with a
difference in frequencies ∆f = 7.7 THz in the laser pulse. The bandwidth of a laser
pulse and hence, the possibility of finding two matching photons can be estimated
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2.4. Impulsive stimulated Raman scattering

from the pulse length τ . The relation:

∆f τ ≥ cB (2.24)

describes the Fourier-limited pulse duration τ , depending on the bandwidth of the
laser ∆f and the scaling factor cB. For gaussian-shaped pulses the scaling factor
becomes cB = 0.441. Hence, to reach a bandwidth of ∆f = 7.7 THz, a laser pulse
duration of τ < 57 fs is needed.
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3 Chapter 3.

Sequential and
non-sequential pathways in
the Coulomb explosion of
CH2BrI3+

3.1. Introduction

Molecules in laser fields with field strengths exceeding the molecular bond strengths
undergo a variety of extreme dynamics as discussed in chapter 2. Multiple ioniza-
tion can occur, where more than one electron is removed from the neutral molecule
due to tunnel ionization or multiphoton ionization (see section 2.1). Since electrons
are responsible for the molecular bonds this leads to bond breaking and the frag-
mentation of the parent molecule in several charged particles. Each of the resulting
possible break-up channels leads to an individual distribution of the final momenta
of the created ionic fragments. Hence, by measuring the momentum distribution
of the ions, the channels can be separated and explored individually. A well-suited
technique to measure the final momentum distribution is laser-induced Coulomb ex-
plosion imaging (CEI) in combination with coincident detection of the time-of-flight
of the ions and the impact point on the detector (see sections 2.2 and 2.3). The
combination of the temporal and spatial distribution allows the reconstruction of
the full three-dimensional momentum vector of the reaction products. From the mo-
mentum information, conclusions on the pathway and the fragment-specific kinetic
energy distribution are gained.
The fragmentation process of a polyatomic highly charged molecule is known to

occur in different ways: (i) in a non-sequential direct Coulomb explosion, or (ii) in a
sequential Coulomb explosion. In the first process, all bonds are broken in one step
and the final ions are created on a faster time-scale than the motion of the nuclei
takes place. Depending on the mass of the atoms in the molecule this time-scale is in
a range of a few fs to several tens of fs. Data from molecules fragmenting in the non-
sequential pathway is typically used to study the geometry of the neutral molecule
or molecular dynamics [10]. A careful selection of the data from the direct Coulomb
explosion channel would be the basis for designing an experiment, in which the
technique of laser-induced Coulomb explosion is used as probe mechanism to record
a movie of molecular dynamics in a pump-probe experiment.
For an exact reconstruction of the molecular structure, the created ionic fragments

would have to behave like instantaneously created point charges repelling each other
on a pure Coulomb potential. In a molecular break-up, these conditions are typically
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3. Sequential and non-sequential pathways in the Coulomb explosion of CH2BrI3+

not fully met, see for example Ref. [13,15,68]. The ionization process is not instanta-
neous. The molecules are exposed to the strong field at least for the duration of the
laser pulse. It is possible that the molecule is first singly or doubly ionized and the
atoms start already moving before all bonds are broken completely. Furthermore,
the ionic fragments can often not be regarded as point charges. If the fragments are
not atomic ions, but bigger ionic fragments consisting of several atoms, there is a
certain charge distribution. And additionally, there can be deviations from a pure
repelling Coulomb potential, e.g. due to a change in the bond order caused by the
ionization. The mechanisms, which distort a CEI measurement, have been discussed
in detail in section 2.2. Nevertheless, it was shown that the momenta gained from a
Coulomb explosion channel can give insight into the geometry of the molecule and
its chirality [12,14,16,18,80,81] and in dynamical processes, like photodisscociation,
isomerization, or torsional motion [13,15,69,82–85].
In a sequential process, contrary to a direct non-sequential Coulomb explosion, one

of the final created ions is released first and the other reaction products follow after
a certain time delay, clearly distinguishable on the time-scales of the experiment.
The process of a sequential fragmentation has been a widely explored topic in the
last years [86–107]. The research field benefits greatly from the development of
detectors capable of measuring the three-dimensional momentum distribution of
ionic fragments, which enables to separate between sequential and non-sequential
channels due to the different final momentum distribution of the ionic fragments.
The sequence of bond breaking in a sequential process proceeds via an intermediate
metastable cation state. Part of the energy is transferred to rotational energy of the
intermediate. Hence, the intermediate starts rotating after the first bond cleavage.
The lifetimes of these intermediates often exceed one rotational period. The final
singly-charged fragments, created from the break-up of the intermediate, are released
homogeneously within a solid angle of 4π with respect to the first leaving particle.
On the other hand, there exist short-lived intermediate states, as newly discussed in
Ref. [86], which start to dissociate directly after the first bond cleavage (i.e. within
one rotational period). In this case, there is a transition from a slightly asynchronous
cleavage of both bonds to the point of a clear sequential fragmentation.
The most of the here cited works focus on the sequential fragmentation of three-

atomic molecules with two indistinguishable bonds (such as CO3+
2 ). Synchrotron

radiation [99], heavy ion [90,96] or electron impact [92,93,108] or femtosecond laser
pulses [94, 95, 97, 98, 101, 102, 104] are used to create the multiply charged ions. In
addition, asymmetric processes for higher charged three-atomic molecules have been
studied e.g. the breakup of COq+

2 (q = 4, 5) [96] or CS4+
2 [99]. Here, it is possible to

distinguish between the different final ionic fragments due to their different charge,
although in the parent neutral molecule both bonds are the same. For more com-
plex polyatomic molecules there is often a multitude of possibilities for the molecule
to fragment into several charged particles. Examples are the detailed study on
the fragmentation dynamics of inner-shell ionized difluoroiodobenzene isomers [64],
where the authors detected different fragmentation mechanisms for the tri-cation,
the investigation of the three-body-breakup of 1,3-butadiene [105], where three dif-
ferent channels with each four fragmentation pathways exist, and the study on the
fragmentation dynamics of the doubly, triply and four times charged OCS molecule
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following electron impact ionization with fragmentation via different sequential and
non-sequential pathways [93]. However, it is still challenging to reach a full picture
of the bond breakage and fragmentation dynamics in polyatomic molecules and the
topic is of continuous interest. Depending on the ionization process, the input en-
ergy and mostly the molecule itself, the different pathways, their occurrence ratios,
and the gained kinetic energy vary.
In this thesis, we studied the three-body fragmentation dynamics of triply-charged

bromoiodomethane with laser-induced Coulomb explosion imaging in a reaction mi-
croscope. Bromoiodomethane is a molecule of the group of dihalomethanes, where
two hydrogen atoms of the methane molecules are replaced by one bromine and
one iodine atom. The fundamental properties of bromoiodomethane, like structural
parameters, bond strengths, and the ionization potential are given in Tab. 3.1.
Bromine occurs in two stable isotopes with nearly the same probability: 51% 79Br
and 49% 81Br. Hence, bromoiodomethane exists with the masses 220 u and 222 u.
All given parameters or calculated results in the thesis are for the case of the lighter
bromine isotope 79Br.
Dihalomethanes are of high interest, e.g. in the environmental research, since

these natural components in the atmosphere and the ocean are sources for free
halogen atoms or radicals, produced by absorbing UV light. Furthermore, CH2BrI
is a prototype system for conducting bond-selective chemistry where the C-I or
the C-Br bond can be addressed selectively [85, 110, 112, 113]. In this chapter, we
investigate the different fragmentation processes of CH2BrI3+, where (i) both, the
C-I and the C-Br bond, are broken simultaneously, (ii) the C-I bond is broken first
and an metastable intermediate CH2Br∗2+ is created, (iii) the C-Br bond is broken
first and an metastable intermediate CH2I∗2+ is created:

(i) CH2BrI3+ → CH+
2 + Br+ + I+

(ii) CH2BrI3+ → CH2Br∗2+ + I+

(iii) CH2BrI3+ → CH2I∗2+ + Br+.

One fundamental question of our research was, if the measured momenta of the
direct fragmentation (i) reflect the geometry of the molecule. Further, we wanted to
explore, if both possible sequential break-up sequences (ii) and (iii) of CH2BrI3+ are
detectable and distinguishable. Additionally, we wanted to estimate the time-scale
of the lifetime of the intermediate fragment and explore how the kinetic energy
distribution of the final fragments changes in the different processes. With this

bond length [Å] angle [◦] energy [eV]

C-Br 1.9261 αBrCI 113.53 C-Br 2.99
C-I 2.1313 αHCH 107.66 C-I 2.04
C-H 1.0830 αBrCH 107.27 IP 9.62

Table 3.1.: Structure parameters [109], bond energies [110], and ionization potential
[111] of CH2BrI.
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perspective, we wanted to develop a full picture of the three-body fragmentation of
bromoiodomethane as basis for further studies on bond-selective reaction dynamics
of CH2BrI in a pump-probe experiment with CEI as probe mechanism.
This chapter is organized as follows. First, the experimental details, including

a description of the momentum determination are given. Next, a general charac-
terization of the different fragmentation channels, depending on the final ions, is
given. Afterwards, the data selection for coincidence conditions is depicted and the
three-body break-up process into I+, Br+, and CH+

2 is analyzed in full detail. There
are two different key aspects: the direct non-sequential Coulomb explosion and the
different sequential fragmentation pathways with the intermediate cations CH2Br∗2+

and CH2I∗2+ .

3.2. Experimental details

3.2.1. Reaction microscope

The measurement was done with a home-built reaction microscope (REMI) [114]. A
good overview of the REMI technique and the perspective of experiments designed
for it can be found in Ref. [74]. Here, a short introduction to the technique is given.
A schematic depiction of the general design of a reaction microscope is shown in Fig.
3.1 on the right-hand side. On the left-hand side of Fig. 3.1 a CAD drawing of the
actual design, taken from Ref. [114] is shown. A neutral supersonic molecular beam
is crossed with a projectile beam which ionizes the neutral molecules and induces a
reaction. We used a short-pulse laser beam to photo-ionize the molecular target. The
interaction region is placed in a stack of electrodes, generating a weak electric field.
At the same time a pair of Helmholtz coils, surrounding the reaction microscope, is
generating a weak homogeneous magnetic field. Due to the influence of the external
electric and magnetic fields, the generated ions and electrons are projected onto two
detectors placed on top and bottom of the interaction zone. The ions are mainly
influenced by the electric field and guided downstream to the ion detector. Due to
their heavy mass, the influence of the magnetic field can be neglected. Electrons
are lighter and are generated with a reasonably higher velocity than the ions. The
magnetic field which forces the electrons on a helix-shaped trajectory increases the
number of electrons reaching the active area of the detector. With the combination
of electric and magnetic fields, the REMI detects electrons as well as ions within a
solid angle of nearly 4π1.
The ion and the electron detector are each a combination of an MCP stack with

a delay-line readout system (RoentDek [115]). From the detector signal the time-
of-flight and the impact position on the detector in the x- and y-direction for ev-
ery single ion or electron is determined, enabling the calculation of the full three-
dimensional momentum vector of the measured fragments. For the following anal-
ysis, a coordinate system is used with the negative x-axis parallel to the direction
of the molecular beam, the y-axis parallel to the laser beam and the z-axis pointing

1There are some limitations, e.g. on the kinetic energy of the particles and the electric field of
the spectrometer, which can reduce the solid angle.
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towards the ion detector. In this work, only the data collected with the ion detector
are considered, since no additional information could be gained from the electron
momenta.

Figure 3.1.: Left: CAD drawing of the actual design of the reaction microscope
(taken from Ref. [114]). Right: Schematic drawing of the reaction mi-
croscope. The neutral gas jet is overlapped with the laser inside a stack
of electrodes creating a homogeneous electrostatic field. Generated pos-
itively charged ions are guided downstream to the ion detector. The
respective electrons are guided upstream to the electron detector by the
electric field of the electrode stack and the magnetic field generated by
the coils.

3.2.2. Measurement conditions

In the measurement, a molecular beam of ≈ 0.01 % CH2BrI seeded in helium was
expanded into the vacuum system through a small nozzle (d= 10 µm) in a super-
sonic expansion (stagnation pressure 1 bar). In the chamber the molecular beam
was overlapped in the interaction region with the output of a Titanium:Sapphire
chirped-pulse amplified laser system (Amplitude Systems). The central wavelength
of the laser was 795 nm with a pulse duration of 25 fs and a pulse energy of 2mJ.
The pulse energy was reduced in the experiment to 11.8 µJ/pulse using an polariz-
ing attenuator. We characterized and optimized the pulse length via the SPIDER
technique (Spectral Phase Interferometry for Direct Electric-field Reconstruction).
The repetition rate of the laser was 10 kHz. The laser beam was focused at the in-
teraction zone by a spherical mirror (f= 80mm) placed inside the vacuum chamber
and crossed with the molecular beam. At the position of the focus, a peak intensity
of around 1× 1015 W cm−2 was reached2. After ionization by the laser pulse, the
resulting charged particles were accelerated by static electric and magnetic fields to

2The intensity was estimated from the beam diameter in front of the focusing mirror (d = 7.5 mm)
and the measured average power P = 118 mW (11.8 µJ/pulse).
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either the ion or the electron detector, depending on their charge. We adjusted the
measurement conditions (concentration of CH2BrI in the molecular beam and the
intensity of the laser) to receive around three detected ions out of ten laser pulses.
From this count rate the probability for ionizing N molecules per laser pulse can be
calculated via the Poisson distribution to

PN=1 = 6.1 %
PN=2 = 0.6 %
PN=3 = 0.05 %.

Hence, the probability of ionizing more than one molecule is ≈ 10 % of all ionization
events3. This fraction of ionization events can lead to false coincidences if fragments
from each molecule are detected.

3.2.3. Time-of-flight calibration

The data processing is based on an event-by-event based analysis, meaning that after
the measurement each detected ion and each event can be addressed separately in
the data analysis. One event refers to all detected ions, resulting from one single
laser pulse. With this technique, even rarely occurring processes can be individually
selected and investigated.
The first step in the data analysis is the calibration of the time-of-flight spectrum.

The real time-of-flight t deviates from the measured time-of-flight tm by an initially
unknown value t0 (t = tm − t0). There is a delay in the signal recording due to the
cables, connecting the detector with a time-to-digital converter (TDC). Considering
a uniform acceleration in the electric field the time-of-flight t(p=0) for fragments with
no initial momentum can be derived by

t(p=0) (m) =
√

2dm
qE

, (3.1)

where E is the electric field strength, d is the distance to the detector, m the mass of
the particle, q the particle charge, and qE/m = az is the acceleration in the electric
field. By inserting t = t(p=0) = tm − t0 in Eq. (3.1), t0 can be determined by
two well-known mass peaks in the measured time-of-flight spectrum, e.g. the parent
molecule (220 u) and the water peak (18 u) via

t0 =
√
m1 t2 −

√
m2 t1√

m1 −
√
m2

, (3.2)

and is used to calibrate the spectrum.

3This probability is an upper limit. The estimation is made, that one detected ion corresponds to
one ionized molecule since single ionization is expected to be the preferential process. However,
ionizing one molecule can lead to to several detected ions. Hence, the real number of ionized
molecules per laser pulse is lower.
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3.2.4. Momentum calculation

For the momentum calculation in the z-direction, the static electric field accelerating
the ions to the detector and the calibrated time t have to be taken into account. The
magnetic field of the coils points towards the z-direction. Hence, it only influences
the x- and y-components of the particle’s trajectory since the Lorenz force is the cross
product of the particle’s velocity vector and the magnetic field vector. Additionally,
also in x- and y-direction the force from the magnetic field on the ions is so small,
that it can be neglected in all calculations [114]. Including an initial velocity v0 in
the z-direction through the momentum gained in the fragmentation process leads
to

d = 1
2azt

2 + v0t. (3.3)

Hence, the time t can be calculated via

t = −v0

az

+
√(

v0

az

)2
+ 2d
az

(3.4)

t = −v0 m

qE
+

√√√√(v0 m

qE

)2

+ 2md
qE

(3.5)

t = − pz

qE
+

√√√√( pz

qE

)2

+ 2md
qE

, (3.6)

resulting in

0 = −pz +
√

(pz)2 +
(
t(p=0)qE

)2
− t qE = f(pz). (3.7)

To solve Eq. (3.7) Newton’s method was used [116]. The values for t(p=0) are
gained from the calibrated time-of-flight spectrum. From Eq. (3.7)

pz,n+1 = pz,n −
f(pz,n)
f ′(pz,n) (3.8)

is repetitively calculated until the difference between pz,n and pz,n+1 becomes neg-
ligible.
The momenta in the x- and y-direction are gained from the impact positions on

the detector and the calibrated time-of-flight t. There is no acceleration along the
x- and y-direction, hence the momentum can be calculated on basis of a uniform
motion:

px = m
x

t
, (3.9)

where x is calculated from the measured position xm and the zero position x(p=0)
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(x = xm − x(p=0)) for each mass. The shift x(p=0) is resulting from an initial
momentum of the ions due to the initial velocity of the molecular beam. It is
determined for each mass from the measured spatial distribution in the x-direction
at the flight time t(p=0). The calculation for py is identical.

3.3. Overview of different fragmentation
pathways

All following data which are shown, are the outcome of an eight hours measurement
where approximately 290× 106 laser pulses led to 50× 106 events and 65× 106

detected ions. This corresponds to an event rate of 1.7 kHz. The measurement was
performed by my colleagues Friedrich Freyse and Felix Schell, the following data
analysis and interpretation was performed by myself.
First, the time-of-flight spectrum of all events, which is shown in Fig. 3.2 in a

histogram, is analyzed. The spectrum contains contributions from a lot of different
ions which will be explained in detail in the next paragraph. Peaks resulting from
the ionization of a complete molecule or an atom from the molecular beam, e.g. the
helium peak, have a sharp distribution. Peaks resulting from the background gas
or from a break-up process have a broader time-of-flight spread. In the case of an
ionization event from the background gas, the time-of-flight spread is due to the
isotropic velocity distribution of molecules in the residual gas. In the case of ions
from a fragmentation, the time-of-flight spread is due to the kinetic energy release
during the fragmentation.
For a first assignment, it is guessed, which contributions are with a high probability

in the spectrum. These are lighter ions from the background gas, like H+, H+
2 and

H2O+ since these gases are typically left in the residual gas in a high vacuum system.
Additionally, we expect to detect He+ from the molecular beam and the singly-
charged parent ion, since the ionization probability for n times ionizing an atom or
molecule decreases with the number n. The lighter ions with masses 1 u, 2 u, 4 u,
and 18 u are assigned to the peaks with the smallest time-of-flight in the spectrum.
It has to be noticed that on top of the broader peaks from the background gas, a
sharp spike is visible (most pronounced for H2O+). Since sharp peaks are coming
from the defined velocity in the molecular beam, the beam contains impurities.
The singly-charged parent ion is assigned to the sharp peak with the double peak
structure at the right end of the spectrum. Since bromine occurs in two stable
isotopes with nearly the same probability (51% 79Br, 49% 81Br) the parent ion as
well as fragments including a bromine ion appear as double peak structure in the
time-of-flight spectrum.
The conversion from the time-of-flight axis to the mass axis and vice versa is done
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via the calculation (see Eq. (3.1))

mi =
(
ti − t0
k0

)2
with (3.10)

k0 =
√

2d
qE

, (3.11)

where the index i denotes a certain ion mass. The time shift t0 was determined via
Eq. (3.2) with the assignment of the hydrogen peak, the water peak, the helium
peak and one of the parent ion peaks (220 u). t0 was calculated for all combinations
mi and mj of these four masses and measured flight times and the average value was
used for further calculations. The parameter k0 was determined with the measured
time-of-flight tH2O of the water peak via Eq. (3.10). With the determined values
of t0 = 29.0 ns and k0 = 1029.9 ns u−1/2, the flight times of several fragments were
calculated. These are listed in Tab. 3.2. The listed numbers are the time-of-flights
for the respective fragment with no additional momentum in the z-direction from a
fragmentation.
Besides the peaks used for the calculation of the mass axis, several fragments of

the parent, as well as the doubly-charged parent itself and further peaks resulting
from ions from the background gas are in the spectrum. The doubly-charged parent
has a flight time of ≈ 10 800 ns and can be identified by the same sharp double
peak structure as the singly-charged parent. Fragments resulting from a two-body
break-up process like CH2Br+ (+ I/I+) at around 9900 ns and CH2I+ (+Br/Br+)
at around 12 200 ns as well as their doubly-charged equivalent are present. This

Figure 3.2.: The time-of-flight spectrum of all events in a histogram. Peaks resulting
from the fragmentation of the parent molecule show a broad kinetic
energy distribution. Non-fragmenting peaks from the molecular beam
are sharp.
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work focuses on the three-body break-up with the three ions CH+
2 , Br+, and I+.

The peaks of CH+
2 and I+ are located at flight times around 3900 ns and 11 600 ns

and clearly detected in the time-of-flight spectrum as broad peaks. The peak of
Br+ around 9200 ns cannot be directly identified in the time-of-flight spectrum of
all ions due to the strong background signal, hence a more careful selection has to
be done.
Interestingly a small but visible peak fitting to mass 206 u appears in the spectrum.

This would be consistent with the fragment BrI+ which is not directly expected from
the geometry of the neutral molecule. As will be shown later in this section, the
BrI+ fragment is correlated with the CH+

2 fragment, pointing towards the process
CH2BrI2+ →BrI+ +CH+

2 . Since there exists no Br-I bond in the neutral parent
molecule CH2BrI a bond-forming process has to be involved. A similar effect was
detected before in Ref. [117] and Ref. [25] for the formation of O+

2 from strong-
field-ionization of CO2. Larimian et al. observed a slow dissociation of CO2 in
the reaction products C+ + O+

2 [117]. The authors explain the formation due to
an intermediate excited state of CO+

2 in a bending vibration. Due to the bending
motion, the two oxygen atoms come in close proximity, enabling the O-O bond
forming. In Ref. [25] on the other hand, an O+

2 bond forming process taking place
on an ultrafast timescale is detected by Long et al. However, there is no further
analysis done on the occurrence of BrI+ in the frame of the thesis.
In Fig. 3.3 the measured ion yield as a function of the time-of-flight t and the

spatial distribution in the x-direction is shown in a two-dimensional histogram. The
molecules are randomly oriented in the molecular beam. Hence, the fragmentation
of the molecules leads to a kinetic energy distribution which covers a wide range of
angles in a sphere. Measured is the projection of this sphere on the detector, resulting

fragment m/z [u] tof [ns] fragment m/z [u] tof [ns]

H+ 1 1058.95 Br+ 79 9183.00
H+

2 2 1485.55 CH2Br+ 93 9961.04
He+ 4 2088.85 CH2BrI2+ 110 10830.73
CH+

2 14 3882.58 I+ 127 11635.43
H2O+ 18 4398.54 CH2I+ 141 12258.43
CO+/N+

2 28 5478.77 CH2Br+
2 172 13536.06

O+
2 32 5855.04 IBr+ 206 14810.89

CO+
2 44 6860.63 CH2BrI+ 220 15304.93

CH2Br2+ 46.5 7052.03 CH2I+2 268 16889.24
I2+ 63.5 8236.00

Table 3.2.: Mass to charge ratio (m/z) and calculated flight times (tof) from
Eq. (3.10) for ions with no initial momentum in the z-direction.
Times/masses for fragments including bromine are given for the 79Br
isotope.
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3.3. Overview of different fragmentation pathways

Figure 3.3.: Two-dimensional histogram of the ion yield depending on the spatial dis-
tribution in the x-direction and the time-of-flight. Fragments originating
from the gas jet appear on a line with slope m=−1.53× 10−3 mm ns−1,
as indicated in the figure.

in the ring structures seen in Fig. 3.3. From the x-t distribution, the center-of-
mass velocity in the negative x-direction of the molecules before the fragmentation
is clearly seen. Ions originating from the background gas appear on a line around
x=0, ions from the gas jet appear on a line with a slope m=−1.53× 10−3 mm ns−1,
as indicated in Fig. 3.3. The maximum molecular beam velocity of a supersonic
expansion within the used experimental conditions can be calculated to [118]:

vmax =
√

2 γ

γ − 1
kB T0

m
(3.12)

= 1.76× 10−3 mm ns−1.

Here, kB is the Boltzmann constant, γ is the adiabatic index, T0 is the temperature
of the gas before the expansion, and m = m1(n1/(n1 +n2)) +m2(n2/(n1 +n2) is the
average mass of the particles in the seeded molecular beam, considering the different
number densities n1,2 of the two masses m1,2 (m1 = 220 u, n1 = 0.01, m2 = 4 u,
n2 = 99.99). The measured beam velocity is slightly lower than the maximum
value vmax, which is reached for an internal cooling of the beam to T = 0 K. It
has to be taken into account that in the supersonic expansions of seeded molecular
beams, which contain two gas species with a great mass difference, an effect termed
velocity slipping occurs [119]. The heavier molecules in the beam, here CH2BrI,
are accelerated less than the light seed gas molecules. Hence, even for an internal
cooling of the beam to T = 0 K, the theoretical value calculated with Eq. (3.12) is
overestimating the velocity.
Two-particle correlations of charged fragments can be seen from a coincidence

time-of-flight map, which depicts all events with exactly two detected ions. Such
a coincidence map is shown in Fig. 3.4. The time-of-flight of the lighter fragment
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3. Sequential and non-sequential pathways in the Coulomb explosion of CH2BrI3+

is plotted on the x-axis, the time-of-flight of the heavier fragment is plotted on
the y-axis. In the coincidence map, indications for two-body break-up processes

Figure 3.4.: Coincidence map for two-body events. The time-of-flight of the lighter
particle is plotted on the x-axis, the time-of-flight of the heavier par-
ticle is plotted on the y-axis. The sharp diagonal lines (one marked
with the red tilted rectangle) point towards two-body break-up pro-
cesses where both fragments have been detected. The blue rectangles
mark false coincidences from correlations between fragments originating
from two different molecules fragmenting in one event. The green tilted
oval marks an incompletely detected event, where one fragment (e.g. a
neutral fragment) is lost. The characters a-f/A-G mark the different
break-up pathways in the figure which are listed in the tables Tab. 3.3
and Tab. 3.4. In the Fig. 3.5 the relative strength of channels a-f is
illustrated.

are detected as well as false coincidences and incompletely detected fragmentation
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3.3. Overview of different fragmentation pathways

events, e.g. events involving a neutral fragment. The different processes are marked
with the characters a-f/A-G in Fig. 3.4 and are listed in Tab. 3.3 and Tab. 3.4.
The diagonal sharp lines point towards completely detected break-up processes into
exactly two particles (a-f). One example, the break-up into the two fragments I+ +
CH2Br2+ (b), is marked with a red tilted rectangle in Fig. 3.4. In this case, the time-
of-flight of the two fragments is clearly correlated. The slope of the lines depends
on the charge ratio of the two ions. The double line structure is resulting from the
two masses of the bromine isotopes, 79Br and 81Br. Various channels are detected,
including singly-charged fragments as well as doubly-charged fragments. In Fig.
3.5 on the right-hand side of Tab. 3.3, a histogram shows the relative contribution
of the different completely detected break-up processes into two fragments (100 %
corresponds to an integration over the six listed channels). The y-axis is plotted on
a logarithmic-scale for better visibility of the smaller bars. The most pronounced
feature with a share of 80.0 % is coming from the cleavage of the C-I bond and
shows a correlation between the fragments I+ and CH2Br+. The following channel
b, with a share of 12.7 %, is originating from the same bond-cleavage after a triple-
ionization of the parent molecule, leading to a singly-charged I+ fragment and a
doubly-charged CH2Br2+ fragment. The equivalent channel with doubly-charged
I2+ fragment and a singly-charged CH2Br+ is less pronounced with a share of only
2.3 % (channel d). The probability for this break-up channel is in the same range as
channel c (1.8 %), with two doubly-charged fragments and channel e (3.0 %), where
the C-Br bond is broken instead of the C-I bond. Consistent with the peak of IBr+

in the time-of-flight spectrum, channel f shows a correlation between this fragment
and the CH+

2 ion. In this fragmentation channel, originating from a doubly-charged
parent molecule, a bond forming process has to be involved since the two atoms I
and Br are not connected by a chemical bond in the original molecule. It is the
least probable channel with only 0.1 % share. In Fig. 3.6 channels a-e are shown
in an enlarged area. Here also uncommon processes become visible, mainly from
impurities of the sample like Br+ +CH2Br+ or I+ +CH2Cl+.

channel fragment 1 fragment 2

a I+ CH2Br+

b I+ CH2Br2+

c I2+ CH2Br2+

d I2+ CH2Br+

e Br+ CH2I+

f CH+
2 IBr+

Table 3.3.: Two-body frag-
mentation channels
detected in the coin-
cidence maps in Fig.
3.4 and Fig. 3.6.

Figure 3.5.: The share of the two-body
channels listed in Tab. 3.3.
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Figure 3.6.: Enlarged coincidence map for two-body events. Here, also uncom-
mon events become visible, e.g from impurities of the sample like
Br+ +CH2Br+ or I+ +CH2Cl+. The broad diffuse parts are originating
in an incomplete detection of a fragmentation process.

There are two different features indicating false coincidences4 in Fig. 3.4 and 3.6.
The first ones appear as sharp horizontal or vertical lines. This is clearly seen for
the horizontal line at t = 15 305 ns, the time-of-flight of the singly-charged parent
molecule or for the vertical line at t = 4399 ns, the time-of-flight of water ions.
These false coincidences are most pronounced for strong mass peaks. One frequently
appearing fragment (e.g. the singly-charged parent) is detected coincidentally at
the same time with some other not specified fragment leading to the straight lines.
Another indication of false coincidences are diffuse areas, for example seen for t1 ≈
3000 ns to 4500 ns, t2 ≈ 8000 ns to 10 200 ns and t2 ≈ 11 000 ns to 12 500 ns, in the
areas marked with blue rectangles in Fig. 3.4. These are correlations between
fragments originating from two different molecules fragmenting in one event. The
whole time-of-flight range of both fragments is covered, but no direct correlation can
be detected. In the two above mentioned areas these are the flight times for CH+

2
(3000 ns to 4500 ns) and Br+ (8000 ns to 10 200 ns)/CH+

2 (3000 ns to 4500 ns) and
I+ (11 000 ns to 12 500 ns). Both effects leading to false coincidence occur only if
there is more than one molecule in the laser focus, which gets ionized. Although the
measurement conditions have been adjusted carefully to decrease the occurrence of
false coincidences, it is seen from the coincidence map in Fig. 3.4 that these events
are still present.
In addition to false coincidences and the kinematically complete two-body events,

4The occurrence of false coincidences is explained in section 2.3.
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3.3. Overview of different fragmentation pathways

channel fragment 1 fragment 2 missing fragment

A I+ Br+ CH2

B I+ CH+
2 Br

C I+ Br2+ CH2

D I2+ Br+ CH2

E I2+ CH+
2 Br

F I2+ Br2+ CH2

G Br+ CH+
2 I

Table 3.4.: Incompletely detected fragmentation channels visible in the coincidence
maps in Fig. 3.4 and Fig. 3.6. The missing fragment can be either a
neutral fragment (as listed in the table) or an ionic fragment which was
not detected.

also incompletely detected fragmentation can be seen. These events appear as two
blurry peaks along a diagonal line through the crossing point of two central flight
times. One example, the break-up into the two fragments I2+ + Br2+ (F), is marked
with the tilted green oval in Fig. 3.4. Since one fragment is missing, either because
it was not detected or because a neutral fragment was involved in the process,
the correlation is not sharp as for the completely detected processes. The missing
fragment is carrying away some unknown momentum. In the enlarged area in Fig.
3.6, the incomplete fragmentation I+ +Br+ (A), I+ +Br2+ (C), as well as I2+ +Br+

(D), are visible beside the sharp lines. They appear as a broad diffuse line, peaking
in the endpoints. The momentum of the missing CH2 or CH+

2 is not included in this
process leading to the broad distribution. The found incompletely detected events
are listed in Tab. 3.4.
For first insight into three-body processes in the fragmentation of CH2BrI3+, in Fig.

3.7 the coincidence map for events with exactly three detected ions is shown. Plotted
on the x-axis is the sum of the flight times of the two lightest ions and plotted on the
y-axis is the flight time of the heaviest ion. Also in this representation correlations
are clearly visible. Completely detected three-body events appear as sharp diagonal
lines. As seen from the strengths of the two-body channels, the C-I bond is easiest
to break. As a consequence, all of the detected three-body events include I+ as the
heaviest ion. Hence, only an enlarged area in the time-of-flight region of the iodine
ion is shown in Fig. 3.7.
In Tab. 3.5 the main correlations with the iodine ion as the heaviest particle are

listed. The list includes completely detected events, incompletely detected events,
and events where two fragments from a two-body break are detected together with
an ion from the contamination of the molecular beam (e.g. H+

2 ). For channels which
are sharp in Fig. 3.7, the relative strength was evaluated. The result is shown in the
histogram on the right-hand side of Tab. 3.5 (100 % corresponds to an integration
over the four evaluated channels). Since blurry channels cannot be separated in the
data from the background, these are not included in the histogram.
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Figure 3.7.: Coincidence map for three-body events. The sum of the time-of-flight
of the two lighter particles is plotted on the x-axis, the time-of-flight of
the heaviest particle is plotted on the y-axis. The different processes
marked with the characters α − ι are listed in Tab. 3.5. The relative
strength of the channels which are sharp is given in Fig. 3.8.

Several three-body correlations are detected. The strongest pronounced features
are the lines at flight times of (Br+ + CH+

2 ) and I+ (channel α, with a share of
69.9 %). This break-up process is investigated later in section 3.5. The lines of
channel α are directly accompanied by two blurry lines resulting from the fragments
(Br+ + CH+) + I+ and (Br+ + C+) + I+ (channel β and γ). Completely detected
two-body processes with an additional detected ion are leading to a sharp line, too
(channel δ(7.4 %), ε(11.7 %), and ζ (11.0 %)). An example would be the process
CH2BrI2+ +H+

2 →CH2Br+ + I+ +H+
2 . The additional H+

2 ion leads to a shift in the
time-of-flight sum, however, the correlation between the two particles CH2Br+ and
I+ is still conserved in this representation. Since these diagonal lines are sharp, the
additional ion is originating from the molecular beam.

3.4. Coincident event selection and data
transformation

To gain a deeper insight into the fragmentation processes we have carefully sepa-
rated and analyzed true three-particle coincidences from the full data-set. A well-
established method for selecting true coincidences is to calculate the momenta of the
single ions and to apply the condition of momentum conservation (see for example
Ref. [14]). In the momentum calculation by Eq. (3.8) and Eq. (3.9) the velocity of
the molecular beam was included. Hence, the resulting momenta are in the center-
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3.4. Coincident event selection and data transformation

channel fragment 1 fragment 2

α I+ (Br+ + CH+
2 )

β I+ (Br+ + CH+)
γ I+ (Br+ + C+)
δ I+ (BrCH+

2 + H2O+)
ε I+ (BrCH+

2 + He+)
ζ I+ (BrCH+

2 + H+
2 )

η I+ (BrCH+ + H+)
θ I+ (Br2+ + CH+

2 )
ι I+ (Br2+ + CH+)

Table 3.5.: Completely and incom-
pletely detected three-
body correlation channels
from the coincidence map
in Fig. 3.7.

Figure 3.8.: The share of the three-
body channels listed in
Tab. 3.3 which can be
separated in the data.

of-mass-system of the molecule. Since the total momentum of the intact molecule
in the center-of-mass system of the molecule is zero, the sum of all momenta from
fragments resulting from a break-up of the same parent molecule should be zero as
well due to momentum conversation. In our work we focus on break-up dynamics
with the three resulting fragments CH+

2 , I+, and Br+.
Based on the ring structures in Fig. 3.3, we chose three time-of-flight ranges for

which we calculate the momenta. This selection is the first applied filter. The
respective time-of-flight ranges are marked in red in Fig. 3.9. There is no additional
filter applied at first (e.g. selecting only events with a certain number of detected
ions). It can be clearly recognized that other masses than the ones to be investigated
are still in the filtered data (see also Fig. 3.2). For example the water peak overlaps
with the selection for CH+

2 due to the broad kinetic energy distribution of the CH+
2

fragment. Also in the time-of-flight ranges for I+ and Br+ other ions contribute to
the spectrum. However, to keep every event in the filtering process which include
the fragments CH+

2 , I+, and Br+ their full range of flight times has to be taken into
account to get the entire kinetic energy release distribution.
For each ion signal, with a time-of-flight in one of the three selected ranges, the

momenta were calculated, assuming that they originate from fragments CH+
2 , I+,

or Br+. The two bromine isotopes were considered to have the same time-of-flight
range. Hence, for all ions in this range, two momentum values were calculated: first,
with mass 79 u and second, with mass 81 u. The momentum calculation is described
in section 3.2. We disregard that also other ion masses besides CH+

2 , I+, and Br+

are in the selection. The wrong calculated momenta for these additional ions are
discarded later with the condition of momentum conversation.
According to the specifications, the spatial resolution of the detectors is below

100 µm [114] and the temporal resolution is below 100 ps [115]. The uncertainty
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Figure 3.9.: Reproduction from Fig. 3.2. Marked in red are the filters in the time-of-
flight that are applied in the first step of the data evaluation. Further
steps will remove the contributions from peaks overlapping with the
entries from the three fragments CH+

2 , I+, and Br+ such as H2O+.

in the time-of-flight measurement influences the momentum calculation in the z-
direction as well as in the x- and y-direction. The uncertainty in the measurement
of the impinging point on the detector influences only the momentum calculation
in the x- and y-direction. Hence, the calculation of the ion momentum in the z-
direction, based on the time-of-flight information, is the most precise one. Therefore,
this direction is chosen for the momentum filter. In Fig. 3.10, panel (a) and (b),
the sum of the calculated momenta in the z-direction of the three fragments, Σpz =
pIz + pBrz + pCH2z , is shown. Here, in addition to the first applied filter on the
time-of-flight ranges, a second filter is applied to only keep events with exactly one
detected ion in the time-of-flight region of each fragment CH+

2 , I+, and Br+. Panel
(a) is for the momentum calculation taking into account the bromine isotope with
mass 79 u, panel (b) is for the bromine isotope with mass 81 u. The peak centered
around Σpz = 0 has a FWHM of 2.5 a.u. In both calculations peaks resulting from
the other bromine isotope appear. These are the sharp peaks which are not located
at Σpz = 0 (-29 a.u. and 28 a.u. for panel (a) and (b)). Additionally, smaller
peaks on the right-hand side of the two sharp maxima are visible at positions 34 a.u.
and 72 a.u.(79Br)/63 a.u. and 98 a.u.(81Br). These are coming most likely from
the fragments CH+ or C+ instead of CH+

2 . For further analysis of the three-body
breakup processes into CH+

2 , I+, and Br+ the last filter selects only events from both
centered peaks. The filtering condition is

−5 a.u. < Σpz < 5 a.u. (3.13)

It is marked in Fig. 3.10 with the red lines and arrows.
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3.4. Coincident event selection and data transformation

Figure 3.10.: Sum of the calculated momenta in the z-direction of the three frag-
ments pIz , pBrz , and pCH2z in atomic units. Panel (a) is for the bromine
isotope with mass 79 the, panel (b) is for the bromine isotope with
mass 81. Marked in red is the selection of data points for the further
analysis. Panel (c) shows the momentum sum in the x- (blue) and
y-direction (orange) resulting from the filter on Σpz. The distributions
in panel (c) include the data sets from both bromine isotopes.

For the events fulfilling condition (3.13), we checked the resulting momentum sum
in the other two directions to verify that the momentum conservation is fulfilled for
Σpx and Σpy, too. The resulting distribution for Σpx and Σpy is shown in Fig. 3.10
in panel (c) (blue: x, orange: y). The distributions in panel (c) include the data
sets from both bromine isotopes. After the selection (3.13), the spread in the x- and
y-direction (FWHM) is in the range of ± 10 a.u.(x)/± 5 a.u.(y). Both distributions
are centered around zero, due to the velocity of the molecular beam, the FWHM
is larger in the x-direction. No further filter on the momentum sum in the x- or
y-direction is applied.
Calculating the error in the momentum sum in the different directions, based

Eq. (3.6), Eq. (3.9), and the given detector resolutions (∆t = 100 ps, ∆x/y =
100 µm) via Gaussian error propagation leads to ∆Σpz ≈ 0.27 a.u., ∆x/y ≈ 1.39 a.u.
These values are by around a factor 5-10 smaller than the measured width of the
distributions. However, there are some further uncertainties in the calculation of
the momenta besides the spatial and temporal resolution of the detector. The main
impact has probably the velocity distribution of the molecular beam which increases
the uncertainty of the measurement of the impinging point on the detector. This
can be seen e.g. in Fig. 3.3. The impinging parent ion should lead to a sharp spot
on the detector since there is no kinetic energy from a fragmentation. However, we
observe a line that spreads across a few millimeters. Further, instabilities of the
electric field strength and of the focal spot position can lead to uncertainties in the
measurement.
Comparing the areas under the curves in panel (a) and (b) of Fig. 3.10 from the

main peak centered around Σpz = 0 and the broad background peak in the selected
range (3.13), leads to the assumption that still around 10 % of the selected events
are false coincidences. However, a smaller filter (3.13) leads to the same qualitative
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Figure 3.11.: Reproduction from Fig. 3.2. Time-of-flight spectrum of all events
(black) and events selected by the momentum conservation condition
(red). The red filtered mass spectrum of the fragments I+, Br+, and
CH+

2 is resulting from a fragmentation of the same parent molecule.

features, which are discussed in the next section, but a reduced data set. We consider
the resulting FWHM in the x- and y-directions, as well as the resulting alignment
which is described in the next paragraph, after the filter (3.13) as sufficient. A
further analysis of the influence of the false coincidences on the data can be found
in the appendix A.
In Fig. 3.11 a time-of-flight spectrum of all events is shown in black and the time-

of-flight data for the filtered data set is plotted in red. In this representation, all
peaks are appearing as a double peak structure centered around the zero momentum
time-of-flight, indicating the kinetic energy release gained during the fragmentation
process.

Alignment The molecules are not aligned within the measurement. Hence, the
calculated momentum vectors are pointing in random directions mirroring the ran-
dom orientation of the molecules during the measurement. To get significant infor-
mation on the fragmentation dynamics from the calculated momenta the coordinate
system has to be transformed to the same reference frame for every event. The
resulting momentum vectors of a three-body break-up process are always located in
a plane. Hence, the three-dimensional problem can be fully described in two dimen-
sions. In Fig. 3.12 the angles of the applied rotation are illustrated in a spherical
coordinate system. The system is first rotated by the angle ϕ~pI around the z-axis
followed by a rotation by θ~pI around the y-axis. The index I is indicating that the
angles correspond to the vector of the iodine momentum in the laboratory frame.
This results in all ~pI vectors pointing towards the z-axis. The orientation of the
~pBr and ~pCH2 vectors is still undefined, thus the third rotation by the new angle
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ϕ~pBr around the z-axis is performed. After the third rotation, all vectors are in the
x-z-plane with a small spread of ± 5 a.u.(FWHM) of the py component of the CH+

2
fragment, shown in Fig. 3.13.

Figure 3.12.: Schematic depiction of the rotation of the coordinate system for each
event into a common frame for all events. The three rotation angles
ϕ~pI (1), θ~pI (2), and ϕ~pBr (3) are determined for each event separately.
After these rotations, the momentum ~pI is along the z-axis and all three
momenta lie in the xz-plane.

Figure 3.13.: Spread of the py momentum component of the CH+
2 fragment after the

rotation. The FWHM of the curve is ± 5 a.u.
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3.5. Three-body break-up of CH2BrI3+ in CH+
2 +

I+ + Br+

To visualize the different fragmentation processes a combination of Newton diagrams
and Dalitz plots is chosen. The combined representation of the data gives a deep
insight into the different fragmentation processes. The two representation schemes
are introduced in the next subsection.

3.5.1. Newton diagrams and Dalitz plots

The Newton diagram representation follows naturally from the transformation of
the coordinate system done in section 3.4. One of the three momentum vectors
builds the reference for the new coordinate system and is located on a chosen axis.
All three momentum vectors are presented in one plane, with the second particle
fully depicted in the upper hemisphere and the last particle depicted in the lower
hemisphere. The principle of the Newton diagram representation is schematically
shown in Fig. 3.14. In a Newton diagram, the relation between the three momentum
vector becomes visible in an intuitive way, e.g. a rotating motion leads to a ring-
shaped structure in the Newton diagram.

Figure 3.14.: The schematic principle of a Newton diagram. The momentum vector
of one fragment (here P1) builds the reference frame and is plotted
on one axis (here the z-axis) for all events. The momentum vector of
the second particle is plotted in the upper hemisphere, the momentum
vector of the third particle is plotted in the lower hemisphere.

An alternative representation of a three-body break-up process is to use a Dalitz
plot. It shows the probability density for certain break-up processes in a two di-
mensional scatter plot. The Dalitz plot representation was originally developed in
the area of particle physics [120] and first applied in atomic physics to describe the
break-up dynamics of the H+

3 molecule [121]. The three coordinates for each parti-
cle px, py, and pz are reduced to two global coordinates x and y, the relative kinetic
energies:
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x = E1 − E2√
3 · Etot

(3.14)

y = E3

Etot
− 1

3 , (3.15)

where E1 is the kinetic energy of the first fragment, E2 the kinetic energy of
the second fragment, E3 the kinetic energy of the third fragment, and Etot is the
total kinetic energy. Each point in the Dalitz plot represents one final momentum
distribution resulting from a molecular break-up. This concept is illustrated in the
Dalitz scheme in Fig. 3.15 for a three-body break-up with three identical fragments
(e.g. H3+

3 →H+ +H+ +H+). Depending on at which part of the Dalitz plot the
highest density of data points accumulates, the probability for a certain process to
happen is higher.

Figure 3.15.: The schematic principle of a Dalitz plot. Each point in the Dalitz
scheme represents a certain break-up geometry.

The fully symmetric break-up with a 120◦ angle between the three vectors is lo-
cated in the center of the plot. The three axes that run through the origin with
a relative angle of 120 degrees between them represent all possibilities for partly
symmetric break-ups, where two of the three momentum vectors have the same
magnitude, but opposite direction. In between, asymmetric processes are located.
For a fragmentation of a molecule in three fragments with the same mass (like for
H3+

3 ), all processes are located within a circle, due to conservation of the momentum
and energy. This changes for processes where the fragments are different in their
mass. The possible area of all processes in the Dalitz plot becomes an oval and the
plot is not anymore centered at the zero position. But, the principle interpretation
stays the same. For the interpretation of the Dalitz plot, first, the central point is
calculated. This corresponds to the break-up channel in a pure Coulomb explosion5.

5The central point is calculated from the Coulomb repulsion of three point charges with the
masses of the three fragments, arranged in the equilibrium geometry of the molecule.
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Compared to this central point different processes become visible. A bending of the
molecule, for example, appears on a nearly vertical line around the central spot in
the Dalitz plot. An asymmetry in bond lengths, e.g. due to a vibration of the
molecule, leads to a shift in the x-direction. A last important feature, clearly visible
in the Dalitz plot, are sequential break-up processes. If one of the two bonds is
broken first, and the second bond-cleavage follows after a certain time-delay (in the
time-scale of the molecular dynamics), the final momenta of the two latest reaction
products are clearly related, but nearly independent of the momentum of the first
leaving fragment. Such a sequential process is visible as a diagonal line in the Dalitz
plot.

3.5.2. Three-body break-up process channel assignment

To examine the different three-body break-up processes of CH2BrI3+ → CH+
2 +

I+ + Br+, a first assignment of the detected fragmentation channels is done in
this subsection on the basis of a Newton diagram and a Dalitz plot. All assigned
processes are afterwards analyzed in detail in the next subsections. The upper
panel of Fig. 3.16 shows a Newton diagram of the correlated fragments, filtered
from the acquired data as described above. The momenta of the Br+ fragments
are plotted in the upper hemisphere and the momenta of the CH+

2 fragments are
plotted in the lower hemisphere. All momenta are normalized to the respective
iodine momentum, resulting in the iodine data appearing as a single point in the
Newton diagram. The lower panel of Fig. 3.16 shows a Dalitz plot of the correlated
fragments. The normalized kinetic energies of the three fragments are represented
by the coordinates (3.14) and (3.15), where E1 is the kinetic energy of the iodine
fragment, E2 the kinetic energy of the bromine fragment, E3 the kinetic energy of
the methylene fragment, and Etot is the total kinetic energy.
In both plots in Fig. 3.16, different processes can be assigned. In the Newton

diagram, all described processes are present in both the upper and in the lower
hemisphere (for Br+ and CH+

2 fragments, respectively). However, the marks in the
plot with Roman numerals are only done in either the upper or underpart for better
visibility. The most dominant features in the Newton diagram are lobes (marked
with I and the white dashed line), with the highest density of detected events located
at around pz/pI = −0.7 a.u. for the Br+ fragments and at around pz/pI = −0.3 a.u.
for the CH+

2 fragments. Weaker features are full and partial ring structures in the
momenta of Br+ and CH+

2 . The full rings are marked with number II (solid red
lines) and III (dashed red lines), the partial rings are marked with number IV (solid
blue line) and V (dashed blue line). The same features are detected in the Dalitz
plot in the lower panel of Fig. 3.16. There is a peak structure at the position
(-0.04, 0.30) (marked with I, corresponding to the lobes in the Newton diagram),
two long diagonal crossing lines (marked with II/III, corresponding to the full ring
structures), and two short, broad diagonal lines starting at the endpoints of the
long, sharp diagonal lines and merging into the peak structure (marked with IV/V,
corresponding to the partial ring structures)6.

6The intensity in the Dalitz plot which appears in the area y & 0.36 and which is not assigned to a
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Figure 3.16.: Top: Newton diagram of the momenta of the three fragments CH+
2 ,

I+, Br+ in the molecular frame. All data points are normalized to
the iodine momenta. The bromine momenta are plotted in the upper
hemisphere and the CH+

2 momenta are plotted in the lower hemisphere.
Bottom: Dalitz plot of the three fragments I+, Br+, and CH+

2 . The
different marked features are explained in the text. 51



3. Sequential and non-sequential pathways in the Coulomb explosion of CH2BrI3+

Figure 3.17.: After the C-I bond is broken (step 1), the two created charged frag-
ments repel each other. Since the force of the leaving iodine ion is not
acting on the center-of-mass of the CH2Br2+ fragment, the fragment
starts to rotate. The C-Br bond is broken in the second step.

These are clear hints to different fragmentation processes: (i) A non-sequential
direct Coulomb explosion where both bonds in the parent molecule break simulta-
neously leading to the peak structures marked with I in both representations, (ii) a
sequential fragmentation with a rotating intermediate fragment leading to the ring
structures in the Newton diagram and the line structures in the Dalitz plot. A type
(ii) process is schematically depicted in Fig. 3.17. In the first step, only the C-I bond
is broken and the two created charged fragments repel each other. Since the force of
the leaving iodine ion is not acting on the center-of-mass of the CH2Br2+ fragment,
the fragment starts to rotate and changes its orientation with respect to the leaving
iodine ion. The bond of the rotating doubly-charged intermediate breaks after some
time delay in the second step. The rotation of the intermediate is decoupled from
the momentum of the leaving ion and hence visible in the Newton diagram as ring
structures7. Due to the successive bond cleavage, the kinetic energies of the two
charged particles created in the second step are clearly related but independent of
the first leaving fragment, leading to a diagonal line in the Dalitz plot, as introduced
in subsection 3.5.1.
The phenomenon of the ring structures (line structures) visible in the Newton

diagram (Dalitz plot) in Fig. 3.16 was detected before (see e.g. [102]) and was
assigned to the described effect: a sequential break-up process with an impulsive
stimulation of rotational energy. Due to the rotation of the intermediate fragment
in the second step, the resulting direction of the final momentum is not definite
anymore but distributed up to 360 ◦ around the axis of rotation, depending on
the lifetime of the intermediate fragment. Intermediate fragments with lifetimes
longer than the rotational period lead to full ring structures in the Newton diagram,
whereas intermediate fragments with shorter lifetimes lead to partial ring-shaped
structures. Based on the literature, a first assignment of the ring structures (line
structures) to sequential processes is motivated [86–107].
In contrast to experiments with triatomic molecules, such as CO2, where the two

bonds are indistinguishable [90,92–99,101,102,104,108], here, at least two full ring

certain channel is resulting from the left false coincidences in our data set. It corresponds to the
intensity in the Newton diagram shown in the appendix in Fig. A.1 in panel (a) for a changed
filter condition (3.13): 20 a.u. < Σpz < 50 a.u. (79Br) and 50 a.u. < Σpz < 80 a.u. (81Br).

7A rotation of the complete molecule would not be visible in the Newton diagram, since we
transform the coordinate system in the molecular frame.
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structures (diagonal lines, II/III) instead of one and two partial ring structures
(short diagonal lines, IV/V) are detected. This leads to the assumption that there
are contributions from the non-sequential direct Coulomb explosion and additionally
from four different sequential fragmentation channels:

I CH2BrI3+ → CH+
2 + Br+ + I+

II CH2BrI3+ → CH2Br∗2+ + I+ → CH+
2 + Br+ + I+

III CH2BrI3+ → CH2I∗2+ + Br+ → CH+
2 + I+ + Br+

IV = II (short-lived CH2Br∗2+)
V = III (short-lived CH2I∗2+).

The channel numbers are marked in both plots in Fig. 3.16, in the Newton di-
agram either in the upper or lower hemisphere. The partial ring structures (short
lines, IV/V) mark the connection between the structures II/III and structure I and
are evidence for two additional sequential fragmentation processes with short-lived
intermediate states. The different processes will be investigated in more detail in
the next sections separately.

3.5.3. Non-sequential Coulomb explosion channel

In this section, the direct non-sequential Coulomb channel I is analyzed. The gained
three-dimensional momentum data and the gained kinetic energy is compared to the
expected values calculated from the known geometry, to see if the momentum vectors
reflect the structure of the molecule. The expected momenta of the fragments can be
gained in an iterative calculation, assuming single point charges at the positions of
the atoms in the molecules. This calculation was done for the break-up CH2BrI3+ →
CH+

2 +Br+ + I+.
The start geometry parameters for the positions are taken from Ref. [109] where

Bailleux et al. determined the structure of CH2BrI via rotational spectra using a
Fourier transform microwave spectroscopy experiment. The start parameters are
listed in Tab. 3.6. The bond lengths C-Br and C-I, as well as the angle αICBr, were
adjusted to represent a three-particle-molecule with the original positions of the I
and Br atom but with the center-of-mass of CH2 instead of the position of the C
atom. In the first step, the force on each fragment resulting from the other two point
charges was calculated which led to a uniformly accelerated motion. The calculation
was done in a two-dimensional coordinate system since for a three-particle-system
the momenta resulting from a direct Coulomb explosion are always in one plane.
The momenta, velocities, and positions of the fragments resulting from these forces
were calculated for a certain small time step ∆t. Next, the forces were calculated
again, and the procedure was repeated until the momenta converged to a certain
value. We decided to choose the time step for the calculation as an increasing
variable ∆t = i ·∆t0 with the start value ∆t0 = 1 as and 5000 loops i. Thereby in
the beginning when the variables change a lot the steps are very small and accurate
but the converging value is still reached in an appropriate computing time. Figure
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Figure 3.18.: Stepwise calculation of the resulting momenta of a Coulomb explosion
of CH2BrI3+. The time steps for the calculation were chosen as in-
creasing value ∆t = i ·∆t0 with the start value ∆t0 = 1 as and 5000
loops i.

3.18 shows the resulting stepwise calculated momenta in two directions of the three
fragments. In the calculation the momentum vectors are not aligned to a specific
coordinate system, all three momentum vectors change their direction during the
calculation. The transformation to an aligned system follows afterwards in the same
way as for the measured momenta, to compare the numerical result with the data.
From the calculated momenta the kinetic energy is obtained. The calculated values,
in the not aligned and in the aligned case, are listed in Tab. 3.6. The final value is
reached after approximately 1 ps.

start parameters

C-I 2.1313 Å
C-Br 1.9261 Å
αICBr 113.53 ◦

not aligned aligned

fragment pz [a.u.] px [a.u.] Ekin [eV] pz [a.u.] px [a.u.]

I+ 192.51 -37.98 2.26 196.22 0.00
Br+ -117.40 169.88 4.02 -148.06 143.95
CH+

2 -75.11 -131.90 12.27 -48.16 -143.95

Table 3.6.: Left: Start parameters for the momentum calculation. The values are de-
termined via rotational spectra using Fourier transform microwave spec-
troscopy in Ref. [109]. Right: Resulting momenta and kinetic energies
from the calculation. After the calculation the momentum vectors are
not aligned to a specific coordinate system. The transformation to an
aligned system follows afterwards in the same way as for the measured
momenta.

In Fig. 3.19 a Newton diagram, as well as a Dalitz plot is shown, where the
aligned calculated positions of the momenta and the kinetic energies are marked
with red crosses. For the Newton diagram this is at the positions ~pI = (1, 0) a.u.,
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Figure 3.19.: Newton diagram and Dalitz plot for the three fragments CH+
2 , I+, Br+.

The red crosses show the calculated momenta/KER for a Coulomb
explosion of CH2BrI3+.

~pBr = (−0.75, 0.73) a.u., and ~pCH2 = (−0.25, −0.73) a.u., the position in the Dalitz
plot is at (-0.05, 0.33). The measured peak values do not fit exactly the calculated
ones but are close to the theoretical values. In the Dalitz plot, the measured data
show a shift in the y-direction, indicating a bending of the molecule. It has to be
noted that the angle between the momentum vectors in the Newton diagram are
not directly mirroring the angles of the molecule. The two sets of angles are related
in a nontrivial way. That is why a recursive calculation is needed.
In Fig. 3.20 the measured total kinetic energy from all fragments is shown. The

dashed blue line marks the position of the calculated total kinetic energy Ekin,calc =
18.1 eV. This value is around 4.4 eV higher than the measured peak value Ekin =
13.7 eV (indicated with the red dashed line). However, it has to be noted, that the
main peak has a small shoulder to the high energy side, centered at the position
of the calculated kinetic energy. As mentioned before there are several deviations
in the measurement from a pure Coulomb potential. One possible reason for the
smaller kinetic energy is the pulse duration of 25 fs. It was shown before that the
ionization with longer laser pulses leads to a reduced kinetic energy in the Coulomb
explosion [122]. If the molecule is not triply ionized directly in one step, it can
already start to dissociate while the laser field is still present. At a critical distance,
the ionization rate maximizes due to enhanced ionization (EI) [53,123] (see sections
2.1 and 2.2). The molecule is ionized to its final triply-charged state and explodes.
The shift in kinetic energy could also originate from a different process. In another

experiment, Wales et al. studied the Coulomb explosion of OCS for pulse lengths
varying from 7 fs to 200 fs [100]. For the final state of O+ +C+ + S+, the authors did
not detect a dependency of the KER for pulse lengths variations up to 100 fs. The
measured value stayed nearly constant at around 64 % of the expected KER from a
pure Coulomb explosion. However, in measurements where OCS was ionized with
soft x-ray synchrotron radiation [89] and highly-charged ions [106] a higher fraction
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Figure 3.20.: Total kinetic energy release of the three fragments CH+
2 , I+, Br+.

The blue line shows the calculated KER for a Coulomb explosion of
CH2BrI3+. On the high energy side, the main peak has a tail, centered
at the calculated value Ekin,calc = 18.1 eV.

of the calculated KER was reached (85 % to 96 %). Ramadhan et al. concluded
that by femtosecond laser pulses the molecular ion OCS3+ is generated in a different
state which has a quasi-bound nature [89].
The main peak in the kinetic energy distribution has a small shoulder on the high

energy side, visible in Fig. 3.20, centered at the theoretical Coulomb explosion
value. To investigate this high energy part further, in Fig. 3.21 a Newton diagram
and a Dalitz plot are shown with a filter on the high kinetic energy events with
Ekin > 15 eV. The red crosses mark, as before, the theoretical values calculated for
a pure Coulomb explosion.
For this data selection, the measured data are fitting the calculated values much

better8. Hence, a fraction of all break-up events takes place on a nearly Coulombic
potential, leading to the high kinetic energy and reflecting the geometry of the
neutral. This corresponds to around 20 % of all coincidence events. In an experiment
with the goal of following a molecular geometry change, e.g. during a chemical
reaction, this is the fraction of data to be explored. However, since several other

8One has to notice that the momenta resulting from different break-up processes are merging
into each other and it is difficult to clearly separate only the events originating from a direct
Coulomb explosion. In subsection 3.5.5 sequential processes with a short-lived intermediate
state are analyzed. The resulting momenta from such processes show a continuous transition
to the momenta of events corresponding to the features labeled I in Fig. 3.16. The still visible
tails in the Newton diagram in Fig. 3.21 are most probably coming from a leftover of the
sequential channel described in subsection 3.5.5.
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Figure 3.21.: Newton diagram and Dalitz plot for the three fragments CH+
2 , I+, Br+.

The red crosses show the calculated momenta/KER for a Coulomb
explosion of CH2BrI3+.

processes are affecting the fragmentation dynamics, it is difficult to always ensure
the possibility to extract exactly this data. In the experiment done here, the start
geometry is known. Hence, it is possible to compare the expected values with the
measured values to evaluate which events could be used to reconstruct the geometry.
In a pump-probe experiment exploring molecular dynamics, it is not clear that this
can always be ensured.
Experiments on the Coulomb explosion of CH2BrI, which vary the pulse duration

and pulse intensity would be an interesting future perspective. On the one hand,
if the reason for the KER shift is the laser pulse length, a shorter pulse would be
helpful to gain exact information on the geometry or the geometry change of a
molecule during a dynamical process. Additionally, it could be explored how the
overall fraction of pure channel I events can be increased above the here detected
20 % (high energy part). In the OCS measurement with variable pulse lengths [100],
the group could detect a minimum ratio of sequential events to concerted events for
around 60 fs. This result speaks against just decreasing the pulse length. Further
experiments e.g. on the effect of varying the intensity of the pulse and the wavelength
could help to find the best control mechanism of fragmentation dynamics and the
best attempt to explore the molecular geometry.

3.5.4. Sequential bond breaking - long-lived states

Besides the direct non-sequential Coulomb explosion channel described in section
3.5.3, a fraction of molecules is fragmenting via sequential pathways. From the
Newton diagram and the Dalitz plot in Fig. 3.16 it was already clearly seen, that
we detect several sequential channels in CH2BrI3+, denoted as channels II, III, IV,
and V. This subsection focuses on the sequential break-up channels II and III, both
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3. Sequential and non-sequential pathways in the Coulomb explosion of CH2BrI3+

with a long-lived intermediate state. The sequential break-up channels IV and V
are investigated later in subsection 3.5.5. The analysis and the physics behind the
break-up channels II and III are the same. The difference is the bond which is
broken first: the C-I bond for channel II or the C-Br bond for channel III. To
distinguish between the sequential channels II and III and assign them more clearly,
further transformations have been done. Considering a purely two-body break-up of
a rotating molecule, the resulting momentum vectors would be distributed in a full
ring-shaped structure, centered at the origin of the center-of-mass system of the two
fragments. The second step in channels II and III correspond to such a process (see
the reaction pathways in subsection 3.5.2 or Fig. 3.17). Hence, a transformation
to the center-of-mass frame of the intermediate fragment was done. For visualizing
channel II the coordinate system was transformed in the center-of-mass frame of
CH2Br∗2+ in the following way:

pBrz ,com = pBrz + pIz ·
mBr

mBr +mCH2

(3.16)

pCH2z ,com = pCH2z + pIz ·
mCH2

mBr +mCH2

. (3.17)

The iodine momentum is located on the z-axis: pI = (0, 0, pIz). Therefore, there is
no transformation of the x- and y-components needed. The result of the transforma-
tion is shown in Fig. 3.22. In the center-of-mass representation, no normalization
is applied. The shown momenta are absolute numbers in atomic units. Part of the
momentum vectors of Br+ and CH+

2 constitute a symmetric ring structure centered
at the origin as expected for a two-body break-up of a rotating molecule (marked
in the plot). These are the events corresponding to the features labeled II in Fig.
3.16. The other events that are plotted in Fig. 3.22 are originating either from the
Coulomb explosion channel I or from other sequential processes. The momenta con-
stituting the ring structure have a mean value of p = 85.9 a.u. This corresponds to
a two-body Coulomb explosion of CH2Br∗2+ into CH+

2 +Br+ with a CH2-Br distance
of l1 = 1.51 re. Here, re is the C-Br bond length of the neutral parent molecule
plus the additional distance to the center-of-mass of CH2: re = (1.93 + 0.14)Å.
The CH2-Br distance of the intermediate fragment increased in comparison to the
intact parent molecule. There are mainly two points in the fragmentation process,
where the bond-length increase can occur. First, during the ionization process itself.
Second, during the time-span between the first and second bond-cleavage, when the
intermediate fragment is rotating. It was already seen in the last chapter 3.5.3 for
the direct non-sequential Coulomb explosion, that the reached kinetic energy of the
final fragments is only 75 % of the expected kinetic energy for a break-up process of
a molecule in the geometry of neutral CH2BrI. Hence, it is highly probable that part
of the bond-length increase occurs during the ionization process itself. Comparing
the total kinetic energy of the two fragments, calculated from the mean momentum
value of the events in the ring structure, with the potential energy calculated via the
Coulomb potential of the two fragments CH+

2 and Br+ at the distance of the CH2-
Br bond of the neutral molecule, leads to a fraction of Ekin/Epot : 69 %. Since this
fraction is even less than in the 75 % reached in the direct non-sequential Coulomb
explosion it is concluded, that there is an additional bond-length increase occurring
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Figure 3.22.: Momenta of the two fragments CH+
2 and Br+ in atomic units plotted in

the center-of-mass frame of CH2Br∗2+. The symmetric ring, centered
at the origin, is resulting from a sequential break-up with the long-lived
intermediate state CH2Br∗2+ (channel II).

during the rotation of the intermediate fragment.
From the measured bond-length, the moment of inertia I and hence, the rotational

constant B of the intermediate can be calculated in the model of the rigid rotor
[36]:

I = µ r2 (3.18)

B = ~2

2 I h c, (3.19)

where µ is the reduced mass of the system and r is the internuclear distance. With
r = l1 this leads to B = 0.14 cm−1. The rotational energy of the state is Erot =
h cB (J + 1) J . From the energy, the rotational oscillation period can be calculated
to: Trot = 1

ω
= 1/(Erot c 2π). Since the momenta from the channel II break-up

are distributed uniformly along the ring structure, it is concluded that the life-time
of the intermediate CH2Br∗2+ is longer than the rotational period. However, since
we do not know the quantum number J of the excited rotation no quantitative
statements can be made on the energy Erot and the oscillation period Trot without
further information. To calculate the rotational energy of the intermediate from
the momentum due to the leaving iodine fragment one would have to consider the
relation between the center-of-mass of the CH2Br∗2+ fragment and its charge center.
The further these two are separated the higher is the excited rotational energy.
In Fig. 3.23 the kinetic energy distribution of all events (black) and for events
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constituting in the ring structure (red) is shown. Panel (a) is for iodine fragments,
panel (b) for bromine fragments, panel (c) for methylene fragments, and panel (d)
shows the total kinetic energy of all fragments. The kinetic energies are calculated
from the momenta in the coordinate system of the complete molecule and all his-
tograms are normalized to an area of one. The iodine fragments in the ring selection
show a sharp KER distribution centered at a higher value compared to the KER
distribution of all events. The KER of the bromine fragments and the methylene
fragments in the ring selection is broader distributed and covers the whole range
from ≈ 1 eV − 8 eV. The two different shaped distributions could be explained in
the following way: The iodine ion is released in the first step of the break-up of
CH2BrI3+ where still three charges are involved in the Coulomb repulsion. This
leads to a high kinetic energy comparable to the direct break-up of channel I. How-
ever, in contrast to the direct three-body Coulomb explosion of channel I in the first
step of channel II (and III) only one bond needs to be broken which results in some
additional energy left for the kinetic energy of the iodine ion. On the other hand
part of the energy is transferred into rotational energy of the long-lived intermediate
CH2Br∗2+. This leads to the broad kinetic energy distribution of the Br+ and CH+

2
fragments. Depending on the time of the second bond cleavage the fragments are
released in a certain angle. Hence, the resulting momentum of a single fragment
can either sum up to the initial momentum gained in the first bond breaking or
nearly cancel out with it. High kinetic energies of a CH+

2 fragment correspond to
low kinetic energies of a Br+ fragment. Looking at the total kinetic energy for events
constituting the ring structure, the value is smaller than for the selection of all data
points.
It has to be noted that the selection of the ring structure elements is not clean. In

Fig. 3.22 it can be seen, that events resulting from channel II overlap for example
with events from channel IV in the outer pz parts. These events lead e.g. to the
peak in the KER distribution in the red curve of Fig. 3.23 at Ekin,Br = 1.2 eV. Due
to the overlap of the data points, a separation of this background is not possible.
To illustrate channel III the first transformation to the molecular frame, described

in section 3.4, was done differently from the transformations for channel I and II.
The lab frame coordinate system was rotated in a way resulting in the bromine mo-
mentum pointing towards the z-axis instead of the iodine momentum. Afterwards,
the vectors were transformed to the center-of-mass frame of CH2I∗2+ via:

pCH2z ,com,2 = pCH2z + pBrz ·
mCH2

mI +mCH2

(3.20)

pIz ,com,2 = pIz + pBrz ·
mI

mI +mCH2

. (3.21)

In Fig. 3.24 the resulting Newton diagram is shown. The vectors for the bromine
fragment are located on a line at px = 0 and are not shown in the plot. The
analysis follows the same arguments as for channel II. Events originating from a
sequential break-up referred to as channel III lead to the ring structure marked in
the plot. Since in bromoiodomethane the Br-C bond is stronger (2.99 eV) than the
I-C bond (2.04 eV), this channel is less probable, leading to a less pronounced ring
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Figure 3.23.: Kinetic energy distribution for all events (black) and events constitut-
ing the ring structure in Fig. 3.22 (red). Panel (a) shows the KER of
the iodine fragments, panel (b) of the bromine fragments, panel (c) of
the methylene fragments, and panel (d) the total kinetic energy of all
fragments.
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Figure 3.24.: Momenta of the two fragments CH+
2 and I+ in atomic units. The

momentum vectors are plotted in the center-of-mass frame of CH2I∗2+.
Events from channel III are leading to the symmetric ring-shaped struc-
ture centered around the origin.

structure [110]. From the mean value of the momentum p = 87.5 a.u. the CH2-I
distance can be calculated to l2 = 1.40 re (re = (2.13 + 0.14)Å). The share of
the measured kinetic energy on the calculated energy from a Coulomb explosion is
69 %. This is in the same percentage than in the sequential channel II break-up.
The rotational constant of the intermediate CH2I∗2+ can be calculated with the
measured distance l2 to B = 0.13 cm−1.
In Fig. 3.25 the kinetic energy distribution of all events (black) and for events

constituting the ring structure (blue) is shown. Panel (a) is for iodine fragments,
panel (b) for bromine fragments, panel (c) for methylene fragments, and panel (d)
shows the total kinetic energy of all fragments. Here, the bromine fragments of the
selection show a higher kinetic energy release and the ones of the iodine fragments
are broader distributed, ranging from 0.5 eV to 5.5 eV. The peaks in the kinetic
energy of the iodine fragment located at Ekin,I = 0.9 eV and Ekin,I = 3.1 eV in Fig.
3.25 are resulting from a not clean data selection. In Fig. 3.24 it can be seen, that
events resulting from channel III overlap with events from channel V in the outer
pz parts as well as with events from channel II around pz = 0. This leads to the
peaks in the KER at the positions 0.85 eV and 3.10 eV.
Both, channel II and channel III are clearly identified as well in the Dalitz plot

in the top panel of Fig. 3.16. In Fig. 3.26 the momenta for two different intensity
areas in the Dalitz plot are illustrated (I+: magenta, Br+: red, CH+

2 : grey. See also
the Dalitz scheme in Fig. 3.15) and two possible break-up mechanisms in channel
II are exemplified in small illustrations. Channel II appears as a diagonal line from
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Figure 3.25.: Kinetic energy distribution for all events (black) and events contribut-
ing to the ring structure in Fig. 3.24 (blue). Panel (a) shows the KER
of the iodine fragments, panel (b) of the bromine fragments, panel (c)
of the methylene fragments, and panel (d) the total kinetic energy of
all fragments.
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Figure 3.26.: Illustrated are the momenta of the three fragments for different in-
tensity areas in the Dalitz plot (I+: magenta, Br+: red, CH+

2 : grey.
See also the Dalitz scheme in Fig. 3.15). In channel II the kinetic en-
ergy/momentum of the bromine ion is clearly dependent on the kinetic
energy/momentum of the methylene ion and at the same time indepen-
dent on the iodine ion kinetic energy/momentum. On the right-hand
side of the Dalitz plot are two possible break-up pathways for two
intensity areas of channel II exemplified.

the bottom left to the top right. The kinetic energy/momentum of the bromine ion
is clearly dependent on the kinetic energy/momentum of the methylene ion and at
the same time independent on the iodine ion kinetic energy/momentum. Channel
III is visible as a diagonal line starting from bottom right to the top left. The
KER/momentum of the iodine ion is dependent on the KER/momentum of the
methylene ion and at the same time independent on the KER/momentum of the
bromine ion. This supports the findings from the Newton diagram analysis.

3.5.5. Sequential bond breaking - short-lived states

Besides the two already described sequential channels II and III with long-lived in-
termediate states, we have evidence for two further sequential channels, denoted as
IV and V. In Fig. 3.27 the two features are marked with blue solid lines (IV) and
blue dashed lines (V) in the Newton diagram (left) and the Dalitz plot (right). In
the following discussion, both representations are used side-by-side to argue that
the channels IV and V are sequential fragmentation pathways with short-lived in-
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Figure 3.27.: Shown is a Newton diagram (left) and a Dalitz plot (right). In both
representations channel IV is marked with blue solid lines and channel
V is marked with blue dashed lines.

termediate states. The time-scale regarded here is one rotational period.
In contrast to the previously discussed sequential channels (II/III), events in chan-

nel IV and V are not that clearly separated in the two representations. Nevertheless,
there are two main properties the following discussion is focusing on:

1. The shape of the respective momenta/energies in channel IV and V in the
Newton diagram as well as in the Dalitz plot.

2. The overlap of the respective momenta/energies in channel IV and V with
other previously discussed channels (I, II, III).

First, the shape of break-up processes from channel IV, marked with the blue solid
lines in Fig. 3.27 is analyzed. In the Newton diagram (left) the resulting momenta
of channel IV events form a curved line, starting at position (−0.45, 0) for Br and
(−0.55, 0) for CH2 and merge into the lobes of the momenta from the non-sequential
Coulomb explosion channel I. In the Dalitz plot the energies from the same events
form a broad line, starting from (0.1, 0.35) and merge into the spot from the channel
I data. In the Dalitz plot, it can be clearly recognized that the fundamental shape
of channel IV events differs from the shape of channel I events as well as from the
shape of channel II events. It is a line-shaped structure, but with a flatter slope,
shorter and broader compared with the diagonal lines from the sequential break-
up channel II. The channel V break-ups are marked with the dashed blue lines in
both plots. In the Newton diagram, they form a curved line, too. The starting
positions are (-2.2, 0) for Br and (1.2, 0) for CH2. The momenta in channel V are
not sharp as the momenta in channel IV but widespread. They merge into the
lobes of the momenta from the non-sequential Coulomb explosion channel I similar
as the channel IV momenta, but from the other side. In the Dalitz plot, channel
V events form a wide, line-shaped structure starting from position (−0.2, 0.3) and
shading off into the events from the non-sequential Coulomb explosion channel I.
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The structure marks the transition between the peak structure of channel I and the
line structure of channel III, however, the basic shape is different from both of these
two features.
Since channels IV and V cannot be separated completely, but overlap with the

other channels, the type of overlap with the previously described fragmentation
channels I, II and III is investigated in addition to the shape. If momenta/energies
from two different channels appear at the same or close positions in the Newton
diagram and in the Dalitz plot, most likely the underlying dynamics are the same
or similar. In the Newton diagram as well as in Dalitz plot the channel IV events
are overlapping with events originating from the non-sequential Coulomb explosion
(channel I) at one end and reach the close vicinity of events from the sequential
break-up with the long-lived intermediate CH2Br∗2+ (channel II) at the other end9.
The different properties of channel IV and channel V events are listed in Tab. 3.7.

channel Newton/Dalitz overlap dynamic

IV ring/line I and II sequential break-up, short-lived CH2Br∗2+

V ring/line I and III sequential break-up, short-lived CH2I∗2+

Table 3.7.: Properties of the channel IV and channel V events. The discussion is
focusing on the basic shape of the structure in the Newton diagram and
Dalitz plot representation (column 2) and the overlap with the other,
previously discussed, channels I, II, and III (column 3). From these two
properties conclusions on the dynamics are drawn (column 4).

Due to the clear similarity between the shape of channels IV/V and channels
II/III, it is concluded that there are two additional sequential processes involved.
The main difference is that for channel IV/V no complete ring structure is occurring
in the Newton diagram, but more two partial rings merging into the lobes of the
direct non-sequential Coulomb explosion from two sides (two lines merging into the
spot of the direct Coulomb explosion in the Dalitz plot). In addition, the structures
of channel II (III) and IV (V) are clearly separated in the Dalitz plot. Hence,
we exclude that both, channel II and IV (III and V), are originating from the
same break-up process. For channel II (III) it was argued that the intermediate
CH2Br∗2+ (CH2I∗2+) is created in a long-lived state. The fragment decays on time
scales exceeding the rotational period, which is resulting in a homogeneous ring.
The ion, which leaves in the first step, has no influence on the final break-up of the
intermediate fragment. Channel IV (V) proceeds as well as a sequential process but
with a short-lived intermediate state. The CH2Br∗2+ (CH2I∗2+) fragment dissociates
within one rotational period leading to a partial instead of a full ring structure. The
short lifetimes of this intermediate state are close to the concerted bond breaking of
the channel I fragmentation when nearly no rotation of the intermediate fragment
took place. This results in the transition into the non-sequential Coulomb explosion

9In the same way, channel V events are overlapping with events originating from the channel I
processes in one end and reach the close vicinity of events from the sequential break-up with
the long-lived intermediate CH2I∗2+ (channel III) at the other end.
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2 + I+ + Br+

structure. When the second bond breaks, the ion which left in the first step is still in
the vicinity of the intermediate and influences the break-up and the final momenta
of the created ions. Hence, the line structures in the Dalitz plot are broadened.
The maximum time delay after the bond-cleavage, where the first leaving ion still

influences the fragmentation process of the intermediate, can be estimated. First,
the final momenta of the two final ions created in the second step, here CH+

2 and Br+,
are studied under the influence of an I+ ion in different distances10. We determined
that the minimum distance of the iodine ion to the intermediate, at which the final
momenta of CH+

2 and Br+ are independent of the I+ ion, is reached at around
rmin ≈ 40 Å (20 times the equilibrium distance). Considering a Coulomb repulsion
between the two ionic particles after the first bond-cleavage (CH2Br−2+ + I+), the
minimum distance rmin is reached within a time tmin ≈ 1 ps. We conclude that
the second bond-cleavage in the case of a short-lived intermediate state occurs on a
faster time-scale.
In addition to the structure in the Newton diagram and the Dalitz plot, the kinetic

energy release of channel IV and channel V break-ups are analyzed. In Fig. 3.28
the kinetic energy release of the fragments I+ and Br+ as well as the total KER
is shown. The black curve is for all events, the red curve in panel (a) and (c) for
events of channel IV and the blue curve in panel (b) and (c) for events of channel V.
The kinetic energies are calculated from the momenta in the coordinate system of
the complete molecule and all histograms are normalized to one. Events of channel
IV show up in the lower part of the bromine KER distribution, as a peak centered
at 1.2 eV. Based on this peak, the selection for the KER of the iodine fragment
(red curve in panel (a)) and for the total kinetic energy distribution was done (red
curve in panel (c)). The selected kinetic energy range is marked in the plot. The
iodine KER for this selection is located at higher KER compared with the main
peak, centered at a value of 2.9 eV (red curve panel(a)). In the first step of the
fragmentation process the C-I bond is broken, similar to channel II. The iodine ion,
as well as the CH2Br∗2+ ion, gain kinetic energy due to the Coulomb repulsion. The
resulting momenta are oriented on the axis connecting the two particles and point
in opposite directions. However, compared with channel II the CH2Br∗2+ is created
in another intermediate state. The KER of the I+ ion is sharp as for channel II but
slightly shifted to a lower value of 2.9 eV (3.2 in channel II). In channel II CH2Br∗2+

is created in an intermediate rotating state with a broad kinetic energy distribution
in the molecular frame. The cleavage of the second bond after a long lifetime leads
to momenta of the particles distributed over an angle of 360◦. In contrast to the
events discussed here, the bromine ion has a sharper kinetic energy peaking at the
lower edge of the spectrum. The intermediate fragment is dissociating before one
rotation period is completed.
Events of channel V are leading to a peak in the iodine KER at low values centered

at 0.5 eV (broad distribution for channel III). The data selection leading to the blue
curves in panels (b) and (c) for channel V is based on this peak and marked in the
10We repeated the numerical calculation of the momenta resulting from three charged fragments

which repel each other on a Coulomb potential, as performed in subsection 3.5.3. In the
calculation we increased the C-I bond distance until the final momenta converge to a certain
value.
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Figure 3.28.: Kinetic energy release of the bromine fragment (a), the iodine fragment
(b), and the total kinetic energy release (c). Events of channel IV are
drawn in red, events of channel V in blue. The KER of all events is
shown in black.

plot. The bromine KER is located at higher KER than the main peak. It is centered
at a value of 4.1 eV, (4.8 eV for events of channel III). The explanation follows the
same arguments as for channel IV.
In a recent experiment, Ding et al. discovered a similar short-lived state in an

intermediate doubly-charged fragment [86]. The authors ionized carbon monoxide
dimers with ultrashort laser pulses (25 fs) and studied the three-body break-up chan-
nel (CO)3+

2 →C+ +O+ +CO+. A fast decaying intermediate state of CO2+ was
found, which led to ring structures in a Newton diagram and merged into the peak
structure of a non-sequential direct Coulomb explosion. Since this short-lived inter-
mediate state of CO2+ is not present in direct double ionization of a CO monomer,
the authors concluded that due to the sequential process other potential curves can
be reached. The leaving CO+ from the first bond cleavage disturbs the potential en-
ergy curves of the left CO2+ fragment and creates an avoided crossing. This opens
a fast decay pathway for the CO2+ into C+ and O+ which is not present in the
monomer. In analogy to the work of Ref. [86], we conclude that in the sequential
processes detected here, the ion created during the first bond-cleavage influences the
state of the intermediate doubly-charged fragment.

3.6. Summary

We investigated the fragmentation of CH2BrI3+ following strong field ionization with
femtosecond laser pulses in a reaction microscope. In the experiment, five differ-
ent fragmentation channels have been detected, the direct non-sequential Coulomb
explosion channel and four sequential channels. We could show, that both pos-
sible sequential pathways, where the C-Br bond or the C-I bond breaks first are
present in the data and can be clearly identified. Besides the sequential channels
with long-lived intermediate states, we found evidence for two other new sequential
break-up processes with a short-lived intermediate state. The two bonds break with
a short time-delay on the order of the rotational period of the molecule marking the
transition between the direct non-sequential Coulomb explosion and the sequential
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3.6. Summary

break-up pathways with metastable intermediate states. Further, we could show
that the momentum vectors of the high energy part of the fragments reflect the
geometry of the neutral molecule. This contribution corresponds to around 20 % of
the filtered data. In an experiment focusing on the reconstruction of the geometry of
the molecule, this high energy part of the data could be used to gain the structural
information.
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4 Chapter 4.

Time-resolved strong-field
ionization of N2O4

4.1. Introduction

The strong-field ionization (SFI) of molecules depends strongly on the molecular
geometry and hence, on the molecular vibration. An interesting object to study
in this context is the dinitrogen tetroxide molecule (N2O4), since large amplitude
vibrational motions can be induced in a non-resonant Raman process. In contrast
to a resonant excitation where specific transitions are excited, a collection of states
(rotational states within one vibrational mode) is populated in the excitation scheme
in a non-resonant process. SFI is particularly suited to investigate such an ensemble
since it probes all states at the same time. In this chapter, we present a detailed
time-resolved study on the SFI of N2O4 which is vibrationaly excited in an impulsive
stimulated Raman scattering (ISRS) process.
The influence of vibrations in N2O4 excited via an ISRS process on strong-field

processes have been studied before [124–126]. It was shown that the structural
change due to the N-N stretching motion in N2O4 influences the overall ion and
electron yield in the SFI process [125] and the overall high harmonic generation
(HHG) yield [124]. Furthermore, it modulates the generation of odd and even har-
monics differently depending on the orientation of the molecule with respect to the
laser field [126]. To fully understand the SFI/HHG in polyatomic molecules like
N2O4 it is hence of high importance to explore the dynamics which influence these
processes. The amplitude of the vibration, defining the extent of the structural
change, is one key factor in these investigations. Spanner et al. [125] as well as
Ferré et al. [126] estimated the vibrational amplitude resulting from an ISRS ex-
citation based on the derivative of the polarizability of N2O4. In our experiment
we provide the first experimental determination of the vibrational amplitude of the
N-N stretching vibration in N2O4. Complementary to the mentioned works, we do
not only measure the ion/electron yield or high harmonics yield but image the full
momentum vector of created fragments in the process of SFI of N2O4. We extract
information about the specific time-dependent kinetic energy release of the gener-
ated fragments. With the help of the known potential curves of the neutral and
cationic molecule we are able to extract the information about the amplitude of the
vibration from the experiment.
The chapter is structured as follows. After introducing the investigated molecule,

a description of the setup, including details on the data processing, the detector,
and the measurement conditions of the performed pump-probe experiment are given.
Afterwards, the results of the experiment are presented and discussed.
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4. Time-resolved strong-field ionization of N2O4

4.2. Dinitrogen tetroxide
The experiment we describe in this chapter was done with the molecule dinitrogen
tetroxide (N2O4). N2O4 exists in a chemical equilibrium with NO2:

2NO2 
 N2O4. (4.1)

By variation of the temperature and pressure the equilibrium can be shifted to
the one or the other side (following Le Chatelier’s principle [127]), but the single
components can not be studied as pure substances. The covalent N-N bond in
N2O4 is a weak bond with a comparatively large bond length of 1.75 Å [128] (In
comparison: N2H4 has a N-N bond length of 1.47 Å [129]). N2O4 has a planar
structure (D2h point group) with nearly the same N-O bond distances (1.19 Å [128])
and O-N-O bond angles (134.46 ◦ [128]) as NO2. Twelve vibrational modes of N2O4
are identified from spectroscopic studies. The respective symmetries, wavenumbers
and whether they are Raman or IR active is listed in Tab. 4.1. In Fig. 4.1 a
schematic illustration of the modes can be found.

no. vibrational symmetry/mode cm−1 IR/Raman-active reference

ν1 ag N-O s-stretch in phase 1382.3± 3 Raman [130]
ν2 ag NO2 bend in phase 807± 3 Raman [130]
ν3 ag N-N stretch 257± 3 Raman [130]
ν4 au torsion 82 IR [131]
ν5 b1g N-O a-stretch out of phase 1718± 3 Raman [130]
ν6 b1g NO2 rock out of phase 498± 3 Raman [130]
ν7 b1u NO2 wag in phase 425 IR [131]
ν8 b2g NO2 wag out of phase 657± 3 Raman [130]
ν9 b2u N-O a-stretch in phase 1756.76 IR [131]
ν10 b2u NO2 rock in phase 265 IR [132]
ν11 b3u N-O s-stretch out of phase 1261.08 IR [131]
ν12 b3u NO2 bend out of phase 755.37 IR [131]

Table 4.1.: The vibrational modes of N2O4 [133]. The terms in phase/out of phase
refer to the two NO2 groups in the molecule. A schematic sketch of all
listed modes can be found in Fig. 4.1. We excited the lowest Raman-
active mode, the symmetric N-N stretching vibration (ν3).

In our work, we excited the N-N stretching mode of N2O4 (ν3). It is the strongest
Raman-active mode with an energy of 257 cm−1 [130]. This corresponds to a fre-
quency of f = 7.7 THz and an oscillation period of T = 130 fs. The potential
curve of the neutral molecule and the cation along this vibration-axis is shown in
Fig. 4.2 (adapted from Ref. [124]). In former works of other groups it was shown
that N2O4 experiences an ionization probability which depends on the internuclear
N-N distance R [125]. The ionization probability at the outer turning point of the
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Figure 4.1.: Schematic sketch of the vibrational modes of N2O4, listed in Tab. 4.1.
Figure adapted from Ref. [131].
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4. Time-resolved strong-field ionization of N2O4

N-N vibration is significantly higher as at the inner turning point. Furthermore,
Spanner et al. showed that the overall probability for an ionization event to the
final state Ag is around six times higher than an ionization event to the next higher
B2g state for all bond lengths [125]. This effect was assigned by the authors to the
symmetry of the Dyson orbitals. The authors state that the Dyson orbitals of the
stable B2g state have a node along the dominant symmetry axis of the molecule
(for all N-N bond lengths) which leads to a suppressed ionization rate. Since the
Ag cationic state is not stable the molecule dissociates directly after the ionization
process into the two fragments NO2 and NO+

2 . Hence, in a pump-probe experiment,
similar to the one performed in Ref. [125], where the pump-pulse excites the ν3 N-N
stretching mode in the neutral molecule and the probe-pulse ionizes the molecule, a
modulation of the ion yield of NO+

2 is detected.
We do not only measure the overall ion/electron yield or high harmonic yield but

image the complete momentum vector of the created NO+
2 fragments. We are using

a detection system based on an in-vacuum pixel detector (Timepix, developed in
the Medipix collaboration at CERN [134]) in combination with a recently developed
high-repetition rate Optical Parametric Chirped-Pulse Amplification (OPCPA) laser
system delivering 7 fs duration pulses [135]. In our experiment we can extract infor-
mation about the specific time-dependent kinetic energy release of the fragments.
Included in the shown potential curve (Fig. 4.2) is a schematic drawing of the probed
dynamics.

Figure 4.2.: Potential energy curve of N2O4 along the ν3 vibration-axis, adapted from
Ref. [124]. Molecules in the ground state are preferably ionized to the
Ag cation state, where they start to dissociate to NO+

2 + NO2. There
is a strong N-N bond length dependence of the ionization probability,
with a higher chance of ionization at the outer turning point.
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4.3. Experimental details

4.3.1. Setup

In the experiment we combine a quad-chip Timepix detector [26], a velocity map
imaging (VMI) spectrometer [136], and a high repetition rate (400 kHz) laser system
[135]. The description of the setup, the detector and the off-line data processing is
based on the work of Long et al. [25], a recent publication on the first results on
the imaging spectrometer containing all technical details. A schematic view of the
setup and the detection system, taken from Ref. [25], is shown in Fig. 4.3.
A neutral gas jet is expanded through a small nozzle (diameter d1 = 20 µm) inside

the source chamber in a supersonic expansion. The gas jet passes two skimmers
(d2 = 100 µm, d3 = 1 mm), to maintain a vacuum of ≈ 5× 10−10 mbar in the
reaction chamber with the gas inlet in operation. In this chamber, a velocity map
imaging spectrometer is located which consists of three electrodes designed after Ref.
[136]. The gas jet enters the VMI spectrometer between the repeller and extractor
plate, on which high voltages (Ur = 14 kV and Ue = 11 kV) are applied. The laser
beam enters the reaction chamber perpendicular to the neutral gas jet. It is focused
on the gas jet by a focusing mirror (focal length f = 75 mm), placed inside the
vacuum. All resulting ions from the interaction with the laser are accelerated out of
the VMI electrodes into a 30 cm long field-free flight tube. At the end of the flight
tube the combined detector, a double-stack MCP in chevron configuration and the
Timepix detector at a distance of 1.2 mm behind the MCPs, is located. The reaction
and detection chamber are separated by a small tube of 14 cm length and a diameter
of 20 mm. This prevents an increase of the pressure in the reaction chamber due to
outgassing of the Timepix detector printed circuit board. The vacuum requirements
are most strict in the reaction chamber since here the strongly focused laser interacts
with the molecular beam. Impinging fragments on the detector from background
gas ionization lead to an additional disturbing signal.
The used laser system is home-built, based on an Optical Parametric Chirped Pulse

Amplifier (OPCPA) [135]. OPCPAs have the advantage of amplifying a broad range
of wavelengths, the possibility of achieving high gains already within a single pass
through a nonlinear crystal, and small thermal effects in the gain material. These
properties allow for the production of ultra-short pulses with high pulse energy at a
large repetition rate. In coincidence experiments, as performed in chapter 3, there
is the requirement of having less than one ionization event per laser-pulse and at the
same time a high amount of measured data is needed to gain good statistics even for
rarely occurring events. Hence, a laser system delivering pulses at a high repetition
rate is of high advantage for coincidence pump-probe experiments1. Our system uses
a non-collinear phase-matching mechanism (NOPA) allowing the phase-matching to
work for a large wavelength range. The details of the OPCPA system can be found
in Ref. [135]. It produces few-cycle pulses with a pulse length of 7 fs and a pulse
energy of 12 µJ at a repetition rate of 400 kHz.

1The combined system of the imaging spectrometer and the laser system was designed for coin-
cidence experiments. However, the performed measurement is not a coincidence experiment.
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4. Time-resolved strong-field ionization of N2O4

Figure 4.3.: Left: CAD drawing of the experimental setup. A neutral gas jet is
expanded through the nozzle in the source chamber. After passing two
skimmers it reaches the reaction chamber where it is overlapped with
the laser beam inside a VMI (ion optics). Created ions from the laser-
molecule interaction are accelerated upwards to the detection system.
Right: Schematic drawing of the detection system with the combined
MCP and Timepix detector. The recording of the time-of-flight by a
timestamp of the Timepix detector in respect to a time-of-flight (TOF)
measurement is illustrated. Both illustrations are taken from Ref. [25].

The part of the laser beam-path which includes the delay-stage is shown in Fig.
4.4. We split the output of the NOPA with a 60/40 beam splitter to generate
the pump- and the probe-pulse. The weaker pulse (pump-pulse) is sent over a
retroreflector, mounted on a motorized delay-stage (standa, 8SMC1-USBhF) and is
combined afterwards again with the stronger pulse (probe-pulse). We control the
stage by a home-written LabView program. The minimum step size of the stage is
0.5 µm leading to a total delay of 3.3 fs (the beam has to travel back and forth, hence
the distance is doubled). A second manual delay stage is included in the beam-path
of the stronger arm (probe), enabling a coarse adjustment of the time zero before
the experiment.

4.3.2. Timepix detector

The Timepix detector is a CMOS technology-based chip detector developed at
CERN [26]. The specific detector we use in this setup consists of four single chips.
Each chip has 256 x 256 pixels with a pixel size of 55 µm x 55 µm leading to an active
area of 28 mm x 28 mm. Each of the 262144 pixels can be read out individually in
three different type of modes. Here, we use the Time-of-Arrival mode, enabling the
use of an external trigger signal as a reference for the arrival time of a particle on the
detector2. The detector works with a frame-based readout. Following an external
trigger signal from the laser a shutter is opened and the detector starts recording

2The other two modes are the single particle counting and the Time-over-Threshold mode, see
Ref. [25] or Ref. [26].
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Figure 4.4.: The output beam of the NOPA is split into the pump- and probe-beam
via a 60/40 beam splitter. The weaker beam (pump) is sent over a
retroreflector mounted on a motorized delay stage, which is used in
the experiment to adjust the delay. A second manual delay stage is
included in the beam-path of the stronger beam (probe), enabling a
coarse adjustment of time zero before the experiment.

incoming particles. These particles have to be recorded first by the MCP detector
in front of the Timepix detector which leads to an electron cloud impinging on the
chip. Each pixel where the electron signal reaches a certain threshold is regarded as
active and the time of activation and the pixel position is stored. This leads to an
inherent spatial resolution of 55 µm and a temporal resolution of 10 ns. All impinged
pixels stay in the active mode until the shutter closes again and the data is read out.
Everything recorded in this time span is called a frame. The shutter opening time is
chosen to be 50 µs, leading to 20 laser pulses during one frame at a laser repetition
rate of 400 kHz. During the closing time of the shutter, the frames are read out
and all data are transferred to two interface boards and further to an acquisition
computer. Between the recording of two frames there is a dead time of 286 µs of the
detector. In addition to the time of activation of a single pixel, a so-called global
time is stored, marking the specific recorded frame. In parallel to the position and
time information collected by the Timepix detector, the time-of-flight of the created
ions is directly gained from the back plate of the MCP stack. A high-pass filter is
used to couple out the fast electric AC signal from an incoming particle but ignor-
ing the DC voltage applied constantly on the back plate. This signal is amplified
and passes a constant fraction discriminator first, followed by a fast time-to-digital
converter (TDC). Further, the global time is stored at one TDC channel, too. In
the following sections in this chapter, we refer to the data gained from the Timepix
detector itself as TPX data while we refer to the time-of-flight information from the
time-to-digital converter as TDC data.
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4.3.3. Data processing

Off-line analysis: centroiding and correlation We process the recorded TPX
and TDC data further in an off-line analysis to increase the spatial resolution to a
sub-pixel range as well as the temporal resolution of the TPX data. First, a method
called centroiding is applied to increase the spatial resolution. As mentioned before,
a single pixel is recorded as active if the current of the electron cloud exceeds a certain
threshold value. A single particle impact on the MCP results in not only one active
pixel but an area of typically 8 x 8 active pixels. The center pixel experiences the
highest signal, hence it is the first switched to the active mode. Due to that fact,
there is a temporal distribution over the whole area of pixels activated from one
single impinging particle. This time distribution can be used to find the impact
position on the detector with a sub-pixel resolution. The centroided position is
calculated as follows Ref. [25]:

xc =

N∑
i=1

xi∆Ti

N∑
i=1

∆Ti

(4.2)

yc =

N∑
i=1

yi∆Ti

N∑
i=1

∆Ti

, (4.3)

(4.4)

where xc and yc are the centroided positions, xi and yi are the positions of the
single active pixels resulting from the ion impact, ∆Ti is the difference of the time
recorded at the ith pixel and the time recorded at the first activated pixel, and N
is the total number of all active pixels. With this off-line centroiding mechanism a
spatial resolution < 6 µm is achieved. In a first test Long et al. could even resolve
the single channels of the MCP plate in front of the Timepix detector [25].
Besides the centroiding to increase the spatial resolution, we apply another off-line

mechanism to increase the temporal resolution: the synchronization of the TPX
time information with the TDC time information. The intrinsic temporal resolution
of the Timepix detector is 10 ns, which is good enough to assign certain masses
to the respective time-of-flight peaks but not to receive detailed information on
the momenta of the particles. For that reason, in parallel to the Timepix time
recording, the time-of-flight of the particles is read out from the MCP directly and
fed into the TDC. The idea is, to use the TPX spatial information, and to replace
the TPX timestamp with the information from the TDC. This leads to a much
higher resolution in the picosecond range3. In contrast to the frame-based TPX
data recording, the TDC data are stored continuously. To combine the TDC time
information in an off-line data analysis with the spatial information of the TPX
detector, we store the former mentioned global time in a second TDC channel. In

3The bin size of the TDC input channels is 25 ps. There was no final characterization of the
temporal resolution done.
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the off-line analysis, we apply a synchronization algorithm which compares a package
of frames (≈ 100) recorded with the Timepix detector with the list of recorded time
data from the TDC. If the difference between the entries in the frame package and
the TDC time list at a certain position is below a pre-set value, all stored TPX times
in this package are replaced by the corresponding TDC times. This frame matching
can be very critical, depending on the specific measurement and the fine-adjustment
of the data recording from the TDC, as well as from the Timepix detector. After
a particle is recorded by the MCP and an electron avalanche is set free, there are
certain detection probabilities from both detection systems. Long et al. showed that
for an average of 9-10 detected particles per frame with the Timepix detector around
6-7 particles are recorded with the TDC. This led to an average of 5 correlated
(synchronized) events. The TDC threshold is set high, in order to avoid wrong
entries from the noise of the MCP read-out circuit. Another detail to consider is
that particles with the same flight time leave only one entry in the TDC recording,
but can be distinguished by the chip if the two ions impinge at different positions.
In this case, both time entries in the TPX data have to be replaced by one entry of
the TDC data.

Momentum and kinetic energy calculation After all data are collected, cen-
troided, and correlated for each ion recorded with the detector the momentum in all
three dimensions is calculated. The calculation is done in the following way, based
on Ref. [137]:

px = α
m∆x
T

(4.5)

py = α
m∆y
T

(4.6)

pz = β
(Ur − Ue) q

d
(T0 − T ), (4.7)

where m and q are the mass and charge of the respective particle, T is the respective
flight time, and ∆x/∆y is the difference between the ion impact position and the
center of the detector. Ur and Ue are the voltages on the repeller and extractor
electrode of the VMI spectrometer and d is the distance between the two electrodes.
The two coefficients α and β are introduced as correction factors because of the orig-
inal spatial distribution of the parent molecules and inhomogeneities in the electric
field. The coefficients were determined in Ref. [25] in a calibration measurement
to

α = 0.78 ± 0.03 (4.8)
β = 1.12 ± 0.05. (4.9)
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From the calculated momenta (4.5), (4.6), and (4.7) we calculated the kinetic energy
of the respective fragment via:

Ekin = 1
2
p2

m
with (4.10)

p =
√
p2

x + p2
y + p2

z. (4.11)

In the first single pulse experiment performed with the detector by Long et al., the
group explored the two-body break-up of CO2+

2 in different channels in a coincident
experiment [25]. The authors detected two different fragmentation channels into the
reaction products CO+ + O+: (i) a fast Coulomb repulsion like decay, (ii) a slow
dissociation channel. Additionally, a rare channel leading to the reaction products
C+ + O+

2 was detected in the coincidence data.

4.3.4. Measurement conditions

In the measurement, we expanded dinitrogen tetroxide with a backing pressure of
0.4 bar - 1.0 bar through the nozzle into the vacuum system. The molecular beam
was overlapped with the output of the laser system in the reaction chamber (see
Fig. 4.3). The produced ions from the laser-molecule interaction were accelerated
by the VMI to the combined detector system.
In Fig. 4.5 the characteristics of the two pulses we used in the experiment are

given. Shown are SPIDER (Spectral phase interferometry for direct electric-field re-
construction, FC-SPIDER, APE GmbH.) measurements, where the measured traces
were adjusted afterwards by calculating the effect of a passage through a plate of
fused silica (thickness 200 µm), simulating the window of the machine. The pulses
have a measured pulse length (FWHM) of around 7 fs (probe pulse) and 8 fs (pump
pulse) and a bandwidth spanning a range from around 700 nm to 1000 nm. The
temporal shapes of the pulses show pedestals on both sides of the peak pulse in a
range up to around 60 fs delay with respect to time zero. We could adjust the power
of both arms in a combined way using a polarizing attenuator in front of the first
beam splitter. To adjust the power of both arms individually we used two irises
placed in the two beams.
There are some challenges in estimating the intensity of the laser. For the esti-

mation we took into account the measured average power and the beam size in the
focus. The beam size is determined outside the chamber, using optics with the same
focal distance as inside the chamber to focus the beam and to record images of the
beam in the focal plane. With this, we determined a beam size of around 30 µm
× 25 µm in the focal region. The measurement of the beam size is limited by the
spatial resolution of the camera (pixel size 6.45 µm), the quality of the reproduction
of the focus outside the chamber, and due to imperfections of the beam focus. To
take into account the imperfections of the beam focus we estimated a spatial loss
factor from the images of the beam (lspatial ≈ 0.4). The accuracy of lspatial is limited
by the signal-to-noise ratio of the camera. In addition, we included a temporal loss
factor (ltemp ≈ 0.7) due to the post- and pre-pulses, seen in the SPIDER traces in
Fig. 4.5. ltemp was estimated from the relative contribution of the integral of the
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temporal pulse shape between the two minima adjacent to the absolute maximum
around t = 0 and the integration of the temporal shape between −200 fs and 200 fs.
The accuracy of the temporal loss factor is limited by the SPIDER sensitivity at
the low energy pedestals and by spatio-temporal couplings. With the two correction
factors lspatial and ltemp, we estimated that at full power the stronger probe pulse
had an intensity I ≈ 2× 1013 W cm−2 and the weaker pump pulse had an intensity
of I ≈ 8× 1012 W cm−2 in the laser focus. Regarding all limiting factors influ-
encing the intensity estimation it is difficult to quantitatively verify the resulting
uncertainties in the estimation.
Both pulses have a carrier wavelength of λ = 790 nm and a pulse energy (right

before entering the reaction chamber) of 0.6 µJ (pump)/1.4 µJ (probe) at a repetition
rate of 400 kHz.

Figure 4.5.: SPIDER measurements of the two pulses. The measured traces have
been corrected afterwards by calculating the effect of a passage through
a plate of fused silica (thickness 200 µm), simulating the window of the
machine.

We did two types of experiments. First, we recorded only the TDC time-of-flight
data at the full repetition rate of 400 kHz. We recorded a long scan (in two loops),
with delay times spanning a range of in total 3600 fs in 360 steps and a 10 fs step
size. The backing pressure of the N2O4 
NO2 mixture was p = 1 bar. In this
measurement, we reduced the power of the probe pulse from ≈ 550 mW (full power)
to ≈ 230 mW by lowering the opening of the iris placed in the respective beam path.
The power of the pump pulse stayed the same for both measurements at ≈ 250 mW.
Due to the slightly different pulse lengths, the probe pulse kept a higher intensity
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4. Time-resolved strong-field ionization of N2O4

although the power was reduced (≈ 9× 1012 W cm−2). With a weaker probe pulse,
the overall ionization probability decreases and hence, the modulation of the ion
yield with the N-N distance becomes more clearly visible.
In the second measurement we recorded both data, the TDC time-of-flight data,

and the three-dimensional TPX data. We took a scan spanning a whole delay
variation of 1800 fs in 360 steps at a 5 fs step size. The shutter opening time for
the Timepix detector was 50 µs, hence per frame the resulting ions of 20 pulses were
recorded. With a 1 kHz frame readout this leads to an effective repetition rate
of 20 kHz in the experiment. In the measurement recording the TDC data and
the TPX data, the laser was running at full power with a backing pressure of the
N2O4 
NO2 mixture of p = 0.5 bar4.

4.4. Vibration-dependent ion yield of NO+
2

Before we start to analyze the time-dependent measurements, the mass spectrum
resulting from strong-field ionization of N2O4 is introduced. In Fig. 4.6 a mass
spectrum recorded with the TDC is shown. We assigned the three main peaks in
the spectrum to the ionic fragments NO+

2 , NO+, and O+. As expected, the parent
molecule does not show up in the spectrum because of the instability of the N2O+

4
ion in the Ag state. We performed the calibration of the mass axis following the same
procedure as described in section 3.2 based on the peaks of NO+

2 (46 u) and NO+

(30 u). Based on the mass spectrum we filtered the data in the following analysis
for certain species. The chosen time-of-flight range for NO+

2 fragments is 1300 µs to
1500 µs.
In the first time-resolved measurement, we recorded only time-of-flight data, taken

from the TDC, with the full 400 kHz repetition rate. With the measurement we
aimed at confirming that vibrations in the ν3 N-N stretching mode of N2O4 are
excited with the used broadband laser pulses. In Fig. 4.7 the recorded yield of the
ions NO+

2 (black), NO+ (red, multiplied by a factor 10), and H2O+ (blue, multiplied
by a factor 250) is plotted as a function of the pump-probe delay. The delay stage
was moved in steps of 10 fs scanning over a long range of 3.6 ps. At the time zero,
when both pulses are overlapped temporally, a strong increase in the ion yield of
all fragments is recorded. The delay axis was calibrated based on this increase. At
approximately ±100 fs around time zero strong modulations in the ion yield appear
in the measured signal. A known difficulty of the used laser pulses are pedestals in
the pulse shape on both sides of the peak position of the pulse (see Fig. 4.5). Due to
the same color of the pump- and the probe-pulse in the overlap region interference
effects occur, leading to artifacts in the measurement. The width and shape of these
artifactual modulations varied from measurement to measurement, and could not be

4We took a second scan under optimized conditions later, but the data recording broke down
before the end of the measurement. This was resulting in too few statistics to draw physical
conclusions, although the same features are indicated in this data set. Hence, here the results
of a measurement are shown, which was not taken under optimized conditions but with more
statistics. In addition to the higher laser power, the pressure of the N2O4 
NO2 mixture was
lowered in this measurement, shifting the equilibrium to the NO2 side.
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Figure 4.6.: The time-of-flight spectrum of N2O4 (TDC data). The three main peaks
are assigned to the fragments NO+

2 , NO+, and O+. The parent molec-
ular ion N2O+

4 is not detected in the spectrum.

reproduced on a regular basis. Hence, with the current setup it is crucial to explore
a dynamic which is lasting for a longer time than the interference effects from the
two laser pulses. Following the modulations from the time zero overlap, the yields
of the fragments NO+

2 and NO+ are modulated with a clear oscillation at a period
on the order of the expected N-N stretching vibration (130 fs). The inset of Fig. 4.7
shows an enlarged area of the histogram where the oscillations are most pronounced.
In blue the yield of the water ions is shown, to compare the effect of molecules from
the molecular beam, with molecules from the background gas. Effects of a variation
of the measurement conditions (e.g. an unstable laser intensity) would show up in
all ion yields, independent of whether the ions are originating from the molecular
beam or from the background gas. The oscillation is only detected in the NO+

2 and
the NO+ yield, the blue curve is flat. Hence, we exclude effects from the laser itself
or from other variations of the measurement conditions. There is a dropout of the
oscillation for longer times and also a decrease in the overall ion signal. At around
3200 fs delay time a sudden step-shaped increase in the signal occurs. The step is
present for all observed ion signals, independent of whether they originate from the
molecular beam or the background gas. Therefore we conclude that here external
effects influenced the data recording. We did not further explore the increase.
For a quantitative analysis of the oscillations, we determined a Fourier transform

(FFT) of the recorded signal from the ion yield. The result is plotted in Fig. 4.8
in black (NO+

2 ) and red (NO+). A clear peak centered at (7.75± 0.20) THz is
detected, which corresponds to a time period of (129.0± 3.3) fs and level spacing of
(259.2± 6.7) cm−1. In the literature, the measured wave number of the anharmonic
N-N stretching vibration of N2O4 varies from 254 cm−1 [138] to 265 cm−1 [130] in
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4. Time-resolved strong-field ionization of N2O4

Figure 4.7.: Delay-dependent ion yield of NO+
2 , NO+, and H2O+ from a measure-

ment of the TDC data at the full repetition rate. At time zero when
both laser pulses are overlapped, there is a strong increase in the ion
yield. At greater time delays a clear oscillation in the range of the N-N
stretching vibration period of N2O4 is detected in the ion yields of NO+

2
and NO+ but not in the ion yield of H2O+. The inset shows an enlarged
area of the oscillation.

good agreement with the value detected here. From the detected oscillation in the
ion yield we conclude that we excite the ν3 N-N vibration in the current pump-probe
experiment. In the next step, we analyze the three-dimensional TPX data gained
in the second measurement to extract unknown information on the momenta and
kinetic energy distribution of the fragments.

4.5. Time-dependent kinetic energy release of
NO+

2

In the combined TPX/TDC measurement we moved the delay stage in steps of
5 fs scanning a total range of 1.8 ps. We processed the data as described earlier in
subsection 4.3.3: we synchronized the time information of the TPX data with the
TDC data to increase the temporal resolution, and applied the centroiding algorithm
to increase the spatial resolution.

Count rates During the process of data synchronization, there is a certain loss
of accessible events. Not all events are detected with both the TDC and the TPX,
and in addition, not all doubly detected events are recognized as a matched pair in
the synchronization. The number of measured ions (uncorrelated) with the two de-
tection systems is in the same range: we recorded 50736894 ions with the TDC and
62166944 ions with the Timepix detector. We recorded all data in an approximately
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Figure 4.8.: Fourier spectrum of the ion yield signal shown in Fig. 4.7 for NO+
2

(black) and NO+ (red). There is a strong peak at 7.75 THz correspond-
ing to an oscillation period of 130 fs.

640 minutes long measurement, leading to an effective ion count rate of approx-
imately 1.3 kHz (TDC)/1.6 kHz (TPX). After the correlation procedure there are
only 1478420 ions left, which we used for the further analysis. Hence, an effective
ion count rate of 37 Hz is reached5. Considering the high repetition rate of the laser
of 400 kHz and the effective repetition rate of 20 kHz of the detector-laser combina-
tion in the current configuration illustrates that there exist some serious teething
troubles with the new machine, especially regarding the data recording and process-
ing. First, the overall count rate of the uncorrelated data can be increased. For
conducting coincidence experiments detection rates of less than one ion per laser
pulse are desirable. In the experiment done here, we reach rates of around 0.07
(TDC)/0.08 (TPX) ions per laser pulse. Hence, by increasing the laser intensity it
should be possible to increase the overall amount of data gained in the same time
by a factor of around ten. Furthermore, we do not apply a coincidence condition in
the measurement performed here allowing even higher ionization rates. The more
severe loss in the measurement done here comes from the synchronization proce-
dure. Around 97 % of the uncorrelated TDC and TPX data are discarded in this
process. In the first measurement of Long et al. on CO2 a lower loss of around 50 %
(30 %) from the uncorrelated TPX (TDC) data to the correlated data has been re-
ported [25]. In the experiment described here we did not identify the reason for
the low efficiency in the correlation process so far. Further investigation has to be
done.

5In our measurement, it is expected that the prevailing break-up process leads to one singly-
charged NO+

2 ion. Hence, the ion count rate and the event rate are in a similar range.
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4.5.1. The integrated kinetic energy release

We calculated the momenta and the kinetic energy release of the NO+
2 fragments

from the correlated data set, based on the procedure described in 4.3.3. In Fig. 4.9
the resulting integrated kinetic energy release of all NO+

2 fragments is shown. We
identify two peaks: a strong peak centered at 0.14 eV and a weaker peak centered
at 2.65 eV. This is consistent with Fig. 4.10 where the ion impact position on the
detector is plotted. The low kinetic energy peak in Fig. 4.9 corresponds to the two
structures in the middle of the histogram in Fig. 4.10 with the highest density of
recorded data. The high energy peak in Fig. 4.9 corresponds to the ring-structures
in the outer part of Fig. 4.10. The laser polarization was nearly parallel to the x-axis
of the detector with a small tilt of ≈ 10 ◦. The tilt is originating from the mounting
of the detector, which is not exactly parallel to the axis of the machine. The lines
crossing the detection-image in Fig. 4.10 at x ≈ 256 px and y ≈ 256 px mark
the borders between the four chips of the detector. The gap of 180 µm between the
chips gets partly filled in the off-line data processing by the centroiding algorithm.
The grid-structure visible in Fig. 4.10 is originating from a grounded mesh which
is located in front of the MCP detector to reduce the influence of the high-voltage
applied to the MCP plates on the field-free drift zone in front of the detector.

Figure 4.9.: The integrated kinetic energy distribution of NO+
2 fragments. There

are two peaks visible: a strong peak centered at 0.14 eV and a weaker
peak centered at 2.65 eV. This points towards two different break-up
mechanisms with (i) one charged NO+

2 ion and (ii) two charged NO+
2

ions repelling each other.

The two peaks in the kinetic energy release point towards two break-up mechanisms
with different final states: (i) two charged NO+

2 fragments, repelling each other due
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Figure 4.10.: The spatial image of impinging NO+
2 ions on the detector. The two

central spots with the highest density of data points are in accordance
with the low energy peak in Fig. 4.9 while the outer ring structure is
in accordance with the high energy peak in Fig. 4.9.

to the Coulomb potential and (ii) one charged NO+
2 fragment and one neutral NO2

fragment:

(i) N2O2+
4 → NO+

2 + NO+
2 (4.12)

(ii) N2O+
4 → NO+

2 + NO2. (4.13)

4.5.2. Difference-spectrum of the kinetic energy release of
NO+

2 ions

To get insight into the variation of the kinetic energy distribution with the variation
of the time delay between the two pulses, we calculated the KER for each time
step of ∆t = 5 fs and normalized it to one. We applied a sliding average on each
graph. Hence, every bin shows the averaged entry of the original bin and the two
neighboring bins. We combined the resulting set of 360 one-dimensional graphs to
a two-dimensional graph, showing the normalized KER distribution as a function of
the time-step ∆t. It is shown in Fig. 4.11.
There are three contributions detected in Fig. 4.11. The strongest feature shows

up in the lower energy part, fitting the highest peak in Fig. 4.9. It is a flat band with
no detected variation with the time-delay. The second constant feature is a band
at high energies, fitting the peak at 2.65 eV in Fig. 4.9. Besides the strong band in
the lower energy regions, and the weaker band in the high energy regions, in Fig.
4.11 also a time-dependent decay between both areas is observed. The feature starts
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Figure 4.11.: Kinetic energy distribution of NO+
2 fragments for varying time delays

∆t between the two pulses. There is a high energy band and a low
energy band which both show no time-dependence in this representa-
tion. In addition, there is a time-dependent decay visible between the
two bands.

at time zero at the high energy band and decreases with an increasing time-delay
(in both directions) to the low energy band. However, no variation in the kinetic
energy distribution pointing towards the influence of the N-N stretching vibration
can be detected in Fig. 4.11. A common method to make smaller changes in the
KER distribution more visible is to analyze the normalized intensity of the KER at
a certain time-delay ∆t with respect to the overall time-integrated intensity of the
KER:

I ′(Ekin, t) = I(Ekin, t) − 〈I(Ekin, t)〉t (4.14)

Hence, we subtracted the integrated and normalized kinetic energy distribution
shown in Fig. 4.9 from the data shown in Fig. 4.11. This results in the graph shown
in Fig. 4.12.
Comparing the difference-spectrum in Fig. 4.12 with the total KER spectrum in

Fig. 4.11 two main differences can be pointed out: (i) the high energy band is not
present anymore and (ii) an oscillation in the lower energy band (Ekin(t) < 0.4 eV)
is clearly visible for positive time-delays. The decay detected in Fig. 4.11 is still
present in Fig. 4.12. It starts at time zero with a kinetic energy of around 3 eV and
merges into the low energy band in the outer parts. Since the high energy band shows
no time-dependent behavior it is not further investigated. We analyze the other two
features, the decay and the oscillation, separately in the next subsections.
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Figure 4.12.: Difference-spectrum of the delay-dependent variation of the KER of
NO+

2 ions. Shown is the normalized intensity I ′(Ekin, t) for each time
step (see Eq. (4.14)). An oscillating feature at low energies is detected
for positive time-delays. In addition, a decay starting at time zero at
around 3 eV to the lower energy part is visible.

4.5.3. Time-resolved probing of the 2-body Coulomb
repulsion NO+

2 + NO+
2

Feature one points towards a time-resolved detection of the two-body dissociation
of N2O2+

4 into two NO+
2 fragments that repel each other as a result of their Coulomb

interaction. This contribution can arise in the following way: The first laser pulse
singly ionizes the parent molecule which starts to dissociate. The second laser pulse
ionizes the separating fragments again, leading to two charged fragments:

N2O4 → N2O+
4 first laser pulse

N2O+
4 → NO+

2 + NO2 dissociation
NO+

2 + NO2 + → NO+
2 + NO+

2 second laser pulse (4.15)

The two charged fragments repel each other on a 1/r Coulomb potential, where r
is the distance between the two fragments. Depending on the time delay of the
pump and the probe pulse, the system NO+

2 +NO2 had time to separate in two
individual fragments, leading to a reduced KER in the repulsion. In the limit for
long time-delays between the two pulses and hence, long distances r between the
two fragments the Coulomb repulsion does not influence the break-up anymore. The
two NO+

2 fragments reach a KER which is purely defined by the dissociation due to
the ionization by the first laser pulse. From the integrated KER in Fig. 4.9 is was
seen that the KER gained by the fragments in the dissociation is 0.14 eV.
In the limit ∆t → 0 the kinetic energy of the two charged fragments can be
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calculated using the Coulomb potential EC:

EC = 1
4πε0

q1q2

r
, (4.16)

with the vacuum permittivity ε0, the charge of the two fragments qi, and the distance
between the two fragments r. With r = 2.42 Å, the distance between the two center-
of-masses of the two NO2 components in the neutral molecule, the Coulomb energy
is EC = 5.94 eV. Hence, each fragment gains a kinetic energy in the break-up of
Ekin,NO+

2
= 2.97 eV. The high energy peak in Fig. 4.9 is centered at 2.65 eV, slightly

below the calculated Coulomb energy. Deviations from the expected kinetic energy
in a Coulomb explosion have been discussed before (see section 2.2 and section 3.5).
Besides the mentioned effects of e.g. moving nuclei during the ionization process or
deviations from a purely Coulombic potential, in the case discussed here in addition
the localization of the charge within one NO+

2 fragment has to be considered as a
crucial point. In Eq. (4.16) we chose the distance between the two center-of-masses
of the two NO2 components in the neutral molecule for the parameter r, which leads
to an overestimation of the Coulomb energy. Regarding the short pulses we use for
the ionization, we assume a frozen molecular structure during the ionization process.
Hence, a better estimation for the distance r between the two fragments would be
the calculation from the measured kinetic energy via:

r = 1
4πε0

q1q2

Ekin,NO+
2

1
2 (4.17)

= 2.72 Å, (4.18)

where Ekin,NO+
2

= 2.65 eV is the measured kinetic energy release of one NO+
2 frag-

ment in the process N2O2+
4 →NO+

2 +NO+
2 .

In general, the Timepix setup was built for coincidence experiments, as shown
in Ref. [25]. In a coincidence measurement with an event-by-event based analysis,
single events fulfilling certain break-up criteria can be filtered from the complete
data set. Hence, it should be possible to select directly events with two NO+

2 ions
as reaction products. However, it became apparent in the current measurement
that selecting only events containing two fragments leads to a heavily reduced data
set. Filtering only events with two ions in the time-of-flight range of NO+

2 leads
to an additional loss of data of around 90 %6. In addition, in the filtered data set
for events with exactly one ion in the time-of-flight range of NO+

2 the decaying
feature described here is still present. Hence, we concluded that due to the loss of
events during the synchronization, we lose also the ability to carry out a coincidence
experiment in this specific measurement.

6With no filter on the momentum sum applied, as done in the experiment on CH2BrI, described
in the former chapter 3.
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4.5.4. Impact of the N-N stretching mode on the kinetic
energy release of NO+

2

The second feature mentioned before is the oscillation in the KER for positive delays
in the region 0 eV ≤ Ekin ≤ 0.4 eV. The oscillation period is in the range of the
period of the ν3 N-N stretching vibration of N2O4 (≈ 130 fs). To confirm that we
are detecting a variation of the KER due to the ν3 vibration which was excited in
an impulsive stimulated Raman process we analyzed the frequency and the phase
of the detected oscillating feature.
To get information on the oscillation period and phase, we calculated the average

position in the area 0 eV ≤ Ekin ≤ 0.4 eV for each time-delay. In a first step, we
shifted all entries plotted in Fig. 4.12 by the absolute value of the overall minimum
m of the graph to receive only positive values. The respective area of the original
graph and of the resulting graph is shown in Fig. 4.13.

Figure 4.13.: Reproduction of the graph in Fig. 4.12 in the area ∆t > 0 and Ekin <
0.4 eV (left) and the same plot with all entries shifted by the number
m = 1.70156 (right).

In the second step, we calculated the average y-position Ay(∆t) as a function of
the time-delay ∆t in the following way:

Ay(∆t) = ΣN
i=1 Ekin(∆t, i) k(∆t, i)

ΣN
i=1 k(∆t, i) , (4.19)

where i denotes the ith bin in the y-direction, N is the total number of bins in the
y-direction, and k(∆t, i) is the respective bin entry at the position (∆t, i). The calcu-
lated average position Ay(∆t) is plotted in Fig. 4.14. It reproduces the oscillation de-
tected in Fig. 4.12. From this figure, we calculated the fast Fourier transform to get
information on the frequency of the oscillation. The output of the FFT is plotted in
Fig. 4.15. There is one strong peak located at a frequency of f = (7.70± 0.20) THz,
which corresponds to an oscillation period of T = (129.9± 3.4) fs, and an energy of
(257.5± 6.7) cm−1. These values are fitting the literature values for the N-N stretch-
ing vibration of the neutral N2O4 molecule [124,125,130,138] and are in agreement
with the values determined in the TDC measurement described in section 4.4 of
f = (7.75± 0.20) THz, T = (129.0± 3.3) fs, and E = (259.2± 6.7) cm−1.
There are two processes to excite vibrations in a neutral molecule in the pump
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Figure 4.14.: The average position Ay(∆t) calculated as function of the time-delay
∆t in the selected area in Fig. 4.12 (Ekin < 0.4 eV.) The graph
reproduces the oscillation detected in Fig. 4.12.

Figure 4.15.: FFT of the oscillation shown in Fig. 4.14. A strong peak at 7.7 THz
is detected, which corresponds to an oscillation period of 129.9 fs.
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step which can be probed by ionization in probe step7. First, via an impulsive
stimulated Raman scattering (ISRS) process [79, 139] and second, via a Lochfrass
process [140,141]. Which mechanism is the underlying process in our measurement,
can be determined via the phase of the oscillation. The theory of an ISRS process
was given before in section 2.4. It is possible to convert the spontaneous (anti-)Stokes
Raman process into a stimulated process if two photons with a difference-frequency,
matching the needed excitation frequency of the vibration, are present at the same
time. Therefore, a broadband laser pulse is needed for the excitation. An ISRS
process is a scattering process and the vibration starts at the equilibrium position
of the molecule. The momentum transfer due to the scattering and the resulting
initial-direction of the excited vibration in an ISRS process can be determined based
on the concept of a classical harmonic oscillator with an external impulsive force due
to the electric field of the short laser pulse [79]. In Ref. [125] it was calculated that
the N-N vibration starts with an outward stretch with an amplitude of the vibration
Rmin/Rmax = −0.14/0.18 Å. Hence, the maximum distance Rmax = 1.93 Å of
the two NO2 components is reached after a quarter period T/4 = 32.5 fs. The
maximum in kinetic energy, on the other hand, is gained at the minimum N-N
distance. In a vertical excitation scheme the highest kinetic energy release occurs
when the molecular ion is created at a point on the Ag potential curve at the inner
turning point (see Fig. 4.2). Hence, in an ISRS process, the first maximum in the
kinetic energy distribution would be expected to appear at tmax = t0 + 97.5 fs.
In molecules with an R-dependent ionization probability also a second process,

termed as Lochfrass [140,141], can initiate vibrations. In such a process the neutral
wave packet is bleached at the position with the highest ionization probability, lead-
ing to the formation of a vibrational wave packet in the neutral state. In a Lochfrass
process the phase of the oscillation differs from the phase in an ISRS process. Due
to the bleaching of the wave packet at the position R with the highest ionization
probability, which is in the case of the N-N vibration of N2O4 at the outer turning
point, the oscillating wave packet would be created at the inner turning point with
an initial velocity directed towards the equilibrium position. The maximum of the
kinetic energy release would be expected at tmax = t0 and tmax = t0 + 130 fs.
In Fig. 4.16, an additional oscillatory curve is shown (dotted, white), with the

frequency that was observed in the FFT, an amplitude of 0.2 eV, and a phase cor-
responding to an ISRS process. It matches the measured data, hence we conclude
that the prevailing excitation process is an ISRS process.

4.5.5. The amplitude of the N-N stretching vibration

In Ref. [125] it was reported that during the anharmonic N-N stretching vibration
following an excitation of N2O4 in an ISRS process the N-N bond can contract by
0.14 Å and can extend by 0.18 Å. The numbers are a result of calculations of the
momentum transfer to the molecule, based on the derivative of the polarizability of

7We exclude, that a vibration is excited in the cation by ionization in the pump step since the
cationic state in the parent molecule is not stable, as seen from the time-of-flight spectrum in
Fig. 4.6.
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Figure 4.16.: Reproduction of the graph shown in Fig. 4.12. The additional dotted
white curve has the oscillation frequency gained from the FFT of the
average KER and a phase expected from an ISRS excitation process.

dinitrogen tetroxide. From the kinetic energy release in the pump-probe experiment
on the N2O4 molecule described here, we can gain an experimental value of the
vibrational amplitude at the inner turning point. To extract the amplitude of the
oscillation in the kinetic energy we will have a closer look at the original data shown
in Fig. 4.11. In Fig. 4.17 an enlarged detail of the kinetic energy release as a function
of the time-delay (top) and its three-dimensional representation (bottom) are plotted
in the interesting area. In this representation the same oscillation as shown in Fig.
4.12 is detected, although the feature is less distinct. In the three-dimensional
representation the oscillations are visible until a maximum kinetic energy release of
(0.44± 0.08) eV as indicated with the dotted line. The error is estimated from the
bin size of the plot. Since the features are not well pronounced, we estimate a large
error of ± four bins (with a bin size of 0.02 eV). The shown energy is the KER of
one NO+

2 fragment. Therefore, both fragments carry a total KER of (0.88± 0.11) eV
together. In Fig. 4.18 the significant potential curves of N2O4 are shown (adapted
from Ref. [124]). Marked is the energy that results in a KER of 0.88 eV for a
dissociation to R∞. From the maximum kinetic energy release of (0.88± 0.11) eV
and the potential curves of N2O4 the minimum N-N bond distance of (1.56± 0.04) Å
and hence, a vibrational amplitude of (0.19± 0.04) Å at the inner turning point is
gained. We expect that with a repeated measurement with a higher statistical power
the oscillations will be clearer visible and hence, a more accurate determination of
the vibrational amplitude is possible.

4.6. Summary

We investigated the strong-field ionization of N2O4 in a pump-probe experiment
with few-cycle laser pulses using a velocity map imaging spectrometer combined
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4.6. Summary

Figure 4.17.: Enlarged detail of the graph shown in Fig. 4.11 (top) and the three-
dimensional representation of it (bottom). The dotted curve marks
the point 0.44 eV until where oscillations are visible.
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4. Time-resolved strong-field ionization of N2O4

Figure 4.18.: Potential curves N2O4, adapted from Ref. [124]. Marked is the maxi-
mum kinetic energy release in the detected N-N stretching oscillation
which corresponds to a minimum N-N bond distance of 1.57 Å.

with a Timepix detector. We excited the N-N stretching vibration in an impulsive
stimulated Raman scattering process with a pump pulse and strong-field ionized
the molecule with a probe pulse. We measured the kinetic energy release of the
created NO+

2 fragments. From this we could determine the amplitude and phase of
the vibration. It became apparent from the shown results that a huge challenge is
to receive sufficient statistical power for the interpretation of an experiment. For
future projects it is desirable to investigate the process of data processing within the
used setup. To decrease the loss of data during the correlation procedure leads to an
higher effective repetition rate of the experiment and hence, to better statistics. At
the same time, reducing the data loss enables the possibility to perform experiments
under coincidence conditions.
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5 Chapter 5.

Towards imaging the
structural time-dependent
change during molecular
dynamics: Design and
implementation of a new
setup

5.1. Introduction
The ability of Coulomb explosion imaging to image the molecular structure, despite
the limitations, was illustrated in chapter 3 of this thesis. Using CEI in a pump-
probe experiment opens the potential to map time-dependent structural dynamics
in molecules. In the introduction of the thesis (chapter 1) the idea for a novel
approach, which combines CEI with established preparation techniques of small ionic
molecules and clusters, was presented: Transition State Coulomb Explosion Imaging
(TSCEI). During this thesis we constructed and implemented the first parts of a new
machine designed for the approach of TSCEI. In the current status there exists an ion
source, an time-of-flight mass spectrometer, an imaging spectrometer and a neutral
molecular beam source. Further plans are to include a trapping section and a delay-
line based imaging detector [115]. The specific design and development is discussed
in the next sections. As a last part of the chapter, we report on a first measurement
performed with the neutral molecular beam source of the fragmentation of 1-butene
upon strong-field ionization.

5.2. New experimental setup
In the frame of this thesis, we built a new setup with the aim to explore bimolecular
reaction dynamics with a focus on ionic molecules. In this section, we describe the
implemented machine in detail. First, we give an overview of the complete setup
and the aim of the different parts. Further, we describe the two spectrometers and
the two sources in more detail in the subsections 5.2.1, 5.2.2, and 5.2.3.
A schematic view of the complete setup is shown in Fig. 5.1, a three-dimensional

CAD (computer-aided design) drawing can be found at the end of this chapter in Fig.
5.19. There are four main parts: the ion beam source (located in the source chamber
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1), the time-of-flight mass spectrometer (located in the spectrometer chamber 1 & 2),
the Coulomb explosion imaging spectrometer (located in the spectrometer chamber
2), and the neutral molecular beam source (located in the source chamber 2). The
ions are generated in the source chamber 1 and pass through a skimmer into the
spectrometer chamber 1 (we define this axis as the y-direction). To increase the
vacuum, a cryo shield is implemented in the source chamber 1 to freeze out gas
which remains in the chamber. After passing the skimmer, the ions are accelerated
by a time-of-flight mass spectrometer, perpendicular to the original flight direction
(we define this axis as z-direction). The ions enter the spectrometer chamber 2
through a small tube for differential pumping. On the way to the interaction zone,
the ion beam can be controlled by a set of electrostatic lenses and deflectors included
in the mass spectrometer. Further, a double MCP (Micro-channel plate) stack
with a readout anode behind is included in the mass spectrometer (ToF MCP).
This detector can be moved in and out of the beam path and is used as the first
stage for measuring a mass spectrum. The interaction zone is located in the CEI
spectrometer, which can be operated in a velocity map imaging configuration. Here,
the ion beam is crossed with the laser beam. After the interaction with the laser, the
fragments generated in the triggered reaction are detected. We intend to use a three-
dimensional detector (Imaging MCP), measuring the time-of-flight of the fragments
and the respective impinging point on the detector, which enables the correlated
measurement of the full momentum vector of the single fragments. Perpendicular to
the detection chamber an additional source for neutral molecular beams is located
(oriented in the x-direction). The molecular beam enters the interaction zone from
the top through two skimmers and serves as first stage to set up a Coulomb explosion
imaging experiment. The neutral beam facilitates finding a first overlap with the
laser beam. In contrast to the ion beam, it has a well-defined trajectory, independent
of electric fields. In addition, in neutral beams a higher molecular density can
be reached, increasing the detected signal. Furthermore, with the neutral source
experiments on neutral molecules, as done in the former chapters, can be conducted.
For better visibility, the neutral source is drawn in the same plane as the rest of the
setup.
The machine is designed to produce positive as well as negative ions of several

species. With the acceleration in the mass spectrometer, all fragments created
in the reaction in the interaction zone can be detected, meaning ionic as well as
neutral fragments or molecules. This property in combination with the neutral
source enables great flexibility in designing different types of experiments.

5.2.1. Ion source

The first chamber contains the ion source as well as a cryo shield. It is separated from
the second chamber by a skimmer (Beam Dynamics, Inc.) which is implemented in
a home-built gate valve. The turbomolecular pump in the ion chamber is corrosion
resistant to permit the ion source to run with corrosive substances like halogens
without complications. Because of the gas inlet, the pressure is highest in this
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Figure 5.1.: The experimental setup. After the ion source, the beam passes a skim-
mer and enters a Wiley-McLaren-type [142] time-of-flight mass spec-
trometer (ToF, R1, E1, G1). The skimmer and ion source are sur-
rounded by a cryo shield. Included in the acceleration-free part of the
mass spectrometer is a series of lenses (L1-L9) and deflectors in the
x- and y-direction (D1, D2). The CEI/VMI spectrometer consists of
the three electrodes, R2, E2, and G2. The interaction zone is located
between these electrodes (R2 and E2). A source for neutral molecules
is implemented on top of the interaction zone (oriented vertically, but
shown in y-direction in the figure for better visibility). The four vacuum
systems can be separated by three gate valves, one home-built, and two
commercial.
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5. Towards imaging the structural time-dependent change during molecular dynamics

chamber1. Most of the gas remains in the source chamber, while only a small
fraction passes the skimmer to the spectrometer chamber.

Generating ions We developed the ion source in two stages, referred to as plasma
source and electron beam source. The main part of the plasma source is a pulsed
Even-Lavie valve [143]. The centerpiece of the valve is a thin plunger, which is moved
by a magnetic field to open and close the valve. This fast switching meachnism
allows a repetition rate of up to 1 kHz. The valve can produce gas pulses of only
20 µs length and holds a backing pressure up to 100 bar. Gas is led to a small
volume inside the valve by a full stainless steel Swagelok connection system. When
the plunger is in the open position, the gas can leave the valve through a small
ruby expansion nozzle, forming a supersonic expansion. The nozzle has a trumpet
shape which ensures the best expansion flow in forward direction and a sub-Kelvin
internal molecular temperature [144]. The valve itself can be heated to 250 ◦C. Due
to the heating, the partial pressure of the sample, while using liquid or solid samples
filled in the cartridge of the valve instead of a gaseous sample, can be increased and
furthermore clogging of the valve can be prevented. The valve is mounted on a
manipulator, which can be adjusted by 400 mm in the y-direction, and by 12.5 mm
in the x/z-direction (KPM 12-250, VAb Vakuum-Anlagenbau GmbH).
We mounted a home-built discharge unit, to ionize the neutral gas, on top of the

Even-Lavie valve following the basic design of Ref. [145]. A schematic drawing of
the discharge unit is shown in Fig. 5.2.

Figure 5.2.: Schematic drawing of the discharge unit which we implemented in the
plasma source to ionize the neutral gas. The front plate is grounded
while a voltage can be applied to the back plate. Between the two
electrodes there is an insulating polyether ether ketone (PEEK) plate
and an additional insulating ceramic ring in the inner part of the of the
orifice of the plate.

The unit consists of two stainless steel plates which are separated by a thin
1The pressure in the source chamber 1 is ≈ 5× 10−6 mbar with the valve running at 1 kHz and

10 bar argon stagnation pressure and ≈ 1× 10−3 mbar with the valve running in continuous
mode and 0.6 bar argon stagnation pressure.
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polyether ether ketone (PEEK) plate. The thick front plate is grounded and has a
conically shaped opening with a full opening angle of 40 ◦. The thinner back plate,
as well as the PEEK plate, have a small aperture with diameter 1.0 mm/1.5 mm
for the gas passage. A high voltage can be applied to the back plate, to ionize
the neutral gas expanding through the Even-Lavie valve. To prevent the insulating
PEEK plate from combustion due to the discharge, we placed a small ceramic ring
in the inner part of the orifice of the plate. We applied voltages varying between
1000 V and 2000 V to the back plate to start the discharge. For this, we used a
fast MOSFET Push-Pull Switch, to reach voltage rise times < 100 ns (HTS 31-03-
GSM, Behlke Power Electronics GmbH). The timing of the voltage switch, as well
as the voltage pulse duration, had to be carefully adjusted to the opening time of
the Even-Lavie valve, to create a stable plasma. We implemented a 20 kΩ ballast
resistor in series between the fast switch and the cathode of the discharge unit. In
this way, a high voltage to initialize the first ignition can be used, but the resistor
regulates the current during the process of the discharge. By measuring the voltage
between the resistor and the discharge unit with a high voltage probe, we could
monitor the time of ignition and the stability of the discharge itself. When a plasma
was present, a voltage drop to the former high voltage appeared. A picture of the
discharge unit mounted on the Even-Lavie valve is shown in Fig. 5.3 as well as a
picture of a purple glowing argon plasma produced with it.

Figure 5.3.: Left: Photograph of the Even-Lavie valve including a home-built dis-
charge unit. Right: Photograph of a purple glowing argon plasma,
created with the plasma source.

Although it was possible to create a stable discharge, the discharge unit exhibited
some drawbacks in combination with the EL-valve. As described, we had to adjust
the parameters for the timing and pulse duration of the discharge very carefully.
Moreover, the values were not stable and had to be changed and optimized before
each start of the ion source and also while running the source. Furthermore, it was
not possible to run the discharge unit continuously over several days. Although
the small ceramic ring in the orifice of the PEEK plate provided some protection
from the combustion of the PEEK plate, the discharge led to some burned parts
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and hence, sediments in the apertures. This led to clogging and the need to open
the vacuum system and clean all parts2. However, the major issue was that the
discharge itself was not only located on the front side of the unit. Part of the plasma
was created between the discharge unit back flange and the Even-Lavie valve front
flange. This led to a discharge over the Even-Lavie valve and created some serious
damage. First, the ruby nozzle got damaged. In Fig. 5.4 the nozzle is shown under
a microscope. There is a small black burned spot visible in the lower left part.
Since the nozzle itself is part of the sealing system of the valve this leads to leakage.
Additionally, over time some damage to the centerpiece of the valve, the plunger,
occurred. After careful examination of the plunger, it was detected that the surface
sealing the nozzle from the back side showed a small dip instead of a flat or even
slightly convex surface, most likely due to ablation. The combination of these two
effects resulted in a leakage of the Even-Lavie valve.

Figure 5.4.: Ruby nozzle under a microscope. A burned spot resulting from the
discharge is clearly visible.

As an alternative ion source, we implemented a simpler design combining a con-
tinuous valve with an electron gun (electron beam source). We adapted the design
for the electron gun from Ref. [146]. A schematic drawing of the electron gun is
shown in Fig. 5.5. It consists of a tungsten filament (PLANO A054C, 0.2 mm fil-
ament thickness), which is placed inside a repeller electrode. In addition, the gun
contains an extractor electrode and a grounded electrode. Applying a current to
the filament generates electrons that are emitted from the filament tip. The gen-
erated electrons are accelerated and at the same time focused, since the extractor
and the grounded electrode work together as a lens. A pair of deflectors placed be-
hind the ground electrode allows to guide and control the generated electron beam.
The whole construction is mounted below the continuous valve. Hence, the electron
beam is crossed with the neutral gas jet and ionizes the expanding molecules. On
the opposite side of the valve, we placed a Faraday cup which captures the electrons.

2The contamination of the valve was possibly also the reason for the need to adjust the parameters
for the timing and pulse duration of the discharge during the measurement since with the
sediments at the inner part of the valve and discharge unit, the material properties and hence,
the electric properties change.
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Electrons impinging on the cup lead to a current which is measured and serves as
a control mechanism. In Fig. 5.6 a picture of the electron gun is shown in the left
panel without the shielding. In the right panel, the gun is shown with the shielding
and mounted inside the chamber. In this picture, the discharge unit is still attached
to the front side of the valve. We removed it at a later stage.

Figure 5.5.: Schematic drawing of the electron gun. The filament is placed inside the
repeller. Applying a current to the filament generates electrons that are
emitted from the filament tip. The generated electrons are accelerated
and at the same time focused, since the extractor and the grounded
electrode work together as a lens.

Figure 5.6.: Left: Photograph of the electron gun without the shielding. Right:
Electron gun mounted in the chamber including the valve.

The combination of the electron gun with the valve in continuous mode served
as a convenient solution for a stable ion source. However, for future projects it is
desirable to go back to the pulsed valve mode. There are high requirements for
coincidence experiments, regarding the vacuum conditions and there are limitations
in the gas pressure inlet of the valve. The gas load of a continuous gas inlet is 20
times higher than that of the pulsed valve at a repetition rate of 1 kHz and with a
50 µs pulse length. We had to controll the stagnation pressure of the valve precisely.
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Even with a low argon gas pressure of 0.6 bar, the limitation of the turbomolecular
pump was nearly reached (≈ 1× 10−3 mbar). One alternative proposed solution
to ionize the molecules would be to use a dielectric barrier discharge (DBD) unit.
Such a solution is commercially available for the Even-Lavie valve [147]. DBD
units are known to provide a stable and homogeneous discharge, without arcing and
forming hot spots. Luria et al. showed that in combination with the Even-Lavie
valve positive and negative ions as well as metastable atoms and dissociated neutral
radicals are produced with high efficiency [147].

Gate valve A very beneficial feature in a molecular ion beam experimental setup
is the possibility to separate the source chamber from the rest of the ultrahigh
vacuum system. In the source chamber, modifications have to be performed more
frequently, e.g. exchanging the nozzle of the pulsed valve or the skimmer or cleaning
the ion source parts. Venting the complete vacuum system means a long pump
down and perhaps baking time afterwards. Hence, it is convenient to implement a
gate valve in the vacuum system to be able to separate the chambers easily. One
important property of gate valves is a low thickness. The flux of the molecular
beam decreases with 1/d2, where d is the distance to the source [148]. To minimize
the ion loss on the way to the interaction zone, it should be possible to place the
time-of-flight mass spectrometer, which accelerates the ions, directly behind the
skimmer. Unfortunately, commercially available gate valves all have a thickness of
several centimeters.
There are several low profile gate valves in elaborated designs which implement the

skimmer directly into the valve opening and closing mechanism [148, 149]. Since it
is beneficial to have the possibility to change the skimmer from the source chamber
side, while the rest of the system is still pumped down to high vacuum we developed
a new simple-design gate valve with a low thickness (28mm) and an exchangeable
skimmer. The valve can be operated under full vacuum conditions from the outside
with a commercial linear feedthrough and holds a pressure of p< 2× 10−8 mbar
against atmospheric pressure. The skimmer is removable from both sides of the
valve, and can be removed from the source chamber side without opening the gate
and while isolating the source chamber from the rest of the vacuum system. The
gate valve opening and closing mechanism is based on the lateral force generated by
pressing two wedges against each other [150,151].
An exploded view of the valve is shown in Fig. 5.7. The central part is a CF

300 flange (6), which is milled out to contain the valve parts and the skimmer
mounting flange (8). On the high-vacuum side, there is a knife edge for a CF 160
flange. An adapted CF 160 flange (1) is mounted, which includes a groove for a
Viton O-ring (2) around a 23mm aperture, ensuring an unrestricted passage of the
ion beam. The flange is milled down to a thickness of 10mm to reduce the overall
thickness of the gate valve. A copper beryllium wedge clamp (5) with a 22.5mm
hole is screwed to the CF 160 flange. The wedge has an angle α of 94 ◦. The
counterpart of this wedge clamp is the sealing flange (3) made out of stainless steel,
flat on the O-ring side and beveled on the other side, with the same angle as the
wedge clamp. This sealing flange can be moved in and out by a commercial linear
feedthrough (4) (VAb Vakuum PPL 16-100) which is connected to the 300 CF flange
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Figure 5.7.: Exploded view of the gate valve. The beveled sealing flange (3) is moved
vertically up and down by the linear feedthrough (4) and is pressed
against a Viton O-ring (2) by the wedge clamp (5). The skimmer mount-
ing flange (8) is screwed on the 300 CF flange (6) at position (12). It
contains the skimmer pedestal (9) with the skimmer (10) mounted on
it.

via a CF 16 flange (7), integrated on one side. The skimmer mounting flange (8) is
bolted to the inner side of the CF 300 flange at position (12) from the spectrometer
chamber side. It contains the skimmer pedestal (9), which can be inserted in the
mounting flange from the source chamber side and is secured with three screws. A
thin recess ring is incorporated in the pedestal centering the skimmer (10) (Beam
Dynamics, Inc.). A thin clamping ring (11) is used to fix the skimmer in place.
This design allows to remove the skimmer from the high vacuum side (spectrometer
chamber side) by opening the gate valve and taking out the mounting flange or
from the source chamber side by removing the pedestal. The latter operation can
be accomplished without opening the gate valve, keeping the high vacuum conditions
on the spectrometer side.
The gate valve is operated by moving the linear feedthrough in and out. When the

sealing flange comes in contact with the fixed wedge clamp while pushing the linear
feedthrough vertically down, the sealing flange is experiencing an additional lateral
force against the O-ring from the wedge clamp. This principle is schematically
depicted in Fig. 5.8 in the right panel. The different materials of the wedge clamp
and the flange reduce friction when the flange moves along the wedge clamp. A
sectional view of the valve is shown in Fig. 5.8 in the left and the middle panel.
On the left-hand side, the valve is in the closed position while in the middle it is in
the open position. In the sectional view in Fig. 5.8 the cryo shield is indicated by
number (13). When the gate valve is in the closed position both, the source chamber
and the spectrometer chamber, can be vented to atmosphere independently, while
keeping ultrahigh vacuum conditions in the other side (p< 2× 10−8 mbar). The
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thickness of the gate valve (from the left outer face to the position of the skimmer
pedestal) is 28 mm and thereby around 1/3 thinner as commercial available ultrahigh
vacuum gate valves applicable for the same flange size3.

Figure 5.8.: Sectional view of the gate valve. In the left panel the valve is shown with
the linear feedthrough (4) in the closed position. The sealing flange (3)
is pressed against the O-ring (2) by the wedge clamp (5). The thickness
of the valve is 28mm. In the middle panel the valve is shown with the
linear feedthrough in the open position. The open aperture is 23mm.
In the right panel the mechanism of the lateral force when pressing the
two wedges against each other is illustrated schematically.

5.2.2. Spectrometer

In this subsection, we describe the two spectrometers which the ion beam traverses
after the ion source: a mass spectrometer and a spectrometer for Coulomb explosion
imaging. Details on the design of the single ion optic parts (e.g. lenses and deflectors)
as well as the designed modular construction system can be found in the appendix
B of the thesis.

Mass spectrometer The first spectrometer is a Wiley–McLaren type time-of-
flight (ToF) mass spectrometer [142] which the ions enter directly after they passed
the skimmer. In a ToF mass spectrometer, ions with different masses are accelerated
to different velocities. Hence, depending on their mass the ions arrive at a certain
time delay after the acceleration at the interaction zone and can be addressed in the
experiment selectively. The main parts of the spectrometer are three electrodes in

3For example VAT Vakuumventile AG, 10846-CE08-0008.
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the beginning: the repeller, the extractor, and a ground electrode. They constitute
the acceleration zone and are labeled R1, E1, and G1, respectively in Fig. 5.1. Each
of the three electrodes has an aperture, which is covered by a nickel mesh (Preci-
sion Eforming LLC, Nickel-mesh with 70 wires/inch, 90 % transmission). The mesh
ensures a homogeneous electric field and minimizes focusing effects. The opening
diameters are 10 mm, 20 mm, and 20 mm for the electrodes R1, E1, and G1. The
voltage on the electrodes R1 and E1 is switched on with two fast MOSFET Push-
Pull Switches (HTS 31-03-GSM, Behlke Power Electronics GmbH). In combination
with the pulsed plasma ion source, we had to adjust the timing of switching the
voltages carefully to the moment the ion package in located between the two elec-
trodes R1 and E1. When using the continuous source, the voltages were switched
at an arbitrary time. To synchronize the leading edges of the applied potentials
while triggering the switches with the same logic pulse, we adjusted the length of
the trigger cables to compensate for the internal delays. The kinetic energy Ekin,i of
each ion species i gained in the spectrometer depends only on the applied voltages
and the geometry of the spectrometer4. Due to the different masses mi of the ions,
this leads to different ion velocities vi (vi =

√
2Ekin,i/mi).

The advantage of the Wiley-McLaren type time-of-flight mass spectrometer is an
adjustable focus position in the flight direction. The ions show a certain initial
spatial spread in the area between the electrodes R1 and E1. This leads to different
distances the ions have to pass to the interaction zone. However, ions closer to the
repeller not only have to travel a longer distance, but also gain more kinetic energy
in the acceleration zone. The two effects lead to a specific time (and position in
flight direction), where all ions get focused along the axis of the spectrometer. The
focus position can be adjusted by the choice of the voltages of the electrodes R1 and
E1 with great flexibility 5.
The mass resolution of the spectrometer can be estimated via the expected time

spread of one ion package with a certain ion mass due to the initial spatial distribu-
tion and the initial kinetic energy distribution of the ions [142]. Following Ref. [142],
we calculate for each distribution (spatial/energy) the maximum ion mass for which
two neighboring mass peaks are completely separated. The two values are referred
to as spatial resolution and energy resolution. Based on the energy and spatial
resolution upper and lower limits for the overall mass resolution can be deduced.
The spatial resolution Ms and energy resolution ME can be calculated via [142]:
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4An exception is the variation due to the specific initial positions of the ions in the spectrometer
and hence, different travel distances.

5The beam size in the other dimensions can be controlled via electrostatic lenses, included in
the spectrometer. However, the overall phase-space in the ion package is conserved. Hence,
the initial spatial distribution limits the final spatial distribution. In the experiment, we reach
nevertheless a smaller focus because part of the ions are blocked in the beam path.
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with the mean initial distance of the ions from the extractor s0, the spacing between
the repeller and the extractor d, the initial energy distribution U0 of the ions, and
the initial spatial distribution ∆s. The energy Ut of the ions is defined by the electric
fields between the plates Es and Ed and the distance the ions travel in the field via

Ut = q s0 Es + q dEd. (5.3)

The factor k0 is determined by the distance D between the spectrometer and the
end of the flight zone:
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We estimated the initial energy distribution U0 and spatial distribution ∆s from the
typical operating parameters of the Even-Lavie valve and the position and size of
the skimmer. The geometry parameters s0, d, and D are given by the actual design
of the spectrometer. We extracted the values of the field strengths Es and Ed, which
are used here for the estimation, from an optimized measurement6. Typical values
for the parameters are given in Tab. 5.1. With these parameters

Ms ≈ 8934 u (5.5)
ME ≈ 417 u (5.6)

is reached. The overall mass resolution can be estimated from these two values.
There are upper and lower limits for the maximum resolvable mass Mmax. Since
Ms and ME are both limiting values, the maximum resolvable mass is smaller than
the minimum of these two numbers. As a lower limit Ms,E, we assume (according
to Ref. [142]) that the total time spread of the ion package (defining the overall
mass resolution) is the sum of the time spreads due to the initial spatial and energy
distribution. Hence,

1
Ms,E

= 1
Ms

+ 1
ME

. (5.7)

The maximum resolvable mass Mmax is between the minimum of Ms and ME (here
ME ≈ 417 u) and the value Ms,E:

Ms,E = 1
1

Ms
+ 1

ME

= 398 u. (5.8)

Hence, for the here described setup and chosen voltages, the value of the maximum
resolvable mass Mmax is between 398 u and 417 u. This corresponds to a mass
resolution ∆M/M ≈ 0.0025 u.

6We varied the potentials on the extractor and repeller electrodes while recording a mass spectrum
of benzene seeded in argon, ionized with the electron beam source (see Fig. 5.15). For optimized
values of the field strengths the single mass peaks are sharp and a maximum peak height is
reached.
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Following the acceleration zone, a set of electrostatic Einzel lenses (L1-L9) and
deflectors (D1-D2) is included in the mass spectrometer to control the position and
the spread of the ion packet. Further included in the mass spectrometer is a double
MCP stack with a readout anode behind (diameter 25 mm, PHOTONIS USA, Inc).
This detector can be used as the first stage for measuring the mass spectra. It can
be moved in and out the ion beam path using a linear feedthrough (VAb Vakuum
PPL 16-50).

Coulomb explosion imaging spectrometer In the interaction zone, the se-
lected ion packet is overlapped with a femtosecond laser pulse which induces a
Coulomb explosion. The interaction zone itself is located in the second spectrometer,
which is referred to as CEI spectrometer or velocity map imaging (VMI) spectrome-
ter. The CEI spectrometer is used to study the gained kinetic energies/momenta of
ionic fragments resulting from the Coulomb explosion. We use a VMI configuration
for the design and the applied voltages. In a VMI spectrometer [136], ions with a
certain initial velocity in the interaction zone are projected on a certain position
on a detector, independent of their original position in the interaction zone. Our
VMI spectrometer is based on the original design of Eppink and Parker [136] and
includes three electrodes, the repeller (R2), the extractor (R2), and one grounded
electrode (G2). The opening diameters of the apertures in the electrodes are 5 mm,
20 mm, and 26 mm, respectively. In a VMI spectrometer the three-dimensional
velocity distribution is projected onto a two-dimensional plane. To gain the full
three-dimensional information, we want to implement a delay-line detector which
measures the time-of-flight of the particles in addition to the impact position on
the detector, similar to the detection system in the former chapter 3. In the current
stage the combination of a double stack MCP plate (F2226-24P, Hamamatsu, 77 mm
diameter), a phosphor screen, and a digitizer (Agilent Acqiris High-Speed Digitiz-
ers) are implemented. The phosphor screen in combination with a CCD camera
enables the recording of the impact position on the detector. At the same time, fast
changes in the electric potential of the phosphor screen due to impinging charged
particles are recorded to measure the time-of-flight of the ions. The phosphor screen
is connected via a high-pass filter and a preamplifier with the digitizer. The digitizer

dimensions [cm] electric fields [V/cm] energies [eV]

D = 195.5 Es = 33.5 Ut = 3899.56
d = 2.0 Ed = 1933 s0 Es = 33.5
s0 = 1.0 dEd = 3866
∆s = 0.2 U0 = 0.03

Table 5.1.: Values for the estimation of the mass resolution of the built spectrometer.
The parameters are explained in the text. The values of the electric fields
are extracted from an optimized measurement of an mass spectrum of
benzene, which is shown later in Fig. 5.15. The dimensions are extracted
from the actual design of the spectrometer.
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5. Towards imaging the structural time-dependent change during molecular dynamics

is connected to a desktop PC via a high speed connection. It is triggered by the
signal from the laser pulses, recorded with a photodiode which is located behind a
mirror in front of the interaction zone. The data acquisition is triggered to allow an
assignment of single ion signals to a certain laser pulse and hence, an event-by-event
based data analysis afterwards.

Simulation To decide on the final design and arrangement of the ion optics in the
time-of-flight mass spectrometer and the Coulomb explosion imaging spectrometer
we simulated the beam path using the software SIMION [152]. With SIMION, elec-
tric fields are calculated as well as the trajectories of charged particles in these fields.
The geometries of electrodes in custom designs can be included in the program and
used for the calculation. We used the simulations to find the optimum arrangement
of electrodes in the new setup. We ignored possible effects of the Coulomb repulsion
between the ions in all simulations.
We performed the simulation of the beam path for the I−2 molecule. Start parame-

ters for simulating the beam path are listed in Tab. 5.2 in the columns 1 and 2. We
chose the parameters to fit the supersonic expansion conditions of the Even-Lavie
valve with initial gaussian velocity and spatial distributions. The initial position of
the ions in the simulation was behind the skimmer in the spectrometer chamber 1.
We define a coordinate system, with the y-axis parallel to the initial straight ion
trajectory from the nozzle of the Even-Lavie valve to the center of the acceleration
region of the mass spectrometer and the z-axis oriented along a line connecting the
center of the acceleration region with the center of the interaction region. In the
simulations, we optimized the voltages and the respective switching time of the volt-
ages for the electrodes of the mass spectrometer, the deflectors, and the lenses, to
achieve a small ion beam focus in the interaction region. Additionally, we optimized
the arrangement and geometry of lenses and deflectors. The electrodes R2 and E2
are grounded in the beginning (ToF mode). When the ions reach the interaction
region, the potential on the electrodes R2 and E2 is switched on (VMI mode).
Simulated ion trajectories for an optimized electrode configuration are shown in

Fig. 5.9. The upper panel A shows the beam path from the skimmer to the inter-
action zone in the ToF mode in the yz-plane and the xz-plane. The lower panel B
shows a detailed view of the ion beam path from the interaction zone to the detector
in the VMI mode. In the ToF mode, we terminated the trajectories a short time
after the ions passed the interaction zone. The interaction zone was reached around
100 µs after the switching of the potentials of the accelerating electrodes R1 and E1.
The thin tube (with diameter 7 mm) which separates the two vacuum chambers that
contain the mass spectrometer, is not included as an electrode in the simulation, but
via the termination of all ion trajectories which do not clearly pass the open area
inside the tube. In Tab. 5.2 the optimized voltages are denoted (excluding lenses
and deflectors), as well as the resulting spatial spread of the ion beam in the focus.
The last set of lenses (L5-L9) was not needed in the simulation, but included in the
beam path, because there was some additional space. In the experiment, a potential
can be applied on each of these electrodes. This can be used for additional focusing
or for decelerating the ions.
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5.2. New experimental setup

Figure 5.9.: Simulation of the ion trajectories for I−2 molecules. The upper panel
shows the trajectories of 500 ions of the spectrometer with the initial
position behind the skimmer (see Fig. 5.1) in the yz-plane and the xz-
plane in the ToF mode. The lower panel B shows a detailed view of the
ion beam path for two Coulomb exploding molecules (I2 & I−2 ) from the
interaction zone to the detector in the VMI mode. The resulting impact
positions of I+ ions on the detector, originating from the neutral and the
anion, have a distance of ≈ 1.5 mm and can be clearly distinguished,
although the initial spatial distribution of 1 mm3.
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5. Towards imaging the structural time-dependent change during molecular dynamics

In the experiment it is of importance to receive (i) conditions for a stable ion beam
focus, and (ii) to reach a small focus size. The stable focus is needed to ensure a
stable overlap with the laser beam. Large ion optics, stable power supplies and
the avoidance of electrostatic charging of insulating materials in the chamber can
improve the stability of the focus. A large ion beam focus leads to a large spread
of the initial spatial position in the CEI spectrometer and hence, to uncertainties in
the measurement. Hence, a small focus is desirable. Since the overall phase-space
in the ion package is conserved, the focus size is mostly defined by the initial spatial
distribution. This is determined by the supersonic expansion conditions and the
skimmer. However, we reach a smaller focus in the interaction zone than initially in
the accelerating zone of the mass spectrometer, because part of the ions are blocked
in the beam path. In addition, we use the CEI spectrometer in a VMI configuration,
to reduce the problem of a large initial spatial spread. Anyhow, we want to estimate
the number of ions in the overlap region with the laser and hence, the focus size. In a
coincidence CEI experiment less than one molecular ion is needed in the laser focus
(e.g. in chapter 3 we worked with a rate of in average 0.3 molecules in the focus).
However, an ion beam focus is reasonably larger than the laser focus. Depending
on the actual ion beam focus size, a certain amount of ions is needed in each ion
package.
To estimate the ion beam focus size, we performed a simulation with 10000 ions

and recorded the x-, y-, and z-position at time the ions are in the interaction region.
In Fig. 5.10 histograms of the data of this measurement are shown. In the x- and

start parameter value electrode potential [V] focus parameter spread [mm]

# ions 500 R1 −850 V ∆x 0.7 mm
mass 254 u E1 −790 V ∆y 1.1 mm
charge -1 a.u. R2VMI 4000 V ∆z 1.8 mm
FWHM in x/z 1 mm E2VMI 2840 V
FWHM in y 15 mm
v 290 m s−1

FWHM v 40 m s−1

speed direction y
half angle v 0.6 ◦

∆t ToF-VMI 96 µs

Table 5.2.: Columns 1 and 2: Start parameters for simulating the beam path of I−2 .
Columns 3 and 4: Optimized values from simulations. The electrodes R2
and E2 are grounded in the ToF mode and on potential in the VMI mode
(R2VMI and E2VMI). ∆t ToF-VMI is the time delay between switching on
the potentials of the electrodes of the time-of-flight mass spectrometer
and switching on the potentials of the electrodes R2 and E2 to the VMI
mode. Columns 5 and 6: Ion beam parameters in the focus from the
SIMION simulations. An ion beam focus of 1.4 mm3 is achieved.
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z-direction, a gaussian-shaped profile is obtained. The focus size in the x and z-
direction, which is listed in Tab. 5.2, was determined from a gaussian fit of the
respective histogram. We defined the focus size ∆x and ∆z by the variances σx/σz

of the curves via ∆x = ± 2 · σx/∆z = ± 2 · σz, to keep around 95 % of all ions
in the focus in the estimation. In the y-direction the distribution has a square-top
shape. Due to the initial velocity distribution within one ion package, the package
is spatially spread when it reaches the area between the two initial electrodes of
the mass spectrometer R1 and E1. In the y-direction this spread is larger than the
aperture of the two electrodes E1 and G1. Hence, part of the package is blocked
by the electrodes which changes the overall spatial distribution in the package7.
The focus size ∆y in y-direction was defined as the width of the rectangular red
distribution, plotted in the second panel of Fig. 5.10. We achieved an overall ion
beam focus of fIB = 1.4 mm3 in the simulation. Focusing a laser beam with a
diameter of 5 mm (λ = 800 nm) via a mirror with a focal length of 50 cm leads
to a spot size of 100 µm in the focus and a Rayleigh range of 10 mm. Hence, the
overlap between the ion beam and the laser focus is defined by the diameter of
the laser focus (xz-plane) and the ion beam spread in the y-direction. With these
parameters, an interaction region of 0.01 mm3 is reached (assuming a stable ion beam
focus). Hence, for one ion in the interaction region, ≈ 150 ions in the ion focus are
needed. On the way from the source to the interaction region, there is a loss of ions
of around 70 % because of the initial spatial and velocity distribution8. Hence, in
the initial ion beam packet around 500 ions should be generated. This number is
an upper-limit estimation. In a CEI coincidence experiment a lower number than
one ion in the laser focus is intended. One additional challenge in a CEI experiment
is intensity averaging. The intensity of the laser decreases with the distance to the
center of the laser focus. Since high laser intensities are needed in a CEI experiment
to induce a full fragmentation, the intensity in the outer parts of the laser focus
will be still high enough to induce an ionization but is already too low to induce
the full fragmentation. In the direction of the laser beam propagation this is not
problematic since the Rayleigh range of the laser is larger than the spatial spread
of the ion beam. In the other directions the effect of intensity averaging will lead to
additional detected events, which can not be used in the analysis afterwards. One
solution would be to implement a laser system with a flat-top focus [153].
We tested the CEI spectrometer in the VMI configuration numerically by distin-

guishing the Coulomb explosion of neutral and anionic I2 molecules, which have
a different I-I bond length. In the ground state, the neutral I-I bond length is
2.67 Å [154] leading to a terminal kinetic energy of 2.70 eV per fragment in a purely
Coulombic repulsion of two singly positively charged fragments. The anion has an
I-I bond distance of 3.23 Å in the ground state [154], leading to 2.23 eV per fragment.
In the lower panel B of Fig. 5.9 the velocity mapping of a Coulomb explosion of
the neutral iodine molecule I2 (green) and the anionic iodine molecule I−2 is plotted.

7In addition, there are other parts in the mass spectrometer, where part of the ion package is
blocked, e.g. due to the small tube implemented after the first deflector pair, or at the first
thin lens.

8The main losses are happening at the electrodes E2 and G2, the first lens L1 and the small tube
after the first deflector D1.
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5. Towards imaging the structural time-dependent change during molecular dynamics

We adjusted the potentials of the electrodes R2 and E2 to the VMI mode. Further,
we choose the initial spatial distribution of the ion target based on the outcome of
the first simulation on the ion trajectory from the source to the interaction region.
The resulting impact positions of I+ ions on the detector, originating from the neu-
tral and the anion, have a distance of ≈ 1.5 mm and can be clearly distinguished,
although the initial spatial distribution of 1 mm3.

Figure 5.10.: Histograms of the ion beam focus in the x-, y-, and z-direction from a
simulation with 10000 ions starting at the skimmer of the ion source.
In the x- and z-direction the focus has a gaussian-shaped profile, in
the y-direction the focus has a square-top-shaped profile.

The constructed ion optics We built the ion optics in three stacks which are
shown in Fig. 5.11-5.13. The first part (Fig. 5.11) contains the electrodes of the
acceleration zone of the time-of-flight mass spectrometer (R1, E1, G1), as well as
a thin Einzel lens (L1) and a deflector pair (D1). To compensate for the initial
ion beam velocity in the y-direction resulting from the supersonic expansion, it is
important to locate the first deflector pair as close as possible to the spectrometer. At
the same time, a lens is required to compensate for the expansion of the beam which
originates from the initial velocity distribution in the ion package. Since a certain
distance is needed from the lens to the deflectors, to not disturb the homogeneous
field inside the deflectors, we choose a thin lens (length 2 mm, inner diameter 15 mm)
at this position instead of longer lens with better focusing conditions.
The second stack of ion optics is shown in Fig. 5.12. Here, we included a second

deflector pair (D2) and two lenses (L2 (long) and L3 (thin)). At least two deflector
pairs are needed in the complete flight path to ensure full controllability of the final
focusing spot, as well as keeping the ions close to the center of the flight tube. Lens
L3 was not included in the simulation, but added in the second ion optics stack,
because there was additional space. The vacuum chamber housing the first ion
optics stack is separated from the vacuum chamber housing the second and third
ion optics stack via a 7mm diameter tube and an electro-pneumatic commercial
gate valve (Gate Valve 2, VAT). Hence, an additional differential pumping stage
and the possibility to separate the vacuum chamber, where both MCP detectors are
included is achieved.
The third and final stack of ion optics is shown in Fig. 5.13. Here, one Einzel
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Figure 5.11.: Photograph of the first part of the ion optics. This part includes the
acceleration electrodes of the Wiley-McLaren type time-of-flight spec-
trometer (R1, E1, and, G1), one Einzel lens (L1), and one pair of
deflectors (D1).

Figure 5.12.: Photograph of the second part of the ion optics. This stack includes a
long and a thin Einzel lens (L2 & L3) and one pair of deflectors (D2).
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lens (L4) is followed by five cylindrical electrodes (L5-L9). These electrodes can be
used as additional lenses or to decelerate the ion beam. As final parts, the three
electrodes R2, E2, and G2 constitute the CEI spectrometer. The electrodes R2 and
E2 are grounded in the ToF mode and subsequently switched to the VMI mode
after the laser interaction. The focus of the mass spectrometer is overlapped with
the laser focus in the interaction region between the electrodes R2 and E2.

Figure 5.13.: Photograph of the third part of the ion optics. This stack includes one
Einzel lens (L4), followed by a set of five electrodes (L5-L9) which can
be used as additional lenses or to decelerate the ion beam. In the end
the three CEI spectrometer electrodes (R2, E2, and G2) are located.

Testing the ion source and the mass spectrometer We tested both config-
urations of the ion source. In Fig. 5.14 the mass spectra for positive and negative
ions, derived from the application of methanol (CH3OH), seeded in argon, to the
ion source are shown. These were produced with the plasma source. We used the
first small diameter ToF MCP, located before the last stack of ion optics, for the
test. The anode of the MCP was connected via a high-pass filter and a pre-amplifier
to an oscilloscope for the measurement. Negative as well as positive ions assigned
to several methanol fragments are produced. We calibrated the mass spectrum for
positive ions on the basis of the Ar+ peak (absolute flight time ≈ 16.6 µs) and the
CH3O+ peak (absolute flight time ≈ 14.5 µs), which is the strongest of the methanol
fragments. The mass spectrum for negative ions was calibrated on the basis of the
C2H− peak (absolute flight time ≈ 9.4 µs) and the OH− peak (absolute flight time
≈ 7.8 µs). It has to be noted, that for the mass spectrum of the negative ions, we
applied a sliding average. Each shown data point is the average over three measured
data points located next to each other. As expected, the positive ion production
is to a considerable degree more effective. The inset in the left panel shows a de-
tailed view of the peaks assigned to fragments of methanol without the dominating
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argon peak. The respective values for voltages and timings applied during this mea-
surement can be found in Tab. 5.3. The time delay is given with respect to the
leading edge of the pulse which triggers the Even-Lavie valve (starting point of the
measurement).

electrode voltage [V] time delay [µs]

pulsed valve 5 0
discharge unit 798 180
repeller 850 213
extractor 752 213
lens 1 444
lens 2 0
lens 3 0
lens 4 0
deflector 1, x 0
deflector 1, y 19.4
deflector 2, x 0
deflector 2, y 5.3

Table 5.3.: Values for voltages and the pulse timing while recording the mass spec-
trum for positive ions resulting from plasma ionization of methanol, plot-
ted in Fig. 5.14. The time delay is given with respect to the leading edge
of the pulse which triggers the Even-Lavie valve. For electrodes with no
given delay time the potential was permanently applied.

Figure 5.14.: Spectrum of positively (left) and negatively (right) charged ions origi-
nating from the ionization of methanol seeded in argon. The ion source
was operated in pulsed mode with the discharge unit employed. The
inset in the left panel shows a detailed view on the peaks assigned to
fragments of methanol without the dominating argon peak.

In Fig. 5.15 a spectrum of positively charged ions originating from the electron
impact ionization of benzene (C6H6), picked up by argon carrier gas, is shown.
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We produced this spectrum with the electron beam ion source. Here, we used the
detector located at the end of the flight path. The phosphor screen was connected
via a high-pass filter and a pre-amplifier to an oscilloscope for the measurement. The
respective values for voltages applied during this measurement can be found in Tab.
5.4. We calibrated the mass spectrum on the basis of the Ar+ peak (absolute flight
time ≈ 37.2 µs) and the C6H+

6 peak (absolute flight time ≈ 51.8 µs). We assigned
the strongest peak in the spectrum to argon ions. Smaller peaks are assigned to an
intact benzene ring (C6H+

6 ) as well as to fragments of it. With the electron beam
source also doubly-charged argon ions are produced. To estimate the number of
detected benzene ions, we divided the area of the benzene peak by the peak area
corresponding to a single ion. The highest yield obtained from the ion source in
the present mode were around 60 singly-charged benzene ions (Mass 78 u) and 870
singly-charged argon ions. For a simulated ion focus of 1.4 mm3 we estimated that
approximately 150 ions are needed in the ion package to obtain one ion in the laser
focus. Hence, depending on the explored ion species, the estimated ion number is
sufficient for a coincidence CEI experiment with an intended number of less than one
ion in the focus. However, to explore rare ion species an increase of the produced
ion number would be desirable.
An additional point to consider is the mass resolution of the spectrometer. We

estimated before that the maximum resolvable mass (which is completely separated
from the neighboring mass with ∆M = 1) is Mmax > 398 u. In the mass spectrum
shown in Fig. 5.15 it can be seen that already the peaks assigned to the masses 77 u
and 78 u start to overlap. We recorded the mass spectrum with the same conditions
as we chose for the estimation. Since the mass resolution in the measurement is
worse than in the estimation, we conclude that the start parameters for the ion
beam spatial and energy distribution are broader than expected.

Figure 5.15.: Mass spectrum of argon bubbled through benzene. The ion source was
running in continuous mode with the electron gun.
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electrode voltage [V] electrode e-gun voltage [V]

repeller 2000 repeller -723
extractor 1933 extractor -600
lens 1 -4 deflector 1 0
lens 2 0 deflector 2 35
lens 3 0 filament 4.4 A (13.2 W)
lens 4 -5180
deflector 1, x 0
deflector 1, y 17.1
deflector 2, x -3.4
deflector 2, y -9.0

Table 5.4.: Values for voltages while recording the mass spectrum for benzene ions,
plotted in Fig. 5.15. Since the valve in the electron beam ion source is
running in continuous mode, no timing is needed (arbitrary switching of
the repeller and extractor electrodes). The value for the filament is a
current given in Ampere.

5.2.3. Neutral gas source

For the last part of the setup, we designed an additional supersonic gas source, di-
rectly attached to the VMI spectrometer. One challenge anticipated when working
with ionic targets is to provide a stable overlap of the ion package and the tightly
focused laser beam with a sufficient number of ions in the focus. The second source
provides a robust neutral target for setting up the Coulomb explosion. Further-
more, it allows to perform less technically challenging CEI imaging experiments on
dynamics in neutral molecules, similar to the experiments described in chapter 3
and 4, or van der Waals clusters. Finally, crossed-beam experiments of neutrals and
ions are an alternative mode of operating the experimental setup.
A schematic drawing of the source is shown in Fig. 5.16. The neutral gas source

was included in the setup in a separate vacuum chamber located above the interac-
tion zone. The gas is expanded through a nozzle of 20 µm in a supersonic expansion
and passes two skimmers (Beam Dynamics, Inc., 1 mm orifice) before it enters the
interaction zone centered between the electrodes R2 and E2 of the CEI spectrome-
ter.

5.3. Strong-field induced molecular break-up of
1-butene

We performed a first experiment on the correlation of fragments originating from
strong-field ionization of 1-butene molecules using the neutral molecular beam source.
By exploring the detailed break-up dynamics, information on (i) the different frag-
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Figure 5.16.: Schematic drawing of the neutral molecular beam source. The neutral
source is directly attached to the VMI spectrometer. The source is sep-
arated from the interaction zone via two skimmers. In the interaction
zone, the molecular beam is overlapped with the laser beam.

mentation channels, (ii) potential rearrangements in the molecule due to the influ-
ence of the strong field, and (iii) potential metastable intermediate states can be
identified. The following results are explored within the master thesis of Friedrich
Freyse [155]. Here, an overview over the results is given, for further details see
Ref. [155].
1-butene (CH3CH2CH=CH2) is an isomer of butene. The singly-charged cation

is stable in its ground state, but fragments when it is excited to higher electronic
states. The molecular structure of 1-butene is shown in Fig. 5.17.

C

CH2CH3H

C

H H

(1) (2)

(3)

Figure 5.17.: Structural formula of 1-butene. The three C-C bonds are labeled with
the numbers (1), (2), and (3).

We used a 1 kHz Ti:Sa-laser system based on a regenerative amplifier (Spitfire,
Spectra Physics) to ionize 1-butene. In the experiment, we expanded 2 % of 1-
butene seeded in helium with the neutral beam source in a supersonic expansion
(2 bar stagnation pressure). In the interaction zone the molecular beam was over-
lapped with the laser beam. We measured the time-of-flight of the single fragments
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per laser pulse, without measuring the two-dimensional spatial distribution on the
detector. Hence, in this measurement we operated the CEI spectrometer in the
time-of-flight mode. The measurement was done under covariance conditions [156].
In a covariance measurement, the ionization rate can be higher compared to a coin-
cidence measurement. There is no need to have less than one molecule in the laser
focus. For a possible set of flight times t1, t2 .... tn the elements in the covariance
matrix are calculated via:

Ci,j = Cov(ti, tj) = 〈(ti − 〈ti〉)(tj − 〈tj〉)〉 = 〈titj〉 − 〈ti〉〈tj〉 (5.9)

= 1
N

N∑
k=1

ti(k)tj(k) −
[

1
N

N∑
k=1

Nti(k)
] [

1
N

N∑
k=1

tj(k)
]
. (5.10)

Here, ti,j are the flight times of certain fragments and k is the number of measure-
ments from N laser pulses. If there is a higher probability of detecting an ion with
the flight time ti when at the same time an ion with flight the time tj is detected, the
corresponding area in the covariance map has a positive value. Hence, correlations
between the fragments get visible.
We varied the pulse length and the pulse energy of the laser in four covariance

measurements. In Fig. 5.18 the recorded covariance map (taken from Ref. [155]) for
220 fs laser pulse length and 62 µJ laser pulse energy is shown. In the shown map
we converted the flight times into ion masses. The other recorded covariance maps
can be found in Ref. [155].
The covariance maps can be analyzed in the same way as the coincidence maps

discussed in chapter 3. A diagonal line indicates a correlation between two frag-
ments. In the covariance map in Fig. 5.18 a variety of correlations can be seen.
Here, we discuss only a selection (a full list of all detected correlations can be found
in Ref. [155]). The map is structured in bands, where each band corresponds to
the break-up of one of the three C-C bonds in C4H8 (see Fig. 5.17) with an ad-
ditional loss of a certain number of hydrogen atoms. We assigned the strongest
channel to the correlation between the two fragments CH+

3 (15 u) + C3H+
3 (39 u).

This corresponds to a cleavage of the carbon bond (3) and an additional loss of two
hydrogen atoms in the C3H+

5 fragment. Similar strong is the correlation between
the fragments C2H+

3 (27 u) + C2H+
2 (26 u). Here, the C-C bond (2) is broken and in

addition there is a loss of all three hydrogen atoms of the methyl group. In the same
band the symmetric channels C2H+

2 (26 u) + C2H+
2 (26 u) and C2H+

3 (27 u) + C2H+
3

(27 u) are clearly pronounced as well. Interestingly, a small but visible correlation
between two fragments with mass 28 u can be seen in this band. To create these
two ethylene fragments in a break-up process of 1-butene, a hydrogen migration
has to occur. Another break-up we detected, is the correlation between the two
fragments CH+

3 (15 u) + C3H+ (37 u). Besides the short diagonal line, indicating a
fast break-up into the two fragments, a long sharp line which approaches the flight
time of the doubly-charged parent molecule C4H2+

4 is detected. The long line stems
from a slow dissociation of C4H2+

4 . The flight times of the two fragments change,
depending on at what time delay after switching on the potential on the accelerating
electrodes the break-up into the final fragments occurs. If the bond cleavage takes
place when the molecule has reached already the end of the accelerating zone, or is
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even outside the three spectrometer electrodes, both fragments have the flight time
of the doubly-charged parent molecule C4H2+

4 .

Figure 5.18.: Covariance map taken from Ref. [155]. The map is structured in bands,
where each band corresponds to the break-up of one of the three C-C
bonds in the parent molecule C4H8 with an additional loss of a certain
number of hydrogen atoms. See the text for further details.

5.4. Summary
In the introduction of the thesis (chaper 1) we presented the idea for a new ap-
proach to explore the time-dependent change of the molecular configuration during
bimolecular ion-molecule reactions. For this, we want to combine Coulomb explo-
sion imaging with established precursor preparation techniques. In this chapter the
design and implementation of the first stages of a new machine, including an ion
source, a time-of-flight mass spectrometer, a Coulomb explosion imaging spectrome-
ter, and a neutral molecular beam source is presented. A three-dimensional drawing
of the new setup in the current stage is shown in Fig. 5.19. We performed a first
experiment to explore the fragmentation of 1-butene upon strong-field ionization
and the correlation between the ionic fragments.
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Figure 5.19.: CAD drawing of the complete setup in the final stage. The single parts
are described in detail in the text.
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6 Chapter 6.

Summary and outlook

In this thesis, we studied the two different molecules CH2BrI and N2O4 by measuring
the three-dimensional momentum distribution of ionic fragments, created during
the strong-field ionization of the molecules in a femtosecond laser pulse. From the
gained momentum information we were able to draw conclusions on the distinct
molecular dynamics. Additionally, we designed and implemented a new setup in the
frame of the thesis, with the aim to image time-dependent bimolecular ion-molecule
reactions.
In the first part of the thesis, we studied the fragmentation pathways of CH2BrI3+

following strong-field ionization with a reaction microscope and the technique of
coincidence Coulomb explosion imaging. We detected five different fragmentation
channels that lead to the three reaction products CH+

2 + Br+ + I+. Around 20 % of
all fragmentation processes occurred via a direct non-sequential Coulomb explosion
channel where both the C-Br and C-I bond break simultaneously. The momen-
tum distribution of fragments in this channel reflects the geometry of the neutral
molecule.
Furthermore, we detected two sequential channels with long-lived intermediate

states and two sequential channels with short-lived intermediate states. In the two
sequential channels with long-lived intermediate states the fragmentation path pro-
ceeds via an intermediate doubly-charged state (CH2I∗2+ or CH2Br∗2+) with a life-
time longer than the rotational period of the fragment. By breaking the first bond,
the intermediate molecule gains rotational energy. At the time of the second bond
cleavage, the molecular orientation is randomly distributed with respect to the first
leaving fragment. We could detect both possible pathways, where either the C-Br
bond breaks first or the C-I bond breaks first. The two sequential channels with
long-lived intermediate states were clearly separated from other events in the chosen
representation of Newton diagrams and Dalitz plots. From the measured momenta
of the final fragments in these channels we calculated the internuclear distance and
the rotational constant of the intermediate fragments.
Additionally, we found evidence for two sequential processes, where the intermedi-

ate fragments have a lifetime shorter than the rotational period. In these pathways,
the intermediate CH2Br∗2+ (or CH2I∗2+) starts to dissociate directly after the cleav-
age of the first bond. The first leaving fragment is still in the vicinity of the interme-
diate fragment at the time of the second bond cleavage. This leads to structures in
the momentum representation of the Newton diagram (energy representation of the
Dalitz plot) which mark the transition between the non-sequential Coulomb explo-
sion channel structure and the structures originating from the sequential channels
with the long-lived intermediate states. We estimated that it takes around 1 ps after
the first bond cleavage until the first leaving fragment does not influence the break-
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up of the intermediate anymore, which is the estimated upper limit for the lifetime
of the short-lived intermediates in the sequential channels.
As a future perspective, it is desirable to carry out further experiments to ex-

plore how the fraction of the direct non-sequential Coulomb explosion events could
be increased. Since the momentum distribution from fragments of these break-up
process carries the information on the geometry of the neutral molecule, separating
only these events in a pump-probe experiment allows to better follow the structural
change in induced molecular dynamics. By varying the pulse length, wavelength and
intensity the optimal experimental conditions to decrease the deviation from the the-
oretical kinetic energy release value and to suppress the influence of the sequential
channels, overlapping with the non-sequential channel, can be identified.
In the second part of the thesis, we explored the N-N stretching vibration of dini-

trogen tetroxide (N2O4) with a combination of a velocity map imaging spectrometer,
an in-vacuum pixel detector and a high-repetition rate few-cycle laser system. We
excited the N-N stretching vibration (t= 130 fs) in an impulsive stimulated Raman
scattering (ISRS) process with the pump pulse in the neutral molecule. After a
certain time-delay, we strong-field ionized the vibrating molecule with the probe
pulse and measured the three-dimensional momentum vectors of the created ionic
fragments. After the ionization the cation is in an unstable state, leading to a disso-
ciation of the molecule into the two fragments NO+

2 + NO2. In the time-dependent
kinetic energy release of the measured NO+

2 fragments we detected an oscillation at
small kinetic energies, fitting the vibrational period of the N-N stretch.
From the amplitude of the oscillation, detected in the kinetic energy release, we

gained information on the amplitude of the N-N vibration. We determined the
N-N bond distance of 1.56 Å at the inner turning point from the maximum kinetic
energy release of 0.44 eV per NO+

2 fragment. The determined minimal bond distance
corresponds to a vibrational amplitude of 0.19 Å. This is the first experimental
determination of the vibrational amplitude.
Furthermore, we detected fragments resulting from the double ionization of the

dissociating molecule. In this process, the parent molecule is singly ionized with
the first laser pulse and starts to dissociate into the two fragments NO2 + NO+

2 .
The second laser pulse ionizes the neutral fragments and the resulting two NO+

2
fragments repel each other due to the Coulomb force. Depending on the time delay
between the two pulses, the final kinetic energy release of the fragments is changing.
From the maximum of the kinetic energy release of the fragments we could estimate
the distance between the two charge centers of the two NO2 groups in the parent
molecule to be 2.72 Å.
These results illustrate the high potential of strong-field ionization pump-probe

experiments to explore molecular dynamics. In future work with the used setup,
possible improvements can be achieved by optimizing the data processing. In the
current experiment we detected a not-clarified loss of events in the data processing
which led to reduced statistics in the data analysis.
During the third part of this thesis, we designed and implemented a new setup with

the aim to explore a great variety of molecular dynamics, including the observation of
neutral and ionic molecules separately, scattering dynamics between them both, and
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in a future stage of development, imaging time-dependent bimolecular ion-molecule
reactions with Coulomb explosion imaging. The new system includes an ion source,
a time-of-flight mass spectrometer, a Coulomb explosion imaging spectrometer, and
an additional neutral molecular beam source. Currently, the setup is in a stage where
first experiments with the neutral source have been carried out and the production
of ions and the performance of the ion spectrometer have been tested.
In a first experiment using the neutral molecular beam source, we studied the

fragmentation of 1-butene molecules upon strong-field ionization. We used covari-
ance maps to visualize the correlations between the created fragments and hence
the different break-up channels. In a first test of the ion source, we measured mass
spectra for positive and negative ions derived from ionizing methanol and benzene
seeded in argon. We successfully established a stable working ion source. However,
at the time of this thesis, the overall amount of detected ions was still too low for
experiments on rare ion species. Hence, further investigations in the ion source and
the ion beam path are desirable. To improve the ion production, we plan to imple-
ment a dielectric barrier discharge unit as an alternative ion source, which is known
to produces negative and positive ions with high efficiency.
Besides improving the ion production, we plan to implement a new detection

system, to measure the three-dimensional momentum vector of created fragments.
These improvements would open the way for coincidence experiments which allow
for the exploration of even rarely occurring molecular processes. The coincidence
experiments will provide insight into geometry rearrangements and kinetic energy
distributions in certain molecular dynamics, including transient intermediate molec-
ular configurations around the transition state of bimolecular chemical reactions.
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A Appendix A.

Influence of false
coincidences

In chapter 3 the three-body fragmentation of CH2BrI3+ into the three charged par-
ticles CH+

2 + Br+ + I+ was studied using the technique of coincidence detection.
We estimated the percentage of false coincidences after a filter on the momentum
sum in the z-direction of -5 a.u.< Σpz < 5 a.u. to be around 10 %. Here, we want
to compare the resulting features for changed filter conditions to motivate that our
choice is sufficient. We compare the the result of three additional filter conditions
on the momentum sum in the z-direction:

A 20 a.u. < Σpz < 50 a.u. (79Br)
50 a.u. < Σpz < 80 a.u. (81Br)

B 50 a.u. < Σpz < 90 a.u. (79Br)
80 a.u. < Σpz < 120 a.u. (81Br)

C− 15 a.u. < Σpz < −5 a.u. (79Br)
5 a.u. < Σpz < 15 a.u. (81Br)

The first two filters A and B select events which lead to the two additional small
peaks in the momentum sum Σpz on the right-hand side of the main peaks. The
third filter C selects the area between the two sharp peaks in the momentum sum
in Fig. 3.10 which should represent best, the influence of the false coincidences in
our analysis. The resulting Newton diagrams from the three filter conditions are
plotted in Fig. A.1.

Figure A.1.: The resulting Newton diagrams with the applied filter A, B, and C.
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From panel (a) and (b) it can be seen that the smaller side peaks lead to similar
structure as analyzed in chapter 3. However, the rings originating from the sequen-
tial break-ups are not detected anymore. At the same time, the peak structures
are blurred. Especially the momenta of the methylene fragment are bleached in the
center of the original peak. We assume, that the side peaks are events of single
molecule break-ups, where the CH+

2 fragment looses one or two hydrogen atoms.
Hence, the calculated momenta are wrong, but the resulting structure is similar.
Since the Br+ and the I+ ion are much heavier than the CH+

2 ion, the momenta of
these two components are less affected.
The plot in panel (c) of Fig. A.1 represents best, which contribution in our selected

data is based on false coincidences. The peak structure is still present, but much
weaker as for the analyzed data set. It is most likely coming from the tail of the next
smaller side peak. However, since the ring structures from the sequential processes
are exclusively detected with the applied filter condition -5 a.u.< Σpz < 5 a.u. and
the contribution to the peak structure is to a great extent higher in this range,
we conclude that the influence of the 10 % of false coincidences still present in our
analyzed data is not severe for the interpretation and are most likely due due single-
molecule processes where we detect CH+ instead of CH+

2 .
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Ion optics design
In the frame of this thesis we designed our own ion optics and in addition, a flexi-
ble modular construction system to assemble the single electrodes. Here, we show
drawings of the main parts: the lenses, the deflectors, and the thin circular elec-
trodes used as thin lenses and further as extractor and repeller electrodes of the
mass spectrometer and the VMI (see Fig. B.1, B.2, and B.3). We designed the
ion optics with a large aperture to ensure a homogeneous field in the middle of
the lenses/deflectors, but sufficiently small to be manufactured onto a standard CF
100 flange (circular electrodes: ø = 95 mm). We choose a reasonably large length
of the lenses (l = 22 mm) at positions where space is available, which improves
focusing properties. The single electrodes are connected via stainless steel spacers
with tapped holes. Two spacers are attached to each other by a grub screw with
the electrode clamped in between. The length of the spacers can be customized to
the specific needed arrangement. To isolate the grub screw and the spacers (both
grounded) from the electrode which is on potential we used commercial ceramic
bushings. Ceramic can charge-up due to impinging ions or electrons. To avoid
a distortion of the electric field and increase the stability we placed the isolating
ceramic bushings in a small shielding made out of stainless steel.

Figure B.1.: Left: Illustration of the modular construction system to assemble
the lenses. The middle electrode (on potential) is isolated from the
grounded spacers via ceramic bushings. The connecting grub screw is
not included in the Figure. Right: Technical drawing of a lens.
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B. Ion optics design

Figure B.2.: Left: Illustration of the modular construction system to assemble the
deflectors. One deflector of each pair is on potential while the other one
is grounded. To keep the assembling simple, all deflector electrodes are
isolated from the spacers with the ceramic bushings and are connected
via cable connections to either the applied potential or to the ground.
The connecting grub screw is not included in the Figure. Right: Tech-
nical drawing of a deflector electrode.
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Figure B.3.: Left: Illustration of the modular construction system to assemble the
repeller, extractor and grounded electrode of the accelerating zone of
the mass spectrometer. The repeller and extractor electrodes (on po-
tential) are isolated from the grounded spacers via ceramic bushings.
The connecting grub screw is not included in the Figure. A nickel mesh
is attached to the inner open part of these three electrodes with an ad-
ditional clamping ring. The clamping ring and the mesh are not shown
in the drawing. Right: Technical drawing of the thin circular electrodes
used for thin lenses and for the extractor and repeller electrodes of the
mass spectrometer and the VMI. The opening diameters øA and øB
vary, depending on the purpose of the electrode.
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Kurzzusammenfassung
Hochintensive Femtosekundenlaser sind wirkungsvolle Instrumente zur Erforschung
von sowohl inter- als auch intramolekularen Dynamiken auf Zeitskalen der Kernbe-
wegung und mit einer Ortsauflösung in der Größenordnung der Molekülbindungen.
Die vorliegende Dissertation widmet sich der Studie von Moleküldynamiken mithilfe
von Starkfeldionisation durch ultrakurze Laserpulse.
Im ersten Teil der Dissertation präsentieren wir eine detaillierte Studie über

die verschiedenen Aufbruchkanäle in der durch Starkfeldionisation induzierten
Coulomb-Explosion von CH2BrI3+. Die Impulse der resultierenden Fragmente
wurden mithilfe eines Reaktionsmikroskops in Koinzidenz gemessen. Wir haben fünf
verschiedene Fragmentationspfade nachgewiesen: eine nicht sequentielle Coulomb-
Explosion in welcher die C-I Bindung und die C-Br Bindung gleichzeitig aufbrechen
und zusätzlich vier sequentielle Pfade in welchen die Fragmentierung über einen
doppelt geladenen Zwischenzustand abläuft und der Bindungsbruch nacheinander
erfolgt. Zudem diskutieren wir sowohl die Möglichkeiten als auch die Beschränkun-
gen, die Ergebnisse der Coulomb-Explosion zur Molekülstrukturbestimmung zu
verwenden.
Im zweiten Teil der Dissertation stellen wir die Ergebnisse eines zeitaufgelösten

Pump-Probe Experiments vor, in welchem die N-N Streckschwingung von N2O4 un-
tersucht wurde. Wir haben die Schwingung durch einen impulsiven stimulierten Ra-
man Stoßprozess mit dem Pump-Puls angeregt, um anschließend das oszillierende
Molekül mit einem zeitverzögerten Probe-Puls in einem Starkfeldprozess zu ion-
isieren. Durch die von der Zeitverzögerung abhängige, gemessene kinetische Energie
erzeugter NO+

2 Fragmente, konnten wir den inneren Umkehrpunkt, die Amplitude
und die Phase der Schwingen bestimmen. Wir haben für das Experiment eine Kom-
bination aus einem Velocity-Map Imaging Spektrometer, einem im Vakuum inte-
grierten Pixeldetektor und einem Lasersystem, welches 7 fs kurze Impulse erzeugt,
verwendet.
Im letzten Teil der Dissertation präsentieren wir eine detaillierte Beschreibung des

Designs und der Implementierung eines neuen Messaufbaus. Dieser stellt den ersten
Schritt der Entwicklung einer neuen Methode vor, die es ermöglichen soll die zeitab-
hängige Änderung der Molekülstruktur während einer bimolekularen chemischen
Reaktion zu erforschen. Wir wollen dabei zwei etablierte Techniken verbinden: (1)
Die Präparation der Ausgangsprodukte einer chemischen Reaktion in kleinen ionis-
chen Clustern und Molekülen und (2) Coulomb-Explosion zur Strukturbestimmung
von transienten Molekülkonfigurationen. Der neue Aufbau beinhaltet eine Ionen-
quelle, ein Flugzeitmassenspektrometer, ein Coulomb-Explosion Imaging Spektrom-
eter und eine zusätzliche neutrale Molekularstrahlquelle.
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Short summary
Strong-field femtosecond lasers are powerful tools to explore inter- and intramolecu-
lar dynamics on the time scales of the nuclear motion and with a spatial resolution of
the molecular bond length. This thesis is dedicated to the investigation of molecular
dynamics with strong-field ionization induced by ulta-short laser pulses.
In the first part of this thesis, we present a detailed study on the different fragmen-

tation pathways in the Coulomb explosion of CH2BrI3+ upon strong-field ionization.
The momenta of the final fragments were measured in coincidence in a reaction
microscope. We detected five different break-up pathways. The non-sequential
Coulomb explosion where the C-I and the C-Br bond break at the same time and in
addition four sequential channels with a successively bond cleavage and a fragmen-
tation pathway which proceeds via an intermediate doubly-charged state. Further-
more, we discuss the possibilities and limitations of Coulomb explosion imaging as
a tool to recover the molecular structure.
In the second part of the thesis we present the results of a time-resolved pump-

probe experiment exploring the N-N vibration of N2O4. We excited the vibration in
an impulsive stimulated Raman scattering process with the pump pulse and strong-
field ionized the vibrating molecule with the time-delayed probe pulse. From the
time-dependent kinetic energy release of created NO+

2 fragments we could extract
the inner turning point, the amplitude, and the phase of the vibration. In the
experiment, we used the combination of a velocity map imaging spectrometer, an
in-vacuum pixel detector, and a laser system delivering few-cycle 7 fs long pulses.
In the last part of the thesis, we present the detailed description of the design

and implementation of a new setup. The built machine is the first step towards
the development of a new approach to study the time-dependent structural change
during bimolecular chemical reactions. We want to combine two established meth-
ods: (i) the preparation of reaction precursors in small ionic clusters and molecules
(ii) Coulomb explosion imaging to determine the transient molecular structure. The
new setup includes an ion source, a time-of-flight mass-spectrometer, a Coulomb ex-
plosion imaging spectrometer, and an additional neutral molecular beam source.
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